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REPORT ON MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY

SUMMARY

The present Report is in part a review of earlier work, but is

largely an exposition of new or improved methods and conclusions.

Parts I and II contain a brief review and comparison of the AO (atomic

orbital) and MO (molecular orbital) methods of treating problems of

molecular electronic structure (Sections 1 and 3). They also contain

an analysis of the main general features of the nonloc alized MO method

within the framework of SCF ( self-consistent-field) theory. This

analysis is applicable to any atom, molecule, or crystal provided

the orbitals used in constructing WF ! s (wave functions) for the system

are all orthonormal.

The construction of anti symmetrized spinorbital-pro duct WF !
s, and

from these electronic state VvF's, is first outlined (Section 2); the

term spinorbital is here introduced. Formal expressions are then

developed for the exact total electronic energy (Section 4 and

T *"*

Section 6, Theorem 1) as a sum of, (1), the first-order energy E(<p )

Q

of a standard-reference spinorbital-conf iguration WF <> for electron
o o

state S, plus, (2), the state energy E
L

(relative to E(t r\))f plus,

(o), the correlation energy E !

(S). The relatively small magnitude of

the correlation energy is illustrated for two examples (He and H-, )
lO

where exact calculations have been made (Section 6, Table I).
o

The standard configuration energy E(<J n ) for state S, or more

generally E(<p ) for any spinorbital configuration A, is then written

down in detail (Section 5), in several useful forms: (1), the additiyt

partition (sum of certain one-electron diagonal energies d plus sum

of Coulomb and exchange integrals); (2), the sub tractive partition

(sum of one-electron SCF engenvalues & minus the Coulomb and exchange



.
.



V

integrals); (3), cumulative partitions (each the sum of a core energy

plus one or more one -electron energy terms for one or more electrons

selected as may be desired). Using the cumulative partition for one

electron plus core, the Har tree -Slater -Koopmans theorem that the SCF

eigenvalue is nearly equal to minus the corresponding vertical ioniza-

tion energy (plus E^ corrections if required) is obtained (Section 6,

Theorem 2); it is shown that the accuracy of this theorem is usually

assisted by a fortunate partial cancellation of errors; the accuracy

of the theorem is illustrated by two examples (He and Ho, Section 6,

Table I). A theorem on excitation energies of certain singlet and

triplet states, so stated as to include a needed semi-empirical elemen

is also given (Section 6, Theorem o).

Parts III and IV of this report deal with the LCAO approximation

to the SCF iviO method, for the case of two-center MO T s occupied by one

or by two electrons moving in the field of a core consisting of closed

electronic shells. Part III (Sections 7-14) deals with the homopolar

case, in particular Xo and Xg, with the bond between the atoms in X
?

either single or multiple. The discussion also applies in the present

of attached atoms which do not participate in the two-center Iv'D's,

as for example, in CgHg and G pH (Section 11). Part IV (Sections

15-19) deals with the heteropolar case, in particular XY and XY ,

Two basic LCAO parameters, Oi
, the atomic integral, and

(6 ,
the

bond integral, are defined for X * (Section 7), Xg (Section 12), XY

and XY (Sections 15, 16). These pentameters are defined as theoretical

quantities; afterwards, approximate empirical counterparts #. and
i zn

P , based on spectroscopic and ionization energy data, and x5; . .

spec ' dis

based on dissociation energy data, are also defined. Formulas for

computin^ the theoretical a 1 s and ft
' s in terms of (1), certain two-

center one -electron integrals w and T, together with (2), certain
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two-center two-electron integrals, and, (3), one-center orbital eigen-

values t are developed. It is pointed out (section 10) how empiri-
at

cal ato.mic
n valence-s tate" ionization potentials can be used to approx

mate the quantities -^4.; the remaining inte brals c an be computed from

known formulas or obtained from existing tables. From the a1 s and

(3
l

a, the SCF eigenvalues ^ and ^ for Bonding (B) and antibondirig

(A) two-center MO ' s are readily obtained; by Theorem 2 of Section 6,

molecular ionization energies !_
should be approximate empirical counts:

parts of the -^'s. The theoretical <x f

s, ^ ' s , and & s have been

computed and are compared with their empirical counterparts for the

cases of Hg
4 (Section 8, Table II), Hg, CgH^, and CgH4 (Section 15,

Tables III-VI). Satisfactory agreement is found for the (3*s and

astonishingly good agreement for the W s and fc 's. The main results
B

are summarized in Section 13, Table VII.

In the course of the work, several useful results have been found;

as follows. (1). On the basis of actual computations for two rather

different cases (Is AO ! s and 2pTT AO ! s ) , it is concluded ( cf . 2qs. (63.

that relations such as

^aa(ab<^ is ab^
Jaa 4 Jab ^ or >

more generally,

Babied iS ab
S
cd (Jac

+ J
ad f Jbc * JM )

are very good practical approximations at all internuclear distances

(see index for definitions of the integrals involved). (2), According

to the theoretical computations, the bond integral (3 > though it

varies with internuclear distance and somewhat with type of AO involve',

is invariant to a remarkable degree (Sections 12, 16) with respect to

ionization (change from Xg to Xp*'or XY to XY^), the presence or

absence of attached atoms, the degree of multiplicity of the bond, and

polarity of the bond. (3). The integral a or *j
( d = f u> ) does
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not share any of these types of invariance; "but on the other hand, the

value of oj shows a characteristic monotonic variation with inter-

nuclear distance, apparently independent of the AO type involved

(cf. Table VII).

The entire preceding discussion referring to Parts III and IV is

based on the use of free -atom AO f s as best-compromise AO ' s in con-

structing LCAO approximations to M0 !

s; or as an approximation to these,

Slater AO ' s are used. Reasons for this choice are critically discussed

(Sections 9, 10). In a critical analysis of the errors involved in

the use of the LGAO approximation in the two-center case, it is shown

that the surprisingly good agreements between LC PD ~^ ts anc^ j[
ts

*
an<^

between LCAO and empirical o('s and /3s, can be understood as the

result of lucky cancellations of errors (Section 14). At the same

time, it is pointed out that in certain other (fortunately less impor-

tant) applications the errors should add instead of cancelling.

In heteropolar cases (Sections 15-19), tnere are three basic LCAO

parameters; these may be most conveniently taken as a = |f(0L + ^) 9

<*=(#- <x ), and (3+ Instead of S ,
the bond charge Q (approxi-

LJ a *

mately equal to
/fj,

cf. Eqs. (94-95), (112)) may be used. Empirical

counterparts of S or are found in electronegativity differences

taken from various electronegativity scales. Several such scales are

considered and (extending earlier work of the writer) their significance

and validity are discussed in terms of LCAO MO theory (Section 17).

Dipole moments also are considered in terms of LCA3 MO theory in

Sections 18, 19 (again, extending earlier v/ork of the writer). The

'total dipole moment associated with an electron-pair-bond of simple

type is expressed as a sum of four terms (cf, Eq. (133)), a bond

charge moment, an overlap charge moment, an atomic or hybridization

moment
, (Coulson ), and a polarization moment. It should probably be
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feasible, using theoretical compa tations combined with empirical

information, to estimate these terms with sufficient accuracy to

obtain significant results, but further study of electronegativity

scales and of
_s

- p hybridization is needed. It is pointed out that

multiple bonds can be treated in a similar way, provided the computed

moments of the individual bonds (which, it is noted, may differ in

polarity) are adjusted to self -consistency, A preliminary rough

couputation on HC1 points rather definitely toward the conclusion

that the observed moments of the hydrogen halides can be explained

only if the per halogen bonding AO contains a very considerable

admixture of s character.
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IND^X AND GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS AND TERMINOLOGY*

a., b: indices for two adjacent atoms in a molecule.

A = antibonding two-center MO (23).

/\ = antisymmetrizer [2, Step 3J .

aa I , bb I , etc.: see ff I.

jaalab, etc.: seejfflaa.

rt, (3, )?
= one-electron spin eigenfunctions \2, Step 2j.

# = a one-electron one-center theoretical integral here called the
atomic integral (27, 32); see also Part V.

aab (or } = 4( a 4
oj,).

0(.
zn

= empirical atomic integral (42, 75).

additive partition ( 9)

AO - atonic orbital; symbol "X [ij .

ASO = atomic spinorbital; symbol X ^2, Step 2
J.

atomic integral; see o(,

B = bonding two-center MO (23).

(B = one-electron spin eigenfunction (see ex
f /$, >?).

^' /ab' /^r
= a one ~ e lectron two-center theoretical quantity hei-c

called the bond integral (29, 36, 68, 69, 73);
see also Part V.

= empirical bond integral from dissociation data (45, 45a, 7t )

= empirical bond integral from spectroscopic data (41, 74).

best-compromise AO ' s
["~9j .

best M0*s

bond integral; see

""Numbers in parentheses refer to equations, those in brackets to

Sections, where the quantities are defined or illustrated. Words
underlined represent special terminology introduced here.





D"l .

2, Step 4J ,

Class la states I closed-shell electronic states [2 t Step 4J

Coulomb integral; symbol J or J with various subscripts (12, 59, 60,
63),

cumulative partition ( 17b ) .

D, D - dissociation energies, without deductions for zero-point
energy, for dissociation to give atoms or ions in "valence
states" (43-45a, 76-78), [Tables V, VI footnotes].

degeneracy, various kinds J2, Steps 1, 2, 4j

^-. ., d 4 A
= certain one-electron energy integrals = diagonal matrix

elements of hamiltonian h^ or h~ (10, 17d, 17e),

V'

E_ or S(S) = electronic energy (of state S) (5).

) or S(.fl
S

)
= first-order energy for WF <$> or <Q

S
(6, 7, 9, 14).

Q
E - state energy s energy terms distinguishing different states S

of same electron configuration (7).

E (S) = correlation energy for state S (18),

E c
n

(A) - in situ core energy for (n - k)-electron core in
n-electron system ( 17c ) ,

6, 6.
, C, = one-electron SCF energy eigenvalues (14a, 17, 17a, 19 5

e
at* ^ b

a atomic & s (26a),

^b, % = tv/o -center molecular 6 !

s, for B and A MO ' s respectively,

^7

" one-electron spin eigenfunction, in general (see tf, {3, >?) ,

electron configuration [2] ,

electronegativity parameters 9̂
^

,
A1

, ^ ,
^

(l7j ,

electronic state; symbol 3
[2] ,

exchange integral; symbol K or K with various subscripts (13, 22, 63),

= index for one of a set of MO ' s .

ff I
= potential energy operator for repulsion of an electron by

another electron in MO L (58).

\fflaa, Iff lab, (aalab, etc, * interelectronic repulsion energy
integrals (59-62).
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tf ,
= Jf*\ -re so n an c e in t e gr al ( 28 , 34 ).

f
S

, r
S
r : see WF

h - hamiltonian = one -electron Hamilton!an, exact or approximate
(11, 25).

h h, = atomic SCF hamiltonian for electron in valence state
at ' Q.' U r, I 0/~ \

of atom (26).

h
A

,
h3 = SCF hamiltonian (15, 80).

h
A

. , hSf
= h

A
,
hS in another form (16, 80).

hAl = core-field SGF hamiltonian (17f ).

h = "bare-nuclei hamiltonian (11).

H = exact Hamiltonian omitting nuclear repulsions, nuclear kinetic

energy and magnetic interactions (5).

i_, j_
indices for spinorbitals (9-13).

I, If.
= vertical ionization energy (19).

jj^ 9 jU t etc, - potential energy operators (15a); cf, ff I.

or , with various subscripts, see Coulomb integral.

K or K , with various subscripts, see exchange integral.

t MO: fl5j , Table VI.

X
1

- i
th

spinorbital [2] .

A I index for a spinorbital configuration [2\ .

LCAO z linear combination of atomic orbit als [ l] .

LCAO fam.ily [9];
see also best-compromise AC f s .

LCAO MO s
[l, ?] , (23).

lo cal iz e d MO T s [l , 3j .

/*, ^ = absolute electronegativity, Mulliken scales (123, 124).

MO - molecular orbital; symbol [l] .

MSO = molecular spinorbital [2, Step 2J .





xii

N = state N (see states).

iJ = spectroscopic frequency (cm" 1
).

U
9
^ - absolute electronegativity (114, 116, 118; 121, 122).

nonlocalized MO ' s = whole -molecule MO ' s L l, 5j.

p = si pole moment (135).

nS
p

: see WF. ;

;

, ; .; -..,.,. frfc

Tf AO or MO

IT -
Pauling electronegativity (125).

0, f
i symbol for MO, or fth MO.

; see WF.

"
(95, 96, 112, 115).

R " interatomic distance.

P an energy term (45 discussion, 44).

S - electronic state [2j .

S_
= overlap integral (24).

SCF = self-consistent field

SO =
_splnorbital; symbol A or A. (ft s "tep 2

J
.

species = state species [2J ,
or orbital species.

spinorbital conf igur ati on ;
index /\ i2, Step 5j.

st^idaxd reference spinorbital conf i6ura tion Vi/F (symbol <fc
s
n ): see WF

i u

state = electronic state [2J > (55).

state N = normal s bate of any system [2j , (55).

states T (triplet), V, Z (singlet) = certain excited states of systems
of two electrons plus core

[oj , (55).

sub tractive partition ( 14 ) .





xiii

T = state T (see states).

f, T,
, ^ = certain one-electron two-center integrals (35, 57, 66,

I f~> )

u = potential energy function for single electron in neutral system,
corresponding to SCP of nuclei and all other electrons (25, 54).

u .

, u , u-, = potential energy function for single electron in
neutral atom, i.e. in SCF of positive ion of the atom.

ua , u-k
- u , u, plus small correction terms (31, 54).

u = shielding terms in u corresponding to field of other electron
(or electrons) in MO (or MO ' s ) of same LCAO family (54, 58-64),
Part V.

u = part of u due to nuclei (11).

ab and similar symbols: example, Uab = r-X/CdT (38, 39, 59).

AJ X Xh
= symbol f r AO or f r AO atom a. or >>

V = state V (see states).

V ~ atomic "valence state" of valence n Ll^J.

valence AO ' s and ASO f s
[lOj .

valence ionization potentials [lOj .

va , v-^
= potential energy function for single electron in field of
neutral atom a or b: contrast u , u-u (70).- y. u

va> vb
= va> vb P-^-us small correction terms (cf. ua , u^ ) .

6), 61, - certain one-electron two-center integrals (33, 56, 65, 71).

WF = v/ave function = approximate eigenfunction for atomic or molecular
system [ij .

A - anti symmetrized spinorbital-product \vP for the spinorbital
configuration A [2 , (1).

O _ O
or db> z one, or one of several, CPA

! s associated with state S

[2, Step 4].

- a selected Cp /i
taken as "standard reference" <i> A for state ST A

(7).





xiv

S
or ff = Yv'F (or rth_WF) of a pure-electron-corif i^uration

state S
(2~j, (2); this is a linear combination

of
'

or T
S = ^F ( r rth WF ) of a mixed-elactron-configuration

statg S [2, Step 4a~j;
this is a linear combination

of rfy s.

or *< = exact ei^enf unction (or r th exact eigenfunction) of

state S [2] .

for ^ TS -

Z_
= nuclear cliai-ge, e e g. in Slater AO ! s .

Z = state Z (see states).
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REPORT OK MOiCULAH ORBITAL THEORY ''

By R. S. Mul liken

PART I. INTRODUCTION

* The AO and MO Methods. Before quantum mechanics, Bohr and

others successfully used tho ideas of electron configurations and the

vector model to obtain an insight into the structure of atoms,

including the periodicity and shell str\icture indicated by chemical

(3)
phenomena. Other physicists extended these ideas to diatomic

molecules, and soon developed them in quantum-mechanical form for

( 4 ) ( 5 ) ( A )

molecules and for metals. ' To replace tho Bohr theory con-

cept of an electron orbit, the word orbital was proposed, meaning

( 7 )one-electron orbital eigenfunction. v ' Various workers brought for-

ward two major types of electron configuration description for mole-

'
" ' Presented at international colloquium on Theory of Chemical

Binding at Paris, April 12-15, 1948. "Tho text of the paper has since
been revised and improved for publication in the Journal de China e

Physique.
' This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research

under Number NR 014 005, Contract N6ori-20, Task Order IX, with the
University of Chicago.

(3)
Birge, Mecke, and the present writer. Cf, R. 3, Mulliken,

Phys. Rev. 28, 505 (1926).

MO method. F. Hund, 1927. R. S. Mulliken, Phys, Rev. 32, 186
(1928). F. Hund, Zeits. f . Physik 61, 759 (1928)

ft
And other papers

by these authors and by J. E. Lonnard- Jones, E. Huckol, G. Herzberg,
J. 11. Van Vleck, W. G. Ponney, K, F. Herzfold, C. A. Coulson, and
others .

f S )

AO method. Vtf . Heitler and F. London, Zeits. f . Physik 44, 455
(1927). These authors and especially J. C. Slater and L, PauTing
developed the method further in well-known papers and books,

F. Bloch, ^oits. f. Physik, 52, 555 (1928), using LCAO-approxi-
mate iviO

' s .

^ 7 ^ R. S. Mulliken, Phys. Rev. 41, 49 (1952).
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,(4),
culos and crystals, the one in terms of MO ' s (molecular orbitalsj

' the other in terms of AO T s ( atomic orbi tails ) . Both

methods have proved useful for understanding the chemical phenomena

of homo polar valence, which were not understandable by Bohr theory.

The systematic development of either method requires for mole-

cules, just as for atoms, the consideration of a SGP ( self-consistent

field) procedure for determining the best orbitals, accompanied by an

evaluation of interelectronic interaction energies. Only in this way

can the clearest understanding of molecular energy levels be obtained,

Up to now, such a systematic treatment has been used mainly for

(10), (lOa)
crystals .

Part II of the present paper outlines a general SCF treatment

for molecules, using the MO method. Within this SCF framework.

i

Parts IIl-V contain a somewhat detailed though still preliminary

study of the meanings arid the best formulations of the approximations

Sue R. S. Mulliken, Priys. Rev. 41, 49 (1932); 43, 279 (1933);
J. Chora. Phys. J5,

375 (1935), for general discussions and references
on tho MO methocU Ref , 5 of this paper gives references on the
"Aufbauprinzip" .

( 9 ) For an excellent up-to-date review, see C. A. Coulson, Quarterly
Reviews of the Chemical Society, London, 1, 144 (1947).

F. Seitz, in. his book "The Modern Theory of Solids" (McGraw
Hill 1940), gives a very useful survey of the self -consistent fioJvT
method of Hartree and Pock. For atoms and rnolecnlus, see in particu-
lar Chaps. VI and VII; but bocausu of the closo relation, between

lo culos and crystals, many otaer sections of the book are illumi-
nating for the molecular problems here under discussion.

a ' For a SCF treatment of Lig, with references to earlier work
on other molecules, sou C. A. Coulson and *!/. E. IXmcanson, Proc. Roy.,
Soc - ii 378 (1943).

' VViiile the AO method also has important undevuloped possibili-
ties, it is not planned to discuss this method othor than incidentally
in the pro sent paper. (See R. S. Iv.ulliken, Chera. Rov. 41 , 201 (1947)
for some remarks on both methods.)
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and paramo tors that appear when MO f s are approximated in LCAO (linear

combination of at oral c orbitals ) f orm

The use of the LCAO typo of approximation, first introduced by

sovoral authors for H"1

*, was extended to metals by Bloch, to

olecu

(l2a)

(12)
diatomic molecules by Lennard-Jonos , and to polyatomic molecules

by Hlickel.

It is hoped that the working methods and formulas here developed

will aid in a more efficient utilization than at present of spectro-

scopic and other empirical data in the elucidation of molecular struc-

tures and the solution of chemical problems,

In tho proount paper, the nuclei will bo regarded as held

fixjd in any desired configuration, and will bo considered to act

solely as fixed centers of force. It is always to be understood that

tho wave functions discussed aro electronic wave functions only,

unless tho contrary is explicitly stated,

What is meant by tho MO method, as contrasted with the AO rnetlioc%

for moloculos, may in part be indicated by writing the electron con-

figuration for tho normal electronic state of the hydrogen molecule

according to each of the two methods.

AO method: Is^ls-^

MO method: (lO 2
o

( 1 }

J. ;J. Lonnard-Jones, Trans. Faraday Soc . 25, 668 (1929). This
pa pur introduced tho general usu of LCAO -approximation IO ! s for
diatomic molecules, arid connected Horzberg's categories of bonding
and antibonding MO ! s with LCAO approximations of tho respective
forms X

a
+ Xb and \ - % -

E. Kuckel, Zeits. f. Physik J30, 423 (1930), and later papers,



'
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Here Is and Is, are AO ' s on the two H atoms, and Icr is the lowest-
ci D gj

energy MO of tho HQ moluculo. Reverting to Bohr theory, the AO
. >

electronic structure of normal H ? consists of an electron in a Is

orbit for each of two H atoms close together, with the spins of the

two electrons antiparallel, while the MO structure consists of two

electrons with spins antiparallel moving in a single elongated orbit

about both nuclei,

In the most general form of the MO method, each electron is

assigned to an MO of the molecule as a whole. In certain modified

forms, some or all of the electrons are assigned, following Hund,

to localized MO ' s covering only part of the molecule. Or, frequent-

( 12)
ly, the inner electrons are assigned to AO f s and the outer elec-

trons either to whole-molecule (norilocalized) MO's or partly or wholly

to localized kO ' s . In the present paper, emphasis will be placed on

the use of nonlocalizud MO's,

The MO method is applicable to molecules of any size, including

crystals. As applied to single atoms, the MO method becomes identical

with the AO method, and in Part II, results on AO wave functions of

atoms will be frouly used to illustrate the general MO method.

Whatever AO or MO type of approximation is used, the complete

wave function must bo so constructed as to belong to the correct

state-species for the given electronic state. For example, whether

the electron configuration and wave functions of the normal state of

Hg are written in terms of AO ' s or MO's, the wave function must be

to*
so constructed as to have the correct symmetry for a L state,

&

F. Hund, Zcits. f. Physik 73, 1 and 65 (1932).
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The present paper covers, in part, work begun several years

before tho war, and includes an elaboration of a part of certain

material presented at a symposium in 1942 by the writer and Mrs. C. A.

(12c)
Rieko but not hith.-rto published. Added impetus has been given

by recent stimulating discussions with Mr. G. C. J. Roothaan. Tho

systematic approach used in parts of the present pap^r has been

strongly influenced by methods usod by Goepport-Mayur and Sklar in

their important 1939 paper on the theoretical computation of energies

( 1*5 )

of benzene by the iVD method. The writer is indebted to Prof,

C. A. Goulson for th,.= use of unpublished information obtained by the

latter in his heuristic computations on the hydrogen molecule by the

( 14 )

MO method, and to Prof. B. L. Crawford and Dr. R. G. Parr for

( 15 )

numerical values of certain MO integrals; further, to Prof. E. A.

Hylluraas for accurate data from unpublished c omputations on Ho ......

R. S. Mulliken and G. A. Rieke, Rev. Mod. Phys . 14, 259 (1942).

k. Goeppert-Mayer and A. L. Sklar, J. Chem. Phys. J3, 645 (1938).
In spite of the methodic importance of this paper, its final numeri-
cal results arj invalid, mainly because of the n>jgl^ct of certain
rather small but numerous terms. In particular (as noted by several
persons), Eq . (30) of the paper giv^s - L ^- 0, whereas the
inclusion of all neglected terms (whose^approximate magnitudes are

easily estimated) gives .6> -
, 0, as it should be. See also

M. Ofoeppurt-iyiayer and K. J. McGollura, Rev. Mod. Phys, 14, 248 (1942),

( 14 ) C. A. Goulson, Trans. Faraday Soc. 33, 1479 (1937); Proc.
Cambridge Phil, Soc. 34, 204 (1938).

(15 )

R. G. Parr arid B. L. Crawford, Jr., J. Chem. Phys. 16, 526

(1948), and second paper to appear in J. Chem. Phys,
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TART II. MOLECULAR ORBIT^LS Ai^D THE SELF-CONSIST .-INT FIELD

2 Wave Functions for Atoms and Molecules, It will be useful

first to review briefly the succession of stops needed in constructing

approximate electronic eigenfunctions of tho familiar electron-

configuration type for atoms or molecules. In the process, a standard

notation and terminology will be introduced. In general, the symbol

WF and the term wave function will be used to denote an approximate

o ig enfun c tion . In the case of molecules, the stops listed are

equally Applicable for WFts of the AO or the MO type, and for local-

ized or nonlocalized MO-type WF's.

Let us first focus attention on a specific example, state N

(the normal s tato ) of the carbon atom. The el o c tr on c onf i gur a ti on

is Is) 2 2s) 2p)', the state is of the species P . We proceed as

follows:

Step 1; us ing AO ' s , construct the product WF

Here
j.

and
j_ may refer to any one of threu forms of 2p AO;

this is an example of orbital degeneracy.

Step 2:using the general designation ^7 and the specific

designations c< and ^5 for one -electron spin wave functions f

amend Step 1 by using ASO f s (atomic spinorbi tals ), instead

of AO's, to form tho product WF

.

or, using ^ as a general designation for an SO ( spinorbi tal ),

(1) , (2) /(3) , (4) , (5) . (6)
1 2 5 \ \ X





Here A
t

and X may bo chosen according to any of several
i j

combinations of one of tho three 2p AO ' s with onu of thu two

spin functions; this is an example- of sp ino rb 1 1 a 1 de goner acy

(or, spin degeneracy arid orbital degeneracy).

From hero on, Ijt us think in torms of any atom or molecule with n

electrons, and let the A 1 s represent either ASu ' s or M&O ' s (molecular

( i f\ }

spiriorbitals ) . Let S denote the electronic state.

S top 5 ; c on s true t an an ti symmetrized spinorbital-produc t Vi/P by

letting the antisymmotnzer ;A , where

A = /VAST }J(-1)
P

P,
P

operate on thu WF of St-jp '. This gives

which is a linear combination of n! individual spinorbital-

product W ! s. The use of c > ' s as building-blocks was intro-

duced by Slater in 1928,

The standard symbol CD. will be used for the antisymmotrizod

WF corresponding to any particular spinorbital configuration

A. It should bo rioted that if the orbitals used in building

the A1 s are all normalised and all mutually orthogonal, then

y= x.

Stop 4: construct a set of linear combinations of all those d^A
' s

which are associated with a particular electron configuration

to which a given electronic state S belongs; with a proper

choice of coefficients, thusu will be thu desired WF's

( ~i r \
' In txiis report, we shall alv\/ays neglect spin-orbit coupling and

the frequent resultant splitting of electronic status into sub-states
(multiplet lovuls).
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( standard symbol J I ) of state S:

o m
r o

(2) A = / arA4> A (r = 1 .k, wx.ere k<m)r A=l

In gonoral, state S is do goner a to , that is, corresponds to

a sot (r = 1......^) of s.jvural independent WF's. For example,

state N of carbon has
_k

= 9. However, closed- she 11 states

are non-de^nerato with _CL$- = gS ( k = m a i) . Another

important special case is that of states corresponding to

closed shells plus or minus one electron; here k=.;i>l out the

S S
jfl

! s may be taken directly equal to the <f> A
f

s, that is

o Q

/I * - 4^ r with (r = A). These two important special cases
Q r c '

for which LI. =
<p may be respectively called Class la and

Glass Ib states; or jointly, Glass I states.

Step 4a (sometimes necessary for a good wF ): construct a finite

linear combination of jfi's:

(3) r s
= r b jl

1

r .u D^ t

r

Frequently Step 4a is not essential, but is nevertheless

useful in order to convert a fairly good into a good Vi/F.

When Step 4a is essential (for an example, refer to Example

3 of Section 3, as treated by the AO method), wu may speak

of mixed- electron-configuration states. Otherwise (Step 4

only) we have pure -electron- configuration states.

For completeness, wo note that the exact e igenfunction of any

state S, which wo shall call \Jf , can in principle be constructed

from i t 's by an extension of Step 4a. That is,



"

IqjTU4/.i

a.^.'.;) 8

a.
... * ;'

a a jj o X ,-q 2 cf i

B jo I aarlO- hc

10^10 Hi

t^ j
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with the possible addition of an integral over J I' s with continuously-

distributed energy values. For pur e -electron-configuration states,

only one term of the above summation is important, so that

(4) <L/
S
r ^ J'l

S
r

3. Comparison of AO and MO Molecular Wave Functions. A few

exarnp"! ^3 will make clearer the relations between electron configura-

tion and v/ ive functions, and between AO, localized MO, and non-

localized Mo wave functions for a molecule. They will also illustrate

how nonloc'ilized-MO descriptions of molectilos (H r , CH/, HF) may

resemble AO descriptions of related atoms (He, No). For simplicity,

all the examples but one are chosen from nonde6enerate electronic

states. In each case, the state chosen is state N of the ntom or

mo 1 o cu 1 e ,

In each case, the first column gives the atom or molecule symbol

and the method used, the noxt column the electron configuration and

the electronic state-species, the third column the type of Vv'F needed

for a reasonably good approximation, and the lust column, in

parentheses, the total numbers of spinorbital-produc t terms in the

IF.

In the iixaiiiples , special symbols have been used for certain

A.O -pairs in tne electron configurations of molecules described by

the AO method, Tnese are of the type , a .VD ,,(e, . ls a .ls^;for Hg ,



wB.G
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or teg.hg) for CH4 . The dot means that we include , among all the

cp/'s of the given electron configuration, only those for which^a
has spin o, and '/

fe
spin ,< and those for whichXa has spin ft and

~)(k spin o<-.-- This restriction limits us

to one definite valence-bond toF/l of the given electron configuration,

with a bond for each AO-pair whose members are connected by a dot. ----

In cases of resonance, the final Jl must be constructed as a

linear combination of valence-bond JTl
1 s . This step is similar to

step 4a of Section 2, but is not quite the same, since in the pre-

sent case, no ^ s not belonging to the given electron configuration

are introduced.-* However, step 4a itself is often also used in the

AO method, as for example when the resonance method is extended by

the inclusion of ionic structures. (For a simple example, see HP

under Example 3 below) .

# It will be noted that, if all other electrons are also paired,
these </i. 's all have Mg (total magnetic spin quantum number) equal
to zero. However, any one valence-bond /L in general includes only
part of the $>A'S of the given electron configuration which have

iVigs 0. But if we take a linear combination of all valence-bond
JVs, as in cases of resonance, this is at the same time a linear
combination of all the $// s which have Mg = 0.

*--. Other electronic states of the same electron configuration may
be indicated by relocating or by removing the dots .
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Example 4: Ben zone (C .1-1 )
6 6

1Vl(^ Me tiiod using AO f s for K electrons, localized iviO
! s

o~ for in-plane bonding electrons, and two nonlocalizod

MO ' s li and 2i (tho first nondegenerate, the second

two-fold du^onorato) for tho unsaturation electrons.

Electron configuration and state:

--

f\ ls...o- 36
lio( ... g i 42

. (421)
CH **

(2) AO Iviothod

Electron configuration
v 21 6 r 1 6 f 7 6 r / f!3

jtr-h] (2pi0ptj ,

for each of five different singlet bund structures.

/IN ( /<

v\-

Motes; (a) The symbol i or 2pi denotes an MO or a

2p AO having a nodal plane, in the plane of the mole-

cule, while _tr denotes a trigonal hybrid AO. (b) In

the MO method, f is seen to be approximated by a

single jl of species A and this in turn by a

single Cp . In the AO method, xl/* is approximated by

a linear combination of five singlet JUs each of which is anon-

de en^rato linear combination or
"

spin-degenerato

cp's. (Each < is a linear combination of 421 indi-

vidual spinorbitalf>roduct terms.) This comparison is,
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however, not quito fair with respect to MO computations by the LuAO

approximation, in which each MO is written as a linear combination

of two to six AO * s ,

4 Total Electronic Energy in Successive Approximations .

Perhaps the most important quantity associated w ith any electronic

state S of a molecule is its energy E. If we know the accurate

eigenfunction '^^ 9 the energy can be computed exactly from

(5) S(S) =
}'0>

S"
H -*

3 dv f

,

wh^re H is tho electronic Honiiltonian and dv' is the volume element

including spins. H is equal to the complete Hamiltonian omitting

nuclear kinetic energy and nuclear repulsion terms and electronic

spin-orbit coupling terms. ^"/

If (as is usual) wo do not have C/" but a vF which approximates

it, wo can ^et a first- order -approximation energy. For a pure-

eluctron-confi Duration state, this is

(6) E(fl
8

) i
3* H A8 dv'.

Or if a mixed-eloctron- configuration state is essential (Step 4a in
o

Section 2), we must take E(T ), which then differs considerably

from the E( fl )'s of the pure states involved.

Pursuing the matter a step further back, we recall that A
_ Q

is in O onjral a linear combination of <f /s
! s (Step 4 in Section 2).

Howjv^r, in the important special case of Glass I states, including

all closed-shell states, the fi 's ar.j directly equal to tt>
* s so
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. c

that E(,O. ) becomes identical with E(<|> )* In most moleculjs when

treated by the MO method, state N is a closed-shell state so that

In general, however,

s(.n
s

)
-

(7)
'

i

Here & Q is some convenient one of the & A' S which may be called

tnv" st arida rd re fe r e rice spinorbital-configuration inF for the given

electron configuration to which state S belongs; the <^> spinorbital

configuration is to be chosen with the numbers of & and /$ spins

equal, or as nearly so as possible. The term E^ differs for the

different electronic states associated with the given configuration,

and thus distinguishes them. For atoms, and also for molecules if
o O

we use nonlocalized MO's, Efcp Q ) t E represents in first approxi*

mation the ^nergy of a particular rnultiplet state S. For molecules

N
treated by the AC uothod, E plus the nuclear repulsion energy

represents an approximation to the bond onergy, since B(cfc/) then

represents the electronic energy of the separate atoms plus the

relatively small "Coulomb" interaction term.

5 Electronic Energy for Self-Gonsis tent-Field Atomic or

Molecular ^-ive Functions. In Section 4, the problem of computing
Q f

E(.T<L ) was reduced to that of computing a certain S(cp/\)
called

Q

E(c|) Q), plus the of ten relatively simple problem (which, however,

we shall not discuss here) of computing a quantity E toe now

consider
^(<J'A) for any spinorbital configuration A,

^ovvcvcr, in oraer to obtain reasonably simple foraul^a, v;o nov/

restrict ourselves to ..F's C. and built out of orbltals v/hich are

all norr:ali;6co and .utuall;/ ortao^onal ( ortaoaorml or ol tals ) . /or
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molecules, this condition is most easily satisfied if the orbitals used

in constructing any ^ are nonlocalized MO f s which belong to representa-

tions of the symmetry group of the molecule as a whole. Hereafter, in

this paper, such nonlocalized NO's will always be used for molecules,

except as otherwise stated.

Nonlocalized-MO ftF's of the kind indicated become SOP (self-

consistent-field) Ws when the detailed forms of the orbitals used in

any particular Tls are so chosen as to minimize E( fl^) ; subject, how-

ever, in the case of excited states, to the further condition that Jfl?

shall be orthogonal to every _fl
s which is of the same symmetry species

and is of lower energy. At least in the case of the lowest-energy J Is

of any given symmetry species (this of course includes the normal state,

each orbital is then an eigenfunction of a-Fock (modified SchrBdinger)

equation for the motion of an electron in the field of the nuclei plus

that of the other electrons in their orbitals, including due allowance

for the effect of "exchange forces." Under these circumstances, the

various orbitals are, or can be chosen to be, all mutually orthogonal,
and can also be taken as normalized. (1) *

Provided the orbitals used in constructing any C. ore all

or thonormal, its f irst-order enorgy

can bo reduced to a sum of one-electron integrals and two-electron

(17)
A relatively minor point, which, however, should be noted here

for the sake of clarity, is that likj-namod orbitals are in general

at l^ast slightly different for every different electron configura-

tion and even for every different electronic state of that configura-

tion. For example, the 2_s AO of carbon must be slightly different

in the states P,
1
D, and S of the configuration Is)

2
2s)

2
2p)

2
,

(-> 35
in Is)*

3
2s) 2p) , S, and in every other different configuration

o
or state. Hence also, 3(d;>A ) must differ at least slightly in

different states S of an electron configuration even for-' formally

the same cb .* A
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inte^rals, as follows. It can bo shown with some labor, after

writing out <& (see Section 2) and H, that the relation
A

n
,^ n^ n^ , ,

VA i=\ iA 2

i^i j=i
1 J A

is exact. Horo the d^ 's are one-electron integrals as follows:
i A

(10) d ^iA*
h

^i/\
d 'r

'

' Wlth

(11) h = (-){
2
/2m)V 2

i u = bare -nuclei hamiltonian

and L s
f ^. t where jZL is an orbital. Here the word hamil-

tonian (symbol h) is introduced for a one-electron Hamiltonian. The

J . .

! s and K
1

. ,

! s are two-electron integrals:

Coulomb integral

12 /x
j A

exchange integral

It will be noted that tho d T

s, J 's, and K ! s are all defined

in terms of sp in- containing quantities A and dT1

. Only this inclu-

sion of tho spins makes possible the above formulation of EtqU* whose

simplicity is important for a general discussion. For practical

applications, one us ,s expressions in which the spins have been

eliminated; but such expressions differ for different special cases.

In thj case of the d's and J
!

's, the values of the integrals

aro unchanged if the spin terms are omitted, that is, if tho A f s

?j?e replaced by corresponding f

s, and d'T by dT. In the case of

the K 's, the spins are essential: if they are different in X. and

,xl. , K
. vanishes, but if they are alike the spin terms can be

J i J





omitted from the integral* Tho J and K* integrals with spins

omitted will be called J and K One important special relation

should bo noted: K
1 =
i i

above-stated formulation of 2(c]>J as a sum of terms may bo

called the adative partition of E(c?A)* The same terms can be re-

grouped to give the following subtractive partition;

,n, n n

1=1 1=1 J=l

Here f. is defined by:
IA J

(14a) -

The orbital energy ^ can also be written as a diagonal matrix

element of a suitable hamiltonian hA as follows:

(l4b)
flA = i\ ^hA V

|jr
* *

(15) h'^ hO . T lA

by substituting (15) into (14b) and integrating, one obtains (Ma).
The operators jjl and j|j are Coulomb and exchange potential

energy operators corresponding to the shielding of the electron in

1/1

i A by the other electrons of the given spinorbital configuration

n . They are defined by equations which show what happens if

they operate on an arbitrary spinorbital A occupied by an electron:

/

I

(15a) <

( Ifl );

Although the notation and formulation here used are somewhat

novel, the method is essjntially that of Fock and Dirac (cf. e.g.

Ref . 10, p. 245). A more detailed discv.ssion will be given elsewhere
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On !f into ritirig" ov^r the spins in Eqs* (15a), the integral in tho

jj!' equation fo ivos another of identical form in terms of ,0's, while

the j |j

A
intjgrnl -jiti^r (a) vanishes if A. and A differ in spin,

3 A

or (b) gives' an integral of identical form in t^rms of 0's if A
j '

and A are alike in spin. Thw integrals in Eqs. (15a) are potential

energy functions. It is important to note that, in co.se the operand

A is equ?.l to j[, the quantities Jjf /^and j|j A bjcome identical.

In other words, (jjj'
-

jjj
A
)j = 0.

In the case that $A is of the SCF type, at least if it belongs to

a Class I normal state, it can be shown that each &. is an eigenvalue

and each
,\i A

tne corresponding eigenfunction of h-A of Eq. (15),

which under these circumstances is a Fock SCF hamiltonian^ 18 )
.

In addition to hA of Eq. (16), it will b^ useful to define

another operator

tfii)

The operator h A is identical with h
A

for the special c-qso of opera-

tion on i., but not tor operation on any of the other
j_

! s of configura-

tion A. , o nov; have

The operators hA and h *

are, however, again identical for all

such other operands A a s have the property of being orthogonal to

all the j
' s .
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By a different regrouping of terms than that used to obtain

Eq. (14) , Eq. (9) may be put into still another useful form, which

may be called the cumulative partition:

= E
c
n -3

(A)
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n-k
Here the in situ core energy E

Q (A) for the core obtained from
j.v_

-f- V\ 4"V

configuration A by removing the n , (n-1) , .... (n-k-1) elec-

tron is defined by

(17c) E
c
n "k

(A) r

The in situ quantities d . are

i

(17d)
- ^o . i-i, ,- d 1A + yf(J'

the last equality because J = K ., A . Note that dn =
x *

ii A ' 11 A n/\ HA

The quantities d may also be written as diagonal matrix elements
i A

of certain Fock core-field hamiltonians h ,

Ai
(17e)

( 17f ) if
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Thoorora 1, J?o_ Total Electronic Energy

E(S) = E(>Q ) + EX (S) f

(18) with S - i j -K'
1JS

>

E (S), which is the quantity that Signer christened tho "correlation
-. O

energy", hero usually represents merely the difference between E(.Q )

and tho exact energy E(S). J0r in cases where mixod-electron-

conf igurat ions are required for a good WF (Step 4a of Section 2),

E'(ti) may bw dufined v.s the difference between E(| ) and E(S).

In other words, E (S) is tho inherent error of the SCF type of

approximation; its magnitude in general increases with the total

number of electrons, but is always small compared with E(S).

For Class I states, EX
s 0.

Theorem 2, for lonization Energies

Let I be the energy required for the removal of an electron

from an MO
f

of an atom, molecule, or crystal in its state N.

That is, let

I
f

= E(Nf+)
- E(N),

where N- is thu positivo-ion state obtained by removing an electron

from #L of state N. If may be an ordinary or an X-ray-typo ioniza-

tion energy. Then,

s tatos, the relation

tion energy. Then, provided that states N and N are both Class I
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(19)
holds to a close approximation, as can bo shown usin^ Theorem I.

That is, -If is approximately oqu-il to an oCF eigenvalue. Essentially

this relation was assumed by Hartree, and then proved in 1928 by

Slater to be justified by quantum mechanics .

The theorem just stated can be generalized to states S other

than Class I N states, as follows:

(20) I
f
(S~*S

f

f
)

- E
x (Sf

4
) i EX (S)

^ -
|s ,

provided it is understood that is to be identified here with
I o

. for the proper standard reference VvF OP,. which is used as a

(20)
basis of reference in computing EX (S),

For molecules, Theorem 2 applies directly only to vertical

ionization, that is, to a process in which the intornuclear distances

are held to the some value before and after ionization.

Theorem 5, for Excit a ': ion Energies

A formula for the vertical energy difference of any pair of

states S and S of a neutral or ionized system can be obtained, by

subtraction, from two appropriate I expressions written as given

by Sq. (20).

We shall consider nere, nowover, ohly one special case, that of

the vortical excitation energy for taking an electron from any MO 0^

of a closed-shell (Class la) state N to an MO of an excited state
c

S, with the further restriction that not more than one of the MO T s

and jZL shall be degenerate. Under thesu circumstances, S is

'

,The difference A between 1^ and - ^ is a sum of two terms, (1),
E (Nf

T
) minus E

!

(N), which should ne arly always be a small positive
quantity; and, (2) 1E^"-

L
(S) for S =

Nf*j minus
[E^~

1 (S) for S
electrons

""1
v/here in both cases IT refers to the numb jr of electrons in state
and n-1 denotes absence of an electron from the f""1 SO; this is neces-
sarily a small negative quantity. Thus (A! may be very small. A
more detailed discussion will bvj given elsewhere.

In general, L. depends not only on the orbital 0f involved, but
also on the spin, the spinorbital configuration A, and on the state
S. In Class la states, how^-vjr. it de.oends only on thu stato S.
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limitod to ono single t state which we shall call V and one triplet

stato which wo shall call T. (N is of course a singlot state).

Using Eqs. (19), (20), w^ obtain

(21) E(S) - E(N) ^ (
- *

fN ) + EX (S).

For tho special case under consideration, EX tak^s the form

-Kp m for state T and *K~ .. for state V, whore K- is tho exchange
fpT ipv fp

integral (cf. R} . (13)) for and
f

taken with like spins. Thus

E(V) - S(N) **
(^

-
ra ) f

E(T) - E(N) *W (e -
) -

One would naturally be inclined to assume that m and
pV pT

= K
ft)T*

^ut ttLoro i s definite evidence that these assumptions

are unsafe, and particularly so for the first excited electronic

states of molecules. To be on the safe side, we will therefore write

(22) K(V.T) - E(N) W (? -
)

i K
Cf

4 ,

whore the introduction of an effective exchange integral K
f

allows for tho possibility that as well as i* K
f may

make a substantial contribution to the singlot- triplet separation;

. denotes the average of t and , each taken for a standard
PTV PT pV

(21)
reference Vi/P as indicated in Eqs. (18). In the following

discussion, wo shall assume that the quantity c is smaller than

the remaining error in the approximate-equality sign, although the

validity of this assumption is open to some question.

To illustrato the decree of accuracy of Theorems 1 and 2, the

following Table I gives a comparison botween tho results of accurate

SCF theoretical computations on E(<t> ) and and the known exact

(22)
values of E(N) and -_!, for the He atom and the E~ molecule

"*' A more dotailod discussion will bo givet

n elsewhere. The

quantity c

p
is 4(Kfpy

- K
fpT

) plus IjJ(V) - E f

(T)J.

E(cjp ) is from Hartree, Gaunt, and Bo the for Ho, from Coulson
'(Rof. 14 and private communication) for H

?
.
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U-iO nuthod). Horc refers to tho only orbital which is present

in state N (Is for Ho, o* Is for H ), and I to tho corro spending
8 B

1_ N
ionization energy. In tluso simple oxomplos, E = 0, and E(<b )

of Thoorom 1 roducos to tho very simplo oxprossions b iv^n in tho

table. Thoso tv/o oxamplos do not of course form a representative

sample of all atoms and molecules and of all ionization processes.

Nevertheless it seems not unreasonable to hopo th-it they may be

typic ol.
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Tablo I. oCF-COM-fUTED AND OBSERVED ELECTRONIC

ENERGIES FOh STATS N OP Ho AND H^

Ho Atom

SCP Computed Energies (in ov)
Obsorvod
Enorgios Differences

.N = 2 - J
Is Is, Is

= -49.66 - 27.93 = -77.59

-24.83

E(N) = -78.59

-I = -24.t>8

E'(N) = -i.oo
(correlation
energy )

10,25

Molecule

SCF Computed Energies (in ov)

Observed
Vertical
Energies

2 6
B

J
BBK

= -32.32 - 17.91 * -50.23

-16.16

E(N) = -51.37

-I -16.46

Dif'feroncos

E
f

(N) = -1.14

-0.30

Kotos; (a) B (bonding) is an abbreviation for cr Is. (b) I for
o

Hg is corroctod to no z^ro-point vibration; the value 16.46 ov is

based on a private communication fro. i'rof. L. ^. U
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PART III. TK3 .bCAO APPROA IkAT ION TO THE HO

METHOD FOR HOkO POLAR T/jO-CSM'i-lR MO ' S

Horfiop03.ci.i- TWO.-cnter Problem with Closed-

Shell Core; The Basic Parameters <X and fi . In Port II wo havo dis-

cussod VF ! s built from MO ' s which arj .;xact solutions of a molecular

SCF problem, in short "bost" MO's, and have stated certain important

th.oor.jins involving tho SCF energies of thoso MO's, But th- .r.^'Oblom

of actually determining tho forms and enor^i^ *' such bost teD ! s is

very difficult, and in fact has b-on solved only for a few simple

cases.
a ' Honco for a compr^honsivo study covorin^; many molecules,

it is necessary for tho prosjnt to introduce additional simplifying

approximations. Nearly all MO energy computations to date have been

based on the rather rough LC.AO approximation to tho MO's, sometimes

improved by variational methods. The genoral use of LCAO-approximate
I c \

MO's was introduced by Bloch for metals in 1928, and by Lonnard-

(12)
Jon^s for diatomic molecules in 1929.

4-

To date, the LCAO MO computations on molecules (except for Hg ,

Hr>, and Lig ) havu been largely confined to approximate determination

of values in terms of integrals formally involving a SCF harniltonian

h, but with no sorious attempt to elucidate h or to evaluate the

integrals theoretically. instead, the latter have been determined

Bemi-umpirically . A partial exception to the so statements is the

(13)
work initiated by Goepp^rt-Mayer and Sklar.

Tho following discussion is aimed toward determining how the

LCAO method can best be fitted into the general framework of the

SCF MO theory. Toward this end, a critical examination and re-

formulation of the one-electron energy integrals of the LCAO method,
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and theoretical computations of those for several specific casos,

have boon made. This has involved especially a consideration of h

and of useful approximations to it. Some study has also bo en mado

O f vv^, ;JJI_A integrals involved in tho computation of the total

energy _B

V<o are, of con^ --* Mainly intorestod in neutral molecules,

Vvjr, some of the main dofinlti^nn and concepts needed can bo-

introduced more simply by beginning with molecule-ions of the type

Xr> , for the case that all olectrons but ono are in closed shells,

(A similar discussion would apply to the type X
~
with one electron

Cj

plus closed-shell core.) The necessary modifications for neutral

molecules will be discussed later,

Vvo think then of a molecule -ion X
p "^, with its nuclei held fixed

at a distance R apart. This structure may be considered as a closed-

shell Xg core in whose fiold the singlo remaining olectron moves a

In tho normal state of Xg , the odd electron usually occupies

a bonding MO which wo shall call , or briefly B. Re latod to B is
B

a corresponding antibonding MO A. Excitation of the electron from

B to A usually gives the lowest excited state of
Xp"* . The MO ' s B

and A can both be approximated by LCAO expressions using AO f s

and
X-k of the two atoms a. and b, as follows:

B "^

(23)
A f~\^r

~-\s

where S is tho overlap integral;

( 24 ) S =

For HQ , X is ls of tho H atom, B is <T_ls. and A is cTls.
iw>

p^j m,

For any MO
f

of an electron in the fiold of a closed- shell

cor.,, the 8CF energy ^ is easily shown to be independent of the
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spin of the electron and (cf. Eq. (17)) bo comes

(25) t
f

=
f

w
h dT, where h = (-#/2Wra)V - u.

Here h, including the potential energy operator u for the electron in

the field of the core, is in general a bCF harniltonian . For Hp f h

reduces to h , and u to u (cf. Eq. (11)), whore u is the sum

UI
T * ub ^ ^lo potential energies due to the two nuclei alone.

Sq. (25) is exact for y if w^ us.j for ^ a best MO and for h

an wxact ^GF hamiltonian . Strictly speaking, the adjustment to solf-

consistency requires u, hence h, to differ slightly for each different

of the out^r electron. However, in the following wu shall neglect

such small offsets and think of u and h as f ixjd operators for any

closed-shell X core of giv^n electron configuration.

If in Eq. (25) wo use an exact or nearly exact h but an approxi-

mate jZL, which is wh.it v/e now propose to do, we shall obtain an

approximate 4.. But it is important to keep in mind that such an

fc, represents a relatively good (namely a first -order ) approximation

even if #L is re pro sen ted by a rather rough approximation, such as

that of Sqs. (23). Me shall work out approximate equations for C.

and , by suestituting Eqs . (23) into Eq. (25).
t\

First, however, it is necessary to agree on the exact meaning

of the Xi s in Eq.s . (23), (24). For the present, wo shall take any

to bo a SOP AO of a freu neutral atom, that is, a solution of a

fr-oo-atom SCF equation (Fock eigenvalue equation) of the form

(26) h
at
* = e

at
X

, with hat = (-^
2
/2m)V

2
i u^.

As a corollary to Eq. (26) , we have, of cour-so, ox-actly,

(26a)
'

tfat
= ^hat

Xd^
The subscript at will bo used in general to distinguish atomic from

molecular quantities when both are discussed in the same context.
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Howovor, In particular c-as.,s other subscripts will bo used, desig-

natin specific atoms or AO's. For example, u
p , u^, f^, will refer

to the tv/o atoms
_a

and b in a two-con tor problem; and (for example)

, to for a Is AO . For tho AO's themselves, th^ special symbol

X is used as an aid to clarity. Reasons for the decision to use

free neutral atom Xs will be given in Section 8.

(23)
Let us now define

(2V)

(28)

For the sake of later applications, these definitions are hore statod

in a general 'form designed to bo useful for hotoropolar and many-

Cunt^-r as well as for homopolar two-center cases.

Atomic integrals g^ for individual atoms and bond integrals /? for

aton-pa It's are the b ;.sic parameters in LCAO M) theory in the form

to bu used hepj. The s j parameters are negative, with the <X f s the

larger in magnitude: so.e Fig. 1, which illustrates Eq. (30).

In the homopolar tv/o-cont^r case, <X = c/
, and we may drop all

subscripts in Eqs. (27}-(29). In particular, wo have

/S = tf . so(. Then from Eqs. (23)-(25), (27)-(29),

(so) c , f ^ K : if)/(i : s) = * i /s/d i S ),
"^ A

with the upper signs for B, the lower for A.

The relation ^ ,
=

tfi holds because h is Hermitian and is
real. ab ba
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<D

ti

w
A

= ^ - /0/d -

4- s)

Pig. 1. Relation of t, C to &
f (3



i
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Many authors use 0(f f ins to 'id of o(,/5 as basic LCAO para-

motors, and then, ne^l-Acting > in the first form of Sq . (30),

write
& 01 z.jr.f

or con e-spondin^ expressions in many-center cases. However, this

is not justified, since
j

tf
\
can be shown to be generally two or

three times as large as
\fi\ , and since

8_
in practice has values

(25)
in the range 0.2 to 0.9, for various bonds.

ye now seek theoretic -1 expressions for X and \5. In view of

h =
(-J?i

2
/2m)V

2
+ H> '-xnd ha * (-X

2
/2m)\7

2
+ UQ ,

h can bo written in either of the following forms:

h - ha + u, , with u^
=

u^ -f- (u - u a
- u

fe
)

(31)
_^ __

h I hb -f u
a , with u

a
= ua i (u - ua

- u
b )

The expression (u - u -
u^) in general represents only a small cor-

rection; it vanishes for HO*. Thus u, is approximately (or exactly

for H '

) the potential ^norgy function u, for an electron in a field

which is the same as that experienced by -an electron in the AO */C

in the free atom b. Note that this field is the field of the positive
j.

ion b 1 in the form in which this ion exists in the free atom b_.

Combining Eqs . (31) with Eqs . (27), (28), (29), and making use

of Eq. (26), we obtain

( 24 ) s* v'
Actually they use the symbol p for what is here called .

See R. S. Mullikon and C . A. Rieke, J. Am. Chem. Soc-, 63, 1770 (1941),
also C. J. Roothaan and R. S. Mullikon, J. Chem. Phys. 16, 118 (1948),
for further discussion.

(25)
In discussions limited to the consideration of resonance-

energies in the normal states of polyatomic molecules, no error is
incurred in neglecting S in the first form of iq, (30): see G. Vn .

\vhelarid, J. Arn. ChOm. Soc . , 65, 2025 (1941). However, the quantity
then called 2f ( or /3 ) is an effective quantity which cannot be
expected to agree with values based on spjctroscopic data.
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o
=

(33)

V
With

T
ba if

(36)

As in the caso of Eqs. (27)- (29), wo h r\ve stitod Eqs . (32)- (36) in a

general form appropriate to ho to ropolar and many-contur as well as

to homopolar tv;o -cantor cases.

At this point it will bo useful to introduce a simplified nota-

tion for integrals of the type (K u X dT* in which u is any poton-
' D c<^

tial oncTt-sy operator. In such integrals (though not_ in integrals

like ( X." h Xn ^^ where h is a hamiltonian ) , the order of the factors
) u a

in the integrand is immrit-jrial, and it will prove convenient to write,

for example, )u X" "X d'T.
v

Abbreviations of the following type will

nov; be introduced, and used throughout the paper:

and so on .

The net content of Eqs . (30), (32)- (36) for our homopolar case

may be stated as follows:

(37) t , _ ^ i /4/(l *
S); S = (X*XdT,

13 A ,
/ a D

(38)
eA ^ f

at
^* 5

"' = ^ a

(39) - T . Sw; T =
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( 12 )

The integrals hero called T and c-o (also iS) w^re evaluated by
x

Lonnard- Jon^s in 1929 for the caso of Hp
T

, for both 1- and 2-quantum
5

- AO ! s and for any value of tho nuclear charge Z, with the purpose of

applying thorn also as approximations for other X ' and X cases.
2

Using Eqs. (38), (39), we have

(39a)

Eq. (39a) can bo simplified by using the following approximate rela-

tion, which is easily seen by inspection to be valid for any function

f which occupies the region between and near the centers
ji

and b and

is symmetrical about tho midpoint between a and b:

(39b) (fab ^ J S^faa f | S^fbb
=

S^faa.

The quantity (u - u n
- u, ) of Eqs. (31) is of tho type f. Using Eq.d Q

(31) for u, , then Eq. (39b) for (u - ua
- u ), Eq. (39a) reduces to

(40)

to a high degree of approximation.

If we can evaluate f . and the integrals in Eqs. (38), (40), wo
at

can compute o( , ^ , and * tho ore tic ally. The problem of

carrying out such computations will be discussed bo low. Let us, how-

ever, first consider whether the samo quantities may also be obtained

from empirical molecular data, since in practice this may often bo

more convenient. Further, a comparison between tho theoretically

computed and such empirical quantities should givo a valuable tost

of the approximations wu have been using.

As we shall see, the most useful empirical data for the purpose

mentioned aro those on excitation and ionization energies. In addi-

tion, dissociation energies and (in polyatomic molecules) resonance

energies may bo useful. For noutral molecules, the excitation and

ionization energies needed can usually be obtained from ultraviolet
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absorption spectra ( tho ionization unor^ios from Rydberg series), or

tho ionization energies also from ionization potential measurements.

For ionized molecules Xg , full empirical data aro in general not

available, but it will be instructive to sot up the formulas as if

i

they were. However, in the very simple caso of Hg , full empirical

data are in effect available, so that a thorough, comparison of tho

theoretical and empirical quantities (9 ^j , and 6 can be made (soo

Section 8).

Let us first consider the excitation energy E(V) - iiJ(N) of a

4,

typical molecule-ion Xg
1 from its state N (core plus one B electron)

to its first excited state V (core plus one A electron). By an

obvious application of Theorem 2 of Section 6, this is

E(V) - E(N) *
'

<"
*n>A b

to a close approximation. For Ho^S tho relation becomes exact. Next

using the somewhat rough LCAO approximations for and * given by
JD *

Eq. (37), we obtain

S(V) - E(N) KX -2/&/(l
- S

2
).

Supposing E(V) - S(N) to be known spectroscopically, we may invert

the equation just given to obtain an empirical approximate which

may b^ designated /# and defined exactly by:
' spec

A
r

- S
2

) (E(V) - E(W)
spoc

In vijv/ of the moderateness of the errors of approximation involved,

it is definitely expected that $ should agree rather well with
' spoc

the theoretical & of Eq. (39) or (40).

Givon (3 , we can us^ tho empirical ionization energy I to
'spec

obtain an empirical O(
9 which may be called cy Using tho approxi-

i zn

mate equality I <V - given by Theorem 2 of Section 6, and using~~ -
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Eq. (37) for with (3 of 3q . (41) inserted for 9 we have
D ?spoc i

(42) -* * 1 * /? .A 1 T S).
izn ' spoc

Also of interest is tho dissociation energy D. For HP
T

, this
* ^,

is evidently

D(H2+)
= E

at
-

JE(M) t o
2
/R] = ^ - (*

B *

Using Eqs. (37)- (38), this bo comes

(43) D (H^) >^ (-o
2
/R - <J) - /^/(l f S).

For X ' in general, it is convenient to write D in tho following

form, whoso exact correctness can be seen from Fig. 2:

r*~ "^ i^* i 0)
tW Y f \ r |T?/\%_L -

GI /YT\| I o T? / ~v T \ _L. * /D j_ P T /JJ v Ao / |XulAJvJ!i\A/] I tf X5 1A * J T^ G /tt <P -L Io V.
' ^- -*

Hero o<yR 4 f is the energy of interaction between two X^ ions to

give Xg"" in the desired closed-shell state at the desired distance

j, xl
R, and \ is the vortical ionization energy for tho process XQ

T
^ X T

,

" 2

If X is univalont, e.g. Li or F, f is a positive (ropulsion) torm

f
duo to tho valence forces between X closed shells. If tho bond in

neutral X
?

is double or triple, p is negative, corresponding to

a valonce attraction superimposed on a smaller closed-shell ropulsion,

Substituting I ^ ~^b an(^ "^ s ing

E(X) = E(X*) - I f

the above equation becomes

Now substituting

- ^ - o,>- X?/(l<fS)<^I. -O)-

we have

(44) D(X +) & (-e
2
/R - w - P }

- /6V(1 4-
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A

w

e
2
/R

Fig. 2. To illustrate the relation

+) = [E(X) * E(X

and Eq. (76). Pig. 2 is drawn for P < 0. Note that W

for all molecular states, but W = E for atomic states.

= E /R
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of which 3q. (43) is a special caso with ^=0. It should bo noted

explicitly that if the bond in X is double or triple, then. the %?
*

ions in the above discussion must bo taken to be in a suitable valonco

state (swo Sections 10, 11 below), and D of Eq. (44) rufers to dis-

sociation into in atom and ion in suitable valence states,

For the moment, let us consider the caso that the bond in X

is f\ single bond. Referring to ilq . (43) or (44), we notice that if

the quantity (-o
2
/R -to-

^o ) should be approximately zero, wo would

have
D & -

(3/(l * S).

Inverting this equation, We may define an empirical quantity g
/ dis

as follows:

(45) / dls
= -(1 t S) D

Although not provud here, it so^ms possible that ^. might agree

fairly v/ell with tho theoretical f3'. further, even if thu agreement

should be only rough, it se^ms possible that tho ompirical quantities

^<5 might be useful for further computations, particularly for

tho so on dissociation or resonance energies.

That ,. of Eq. (45) actually must in general agreo at luast

roughly with the theoretical /? can be shown by a qualitative empiri-

cal argument. Wj know that tho formation of stable molecules is

alv* ay s a s s oc i at ed w ith the pre s e ric o of e 1e c tr on s in bonding MO ! s
,

or if ontiboriding electrons are also present, with an excess of

bonding ov^-r antibondin electrons. Since the difference in energy

between bonding and antibonding 1,10
! s is given in LCAO approximation

precisely by tho terms -
(3/(~L t S) in Eq. -(37), it is obvious that

it is the term I & /
'

(\ f S ) in ^
R which is responsible for bonding.

Hence the resonance energy terms /^/(l 4 S ) of bonding electrons

should make the main contributions to D, thus justifying the approxi-
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mate identification of
fi** B

of -5ci* (45) with the theoretical ^ .

Other minor contributions to D are also to be expected; thus *o might

contribute some "Coulomb energy", positive or negative, while p makes

a negative contribution corresponding to closed-shell repulsions.

If the bond in X is double or triple, > includes the dissocia-
M

tion energy of the additional bonds. Our above equations should

then obviously be replaced by

D <& /^/(l f S) f D';

(45a)

where jQ , ft , and S refer to the particular bonding MO considered,
' CllS

-and D is the intrinsic dissociation energy of the additional bonds.

D and D refer of course to dissociation into atoms or ions in suit-

abl o v al en ce s t ate s .

i
i

8. Comparison of Theory and Experiment for Ho 7
. For H9

r
,

___
_m_ 1__ ^^ & &

explicit expressions for all the integrals in the iiCAO theoretical

( PF> }

oxpressions Eqs. (37)- (40) and (43) ai^e known. v In addition, the

empirical information needed in Eqs. (41)-(42) arid (45) for tho

empirical quantities A , c(. , and /&. is known. We can thus
-spec izn

make for H a systematic compojrison between the LCAO theoretical
b

quantities and the empirical quantities, and this is done in Table II

below. While' the results of this comparison may not bo entirely

( 6 )

See e.g. H. Hellmann, Cvuantenchemie, Leipzig 1937, reprinted by
Idwards Bros., Ann Arbor 1944. For H2 *, see page 337, Eqs. "(63, 1),
(63, 5), (63, 6). Further two-center integrals ore also given by
Hellmann and by C. A. Coulsori, Proc . Cambridge Phil. Soc . 38, 210
(1941). Lennard-Jones (12) gives explicit expressions forHEhe present
quantities cu and 1s (bis - e^zl and -o 2zJ) for one-electron molecules
like Hg+, not only for Z 5 1 and Is AO's, but also for nny value of

i and for -quantum AO's.
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typical for molecules X **, they have the advantage of being complGtc

and free from certain additional approximations which aro required

in the practical treatment of the general caso .

\o have referred above to empirical information ori Ho Actually,

our !l

empirical
u
quantities aro the results of accurate theoretical

(27 )

computations. Because of this high accuracy, thes > theoretical

quantities may be accepted as substantially identical with the actual

or empirical quantities. (In the case of D, there is also empirical

confirmation through a consideration of spectroscopic data on

Rydb,,rg series bands of Hg ) .

As rust mentioned, our "empirical
11

quantities for H^ are really

accurate theoretical quantities. But further, they are also "best

MO" quantities, because of the fact that wj ai-o dealing here with a

strictly one-electron problem, so that th^ total electronic energy

is identical v/ith the energy of a single electron in an MO. That is,

for Kp", accurately, for any value of R,

S(N) = ^ = -I; E(V) = f,; E(S) = ^,

provided the ' s are computed for best MO ' s for the given value of

R. Mote that I s - *D here is exact.D

Table II compares th^ values of the LCAO-MO computed and the

"empirical" (or "best-MO" ) values of the various quantities, for

R = 1.07 S, equal to the equilibrium R of H2
^ in its state N. It

may be well to point out here that ^
,
and especially cu and *T

9

in Table II are larger in magnitude than they would be for a neutral

molecule (cf. e.g. Table III for H ).
IU

(27 )

By Burrau, Teller, Hylleraas, and others. The value of
E(V) - E(iM) in Table II is based 'on accurate4

unpublished "computations
by Prof. E. A. HylleVaas, very kindly, sent rue by Professor
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Tablu II. COMPARISON OF "EMPIRICAL" AND LCAO-MO

ED JJAlrJlTISo FOR H *, FOR R = 1.07 A.*

Formulas and Vnluos of Integrals or Empirical
Quantities
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Tablo II shows satisfactory a&revents between LCAO and empirical

quantities. The poor percentage agreement in tho case- of D, which is

typical of all D computations, is obviously a result of tho nature of

D as a small difforonco of two largo quantities. On tho othor hand,

tho agreement of & with tho othor /C3
f s is very satisfactory.

9 Tho Choice of AO f s for Use in LC^O Approximations to MQ ' s .

In Soctions 7 and 8, tho oquations and computations woro b ''.sod on

tho uso for tho ^s in Sqs. (25), (24) of SCF AO * s of froo neutral

atoms. Two roasons for this hitherto arbitrary choice will now be

given. Ono important reason is th it this choice yiolds tho very

simplo relation C( Z { , f cu of Sq. (38), in which (as we shall
at

soo in Soction 10) tho main term . can usually bo rather accurate-

ly determined from atomic spoctroscopic data. The socond reason can

4
bost bo explained in terms of Ho as an example.

For Eg/, the froo neutral atom AO's are H atom Is AO's corro-
ii

sponding to a nucloar charge Z - 1. However, it is known that the

LGAO MO ' s B and A of H **" can bo considerably improved by using Is

( 28 )

AO's with Z = 1.23 for B and Z = 0.90 for A. Further improvo-

monts can bo ni.ido by using polarized Is AO ! s
;
here (analogously to

what happens with tho Z valuos) it turns out that the direction of

polarization which gives the bost B MO is opposite to that which

gives tho bost A MO. It would even be possible in principle to

reproduce the true MO ' s B and A exactly by the uso of. suitably

distorted Is AO's; however, more or loss oppositely distorted AO's

would bw required for B and A.

3 ^ Soo C. A. Coulson, Trans. Faraday Soc. _33, 1479 (1957), Fig. 3.
R. b. Kullii-ven, J. Chum. Phys. 8, 241 (1940) has independently
estimated the best 2 for tho A MO and gets "roughly 0.84."
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If wo wore interested in only one state of a molecule, in

particular if wo wore interested only in Dotting an accurate D for

state N, it would certainly often bo worth while to construct LCAO

MO ' s from Z-adjustod or otherwise improved AO ' s . But if, as hero,

wo wish a systematic LCAO theory applicable to various states of

various molecules, it is necessary to use the same set of AO's in

constructing all the kO ' s of any one LCAO family. (In our example,

the family consists only of the two members B and A). Ww must then

compromise by using AO's that give the best average results for the

whole LC.i: family (or, for thoso members of the family in which we

are interested). Judging from the above discussion of SU it

appears that the best-compromise AO T s here, and therefore very

likely for LCAO MO approximations in general, are probably close to

(29)
free-atom AO's. This completes the explanation of our second

reason for using free-atom X ts

j.

Ihe results of computations for Hp using H atom Is AO's have

already been given in Tables I, II. For other molecule-ions, the

best free-atom AO's are SCF AO's. Unfortunately, these are not

readily available in analytical form, or if available are complicated.

We shall therefore use instead the well-known radially nodeless

Slater approximate AO's, which are simplifications of hydrogen-like

AO's, with suitable effective Z values. This of course intro-

(29 )

It seems probable that for the case of neutral molecules, in
which v/e shall be mainly interested, the average of the best Z_

f s

for B and A will be even closer to the free-atom-AO Z than it is
for H

2
+. ,

(50)
J. C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 36, 57 (1930).
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{ 31 )

duces an additional approximation into the LCAO computations*

Fortunately, the forms and the relative magnitudes of the terms in

Eqs. (37), (38), and (39) for c( 9 .<$ , and are such that, in terms

of percentage errors, is not very sensitive to the exact value

of
S^

or (3 , nor o( to the exact value of 6j

(32 )

Using Slater AO ' s
, _S

can now be evaluated for any bond*

10 Practical Approximations for the Mole.cular Potential Energy

Function in Homopolar Two-Center Problems; Valence States; The Evalua-

tion of 6 Before the parameters fc^ and X;? can be computed

theoretically from Eqs. (38), (40) for molecule- ions XQ
^ other than

H , it is necessary to find how to evaluate 6, , and to obtain some
2 **

practical approximation for the potential energy operators u_ and u^

appearing in the integrals for OJ and T , 1'rese .problems require

some consideration of the electronic structure of the closed-shell

X core and of its potential energy function u (cf. Sq. (25)). It

't-

will be useful to approach this in terms of two examples, Li,./ and
o

NO . The results of the following analysis will largely be applicable
t+j

also to the neutral-molecule homopolar two -center problem.

In terms of MO ' s , the electron conf iguration of Li *
may be

ii

written P
or isT V s } >

It is not clear whether this increases or decreases the errors
of and E values computed by the LCAO method. For a full under-
standing of the possibilities of the present method, this matter of
course deserves thorough investigation. Some readjustment of Slater's
values might bring the Slater A0 ! s closer to the best- compromise

llO's desired for LCAO MO computations.

(32 ) Formulas and comprehensive numerical tables of S values, for

heteropolar as well as homopolar atom-pairs, for various combinations
of ns, npo", and npTT Slater AO's, have been computed and will be
submit bed shortly for publication in the Journal of Chemical Physics.
Each table covers a wide range of R val\.ies.





Matters are similar but somewhat more complicated for N %
Here it will be useful first to write the normal -state electron

configuration of neutral N , which has a closed-shell state (species

JL. ) Thi s is pe rhaps best wr i tten
8 .^

Is)
2

Is)
2

CT2di)
2

o"2di')
2

o- 2di
r

)

2
T7 2p)

4
,

I
B u g u :

or Is)
2

Is)
2

cr
r 2di)

2
2di' )

2
2di')

2
Tf2p)

4

^ o xi

where cli and di denote digonal hybrid AO ! s of the forms
i ^,._ (34) 4

CX I 'X J/^/2. The 7T 2p) closed shell may be taken to
j O ^* t ^^

consist of two equivalent closed subshells IT* 2p) it" 2p)
2

differing

only in the sign of the angular momentum of the nrr electrons.
u

Low-energy states of Kg' may be obtained by taking one electron
u. ?

out of either 7T' u2p or ir" 2p to give a I state, or out of one of

2
the MD closed shells of <r type. Let us consider the It state of

configuration

(49) Is)
2

Is)
2

cT2di)
2

2di
1

)

2
2di

1

)

2
Tr* 2p)

2
0,o U

in which may be B or A. B here being T" 2p. and A being Tf" 2pu '

g

Eq. (49) is written so as to include in the i\!r> coro as many AO

closed shells as possible. Unlike the case of Li **, it is impossible

to write an N
g
*

configuration containing only AO closed shells,
2 2

since the electrons in <T 2di ) and TT 2p) can be placed in closed

shells only in terms of MO's. Thus if the approximation (46) is to

be used here, two AO shslls (2di and 2p7H' ) in the S ions must be

left open. Now it will be recalled that u and u^ in (46) corresponda LJ

to the fields not of free ions but of ions in neutral atoms. It is

seen that those neutral atoms must here correspond to a separation

of neutral Ng into two atoms each having the configuration

(34)
The use of digonal hybrid AO ' s and corresponding MO's, though

an oversimplification, gives probably the best simple representation
of the structure in the light, of spectroscopic data.
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(50) /]
= H +/*)

Is)
2

Is)
2

2di')
2

2di)

The three last AC ' s correspond to the three valanco electrons as they

appear in the AO method WF for Ng To form the N* ion whoso field we

want, the last (here 2pf
~

) electron should be removed.

Now we would like our N* ions and N atoms to have between their

valence electrons, as nearly as possible, the same kind of mutual

interactions as exist when the atom forms part of a molecule of N
Cii

or Np This type of interaction corresponds to a definite hypo-
/ *? f \ ( 'TL.a. \

thetical state of the atom or atom-ion called a valence state* '

The state given above is a trivalent valence state (V).o

In any atomic valence state, the spin state (say X) of a^y

valence ASQ is of a special character. This can be described as

I 'TiC\

follows : for any two electrons of which at least one is in a

valence ASO, the probability is J- that their spins are "parallel"

(i.e. both o<" or both/?), and J that they are "antiparallel" (i.e.

one o(, tne other/?). Thus the exchange integral K. . (of. (13))

between any valence ASO and any other ASO (including the case that

this is another valence ASO) is
just-J-^j.

This relation (i.e.

KJj
~

~iKij) is the essential feature of the valence - ASO spin

state 7f> and might indeed be considered as the definition of the

latter.

Any valence state has then a definite spinorbital configuration /\

to which corresponds a single definite \iP ^(cf. Section 2, Steps

2 and 3), whose first-order energy can be computed in terms of (
!

s,

J's, and K's (cf, Eq. (14)).

J. H. Van Vleck, J. Chem. Phys . 2, 22 (1934).

(36) R. s. Mulliken, J, Chera. Phys. 2, 782 (1934). H. Hellmann,

Acta Physicochimica U.ft.S.S. 7, 127 (1937).
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As an example, let us use Lq. (14) to evaluate
(<pj)

for the

valence state (50) of the N atom. V\ic obtain (in the processes,

combining a number of equal terms) :

- 2J
di,di'

- 6J
di,p-rr

K
di,di'

+ 3K
di,p-n-

Ve can now give definite specifications for the evaluation of

6at of Lq. (58) for a Tr~2p B or A MO in
ifiTg

fl Here X is 2p7f of N,

so 6a .j-

is
vp,-,^-

of N, which here should be computed for the trivalent

valence state V^ of N indicated above. By Theorem 2 of Section 6,

this should be equal very nearly to
-Ig computed for state V

that is, the
!_

we need is a valence ionization potential, (56)

specifically, that for the process
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Atom, ....2di) 2p7T* ) 2plT ) , V^ ** Ion, . ...2di) 2p?r+ ) , Vg.

The necessary valence-state I can be obtained from the ordinary ,

spec troscopic -ally known, I of the atom by applying suitable corrections

to the latter, based on suitable spectroscopic data for the atom and
( ^ A }

ion. These corrections are obtained by writing out E(ef> 3 expres-

sions for the required valence states of atom and ion in terms of e's,

J r
s, and K's, arid comparing them with similar expressions, which in

general are well known, for E(O ) for the ordinary normal states of

atom and ion.

Thus the major term 6 . in o< of Eq. (38) is obtained without the

necessity of a theoretical solution of the atomic SCP problem of

(37)
Eq. (26). This is one of the tv/o main reasons mentioned in Section

9 for the use of free -a torn 7fe fl ^n our theoretical development.

With suitable valence-state u ,'s and I j_'s> Eqs. (46), (47)

and the foregoing discussion are equally applicable if $ for Ng
'

is a

TT 2p MO (obviously either Tf ~2p or 1T*2p), or if it is a o*2di MO (in
g g g

which case 7fU2p) would form a closed shell).

The necessity of using valence-state atomic u 1 s when a molecular

u is approximated as in Eq. (46) recurs in the case of all bonds

(whether single or multiple) in diatomic or polyatomic molecules,

whenever the atom whose u is needed is polyvalent.

If we neglect the difference between u^ and u^,
we are now ready

to proceed with the computation of <X and
(3

of Eqs. (38), (40), for

any XQ molecule-ion. Vile note, however, that u, is unfortunately a
(-> D

It might be thought that the use of valence-state I's involves

unnecessary complications. However, it is the only procedure which is
at the same time unique and justifiable.

^ 38 ^

Further, when (X is used in Eq. (37) in computing *, and then ~e
is used as an approximation to a molecular I in accordance with
Theorem 2 of Section 6, the fact that Theorem 2 has also been used in
the substitution of I t for *"^at should perhaps tend to cancel the

error involved in the use of fc for the molecular I.
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somewhat longthy expression (cf. Eqs . (11), (16)) which involves a

knowledge of all the SCI 1 AO's in the ion b . nevertheless, if the

SCF AO's thus involved are replaced by Slater AO's, oj and T might

be evaluated. But since the whole discussion is only approximate

anyway, it may be just as well to approximate u^ by some simple

central-field expression perhaps derived using Slater AO's. Let us

drop further consideration of this question here, with the remark

that in the treatment of neutral molecules in Section 13, we shall

make use of a simple central-field approximation to u^ first used

by Goeppcrt-Mayer and Sklar. The same type of approximation is

applicable for molecule-ions X ^.
G

11. The One-Electron Horaopolar Two-Center Problem with Attached.

Atoms . By a slight modification, the methods of Sections 7, 9, 10

can be applied to certain polyatomic cas^s. Consider for example

the TT MO's in
CgHg* or CgHg. These MO ! s are essentially restricted

to the neighborhood of the two carbon atoms, that is, they are two-

center MO's, In fact, the electron configuration of C H is the
Cj /

same as that of Wp (cf. (4-8)), except that the two pairs of essential-

ly nonbonding 6~2di MO ! s or 2di AO's of Ng are replaced by two pairs

of C-H bonding electrons.

If we consider a state of C QHQ in which one "tT" 2p electron
tr* 4*

has been removed, the electron configuration analogous to (49) may

be written

IB)* Is)* dyfcdir W fcH>li
1 '

2P } ^ '
t> Oil vll Tj.

here using a localized GL^ MO for each C-H bond. (Nonlocalized MO's,Cn

analogous to 6~.2di arid 0" 2di of (48) can of course be used instead.)
o U

Vi/e now approximate u of the C^H * closed-shell core as the sum ofX ~
Al/ Q OO Cj

parts in analogy to Eq. (46). For No* t the parts ua , u
fe

corresponded

to N (a) and W**(b). The corresponding division here, if we neglect





polarity in the C-H bonds, is

* v a * vb ,

where ua and ub correspond to the valence-state SCF's of C*(a_) and

C f
(b), and va , vb are potential energy operators corresponding to

the two neutral H atoms,

Wo to particularly that u and ub refor to potential energy

functions of positive-ion fields (specifically, of trivalent (V r, )o

positive ions as they would exist in tetravalent (V^.) neutral carbon

atoms), while v and v rofer to potential energy functions of .neutral-

atom fields. Obviously v and v die off more rapidly with increasing

distance than ua arid ub , and so presumably contribute only small

corrections to ua + ub in determining the total u in the region in

which the MO is mainly concentrated. Nevertheless, they seem

worthy of at least brief consideration.

At the same time, it is necessary to recognize that the partially

polar character of the C-H bonds requires additional corrections.

Let w and w>> be the added terms for the fields of the two C-H dipoles,
ct U

Then

(51) u ^ ua i u
b

t (va 4- vb -f w
a

4- v/
b )

As a convenient way of summarizing, we may include the v f s and w's

in our previously-defined u, of Eq. (31), and write

(52) u = ua i ub ; h = ha + u"b .

It is seen that Sqs. (37)- (40) are now valid for
CgHg* just as for any

X
g *,

In particular, the discussion leading to Eq. (40) for
(2

is

still applicable here, and we see that the v's and w's of Sq. (51)

have substantially no effect on /3 , although they should affect Oj

and so <X appreciably,

A similar discussion can be ^iven for the i (usually called T
)

IviO
' s of C 2H4 , which again are essentially two -center MO ' s . Here
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12. The Two-electron Homopolar .Two-Center Prob lorn with Closed*

Shell Core, toe now suppose that two electrons move in the field of

a closed-shell core, in a B or an A MO which in LCAO approximation

is represented by Eqs, (23), (24). As before; we use free -a torn AO ' s

for the Xf s. The discussion is applicable to the o~ or TT valence-

shell MO's of neutral Xg molecules (e.g. Hg, Lig, Ng ) ancl to "the

or IT MO's in C QHA or C H .

fj ~ C

With two outer electrons and a choice of a B or an A MO, there

are four electronic status as follows:

2
Configuration B) : state N (singlet)

<

(53) Configuration A)B): state T (triplet) and V
o (singlet)

Configuration A) : state ;/, (singlet)

In casjs such as Ng or C^H , matters are more complicated because
C-i O

there is more than one type of B or A MO , and because the V orbitals

are degenerate, but the discussion can easily be extended to such

CMSuS. For the present, let us think in terms of a molecule such

as Hg or Lip where (53) includes all tho states obtainable using the

MO's B and A.

As in Sections 7-11 for X , our primary concern will be in
}u

dev^lopir% and testing LCAO expressions for
*g

and ,. Considering

either of the two out^r electrons, we note that this moves in the

field of an Xg core ;ust as before, but it is in addition subject

to a repulsive fiold from the other outer electron. Let the potential

energy expression for this shielding field be called u
g

. The complete

potential energy expression for our electron is then

(54) u = ua 4 u^ f u
g ,

where u, has the meaning stated in Eqs. (31) and boneralized in Sq.

( 52 ) .
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As before* (3qs. (25)) wo have

( 55 ) f
=

*) f
*
h jZff

d T; h = -#
2
/2m * u ,

and wo now procood to evaluate and approximately, using the

LCAO forms of B -and A as
fc ivon by iSqs. (25), (24). In discussing

Xo in Suction 7, wj no tod at this point that tho oCP operator h

is, strictly speaking, slig,tly different for tho two states with

a B or an A MO present, but wo neglected this difference. Similarly

now, h must differ somewhat for states N, T, V, and Z; and in states

T and V, must also differ foi the two M) ' s B and A, The variations

in h arise in the pros on t caso from variations in uY and u called
D >

for by the conditions of self-consistency. The variations in u,

should, however, bo no greater than for \L in X?
4

, and wo shall

ne foloct tiiorn. For u
, the variations should be sonewhat more impor-s

tant, and wo shall &ive n critical analysis of their effect later

(Section 14).

For the moment, however, let us entirely negluct the dependence

of h on state and kO . Tho entire discussion of Section 7, including

Sqs. (23)-(40), is then applicable with only one change, namely the

substitution of u, -f U Q for u>,, or of u, * u for u-, .
b b^

It still remains essjntial to decide whether to use a definition

of h corr ea ponding to Eq. (15) or to Sq. (16). Let us agree to take

h always in the h. form givon by Eq. (16). As we shall see in Part
JL

V, this choice corresponds to radically different definitions of ^

and fi than would the alternative choice based on Eq . (15).

Lot us now focus attention on Sqs. (37)- (39) for C and . in
D A

terms of &
^, T, and ^. To obtain . here, we proceed exactly

as in Section 10. For u> and -T , wo now have

(56) *> =
^u^aa f

(57) T = Cu^ab f (u ab.
; b > s
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_ j.

The integrals involving u, , which alone appeared for the XQ case,D

are treated exactly as described in Sections 10-11. Tho new integrals

involving u
g
will now bo treated, and explicit approximate expressions

for them will be worked out.

If our trfo outer electrons have opposite spins (one e< , one

(39) (40)
), then u s reduces to a single terra:

(S3) u =
l e/ dH ffl .

The second pyrt of Eq. (58) introduces a type of notation which will

be found -useful. This same typj of notation has already been used

in jj| of Eq. (15). The u integrals in Sqs. (56)- (57) now become

(59)

Cu
s
ab =

where refers to B or A.

The notation Cff /aa or )ff jab is an obvious combination of the

ff/ and the ^uaa types of notation, the potential energy function u

being represented hure by u
s , in tho form ff I . For brevity, the

symbols and K v/ill be us^-d as an alternative notation in certain

casjs (cf. the J's and K ! s of Sqs. (12H13)), for example

Jaa f )aa|aa; Ja^
= Caalbb = (bb /aa; K

at)
= fab lab.

Note that reversal of the order of symbols on one sido of the bar,

or interchange of the symbol-pairs on opposite sides of the bar,

does not change the values of the integrals concerned.

/ r, Q \

' This condition is fulfilled in states N and Z, and in the stand-
ard reference spinorbital-configuration WF <J>n (cf. Eq. (7)) of states
T and V.

Here u corresponds to a single term (jjf -
j | j ) of the sum-

>n in Eq, (16), where
j^ represents Ekor A ti:

_ have opposite spins as assumed, '^9; then
and onlv thv* ona t^rm iven bv Ea . f 5ft ) remains.

mat ion in Eq, (16), where
j^ represents BvOr A tim>jsAo< or /^ . If j[

and
j[

have opposite spins as assumed, v^9; then jlj i =
ji! j

A = 0,
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It is instructive to see what Jfa and Cfflab moan physically,

Evidently J^ a is the energy of repulsion between an electron in an

MO $f and a second electron in an AO T^j A simple approximation

can now "be made, namely, we replace the MO charge distribution

"Offf iff 9
for 0f either B or A, by -Je ( /(

""" X
r

f A/ X ) . On sub-

stitution in the first of Eqs, (59), this yields

(60)

The approximation here is of the same kind as that involved in Eq.

(46). It is in fact identical with that used in replacing the fields

V-f
of certain electrons in bonding EfflO'S of the Ng core by the fields

of valence electrons in AO ! s of two N ions (cf. Section 10). Using

the sanio substitution in the second of Sqs . (59), we obtain

(61) $
u
s
ab =

i)aa ' ab t i^bbiab
= Caalab.

In the approximation used in Eqs . (60), (61), u
s
becomes independent

of , and h of Eqs. (54)- (55) thereby becomes independent of j2L and

of electronic state.

As will now be sUaown, our approximation is very nearly identical

with what is obtained by substituting the LGAO forms of Eqs. (23) as

approximations for #L in Sqs. (59). This substitution yields

C *Ba> J
Aa

**
*faa

~ ^aalab 4
jj/(l

t S);

(62) J
^BBlab, fAA/ab ^ i [^aai

ab 1
2^abiab

f
Jbb/abj /(I t S)

j

=
[faalab

t <Jabfab]/(l
+

S)

mat ions

next introduce the very useful and surprisingly exact approxi-

(41)

(/IT)
The at least rough validity of these relations can be seen

pictorially. That they are rather exact has been verified for two
examples ( X = Is and X = 2prr) by reference to numerical com-
putations ov-^r a range of R values from the present work and from
Ruf. 15: see later paper.
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j
. Jaalab ^

is[jaa
+ jj,

(63)
[

Kab
=

^ablab ^ S^aalab ,

into Sqs. (62) and obtain^ 42 )

s
= JBa ^

aa t J
abJ

# J
Aa

(64)
I ^us

ab = ^BBlab ^ jaalab
2?

JAAfab,

in a^rooiaont with 3qs. (60), (61).

Eqs. (56), (57) now become

(65) ^ = K aa ^
*[

Jaa

(66) = )ub ab f Caalab

We hav^ also (cf. Eqs. (37)- (39))

(67) *
B

,
A
^ ^/(l S); o< =

(68)
f
S = r . S^^ub

ab -
SJub

aa f f(aa|ab - *

in^ tiu sanio reasoning that led to Eq. (40), wo may replace Eq.

(68) by the simpler relation

(69)

This equation also holds for two -center MO ' s in the presence of

attached atoms, as for the ir or i MO * s in CgHg or CgEL (cf. discus-

sion leading to Eq. (52)).

If in jiq. (69) we substitute the first relation in Sq. (63),

the expression in brackets vanishes, and Eq. (69) becomes identical

with Eq. (40). In other words, the theoretical expression for &
^ L

of X
g

is nearly identical with that for P of Xg . This underlines

Note that, because the t terms in Eqs. (62) ore smaller than
tho other terms, the small errors introduced by using the approxima-
tions (63) give rise only to still smaller errors in Eqs. (64).
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the generally invariant nature of
* with respect to changes in u,

already soon, in the passage from Eq. (39) to (4-0), or (68) to (69).

It appears that, for a ^ivon pair of atoms, & is a quantity which

is nearly invariant to the state of ionizacion of the molecule and

to tho presence and state of bonding of any attached atoms. In later

Sections, we shall see that
fS

is also insensitive to polarity in

the bond, and perhaps even to changes in the type of bond. On the

othor hand, f? certainly varies with R; we shall return to this in

a later Section.

The invariant characteristics shown by fi are not shared by CO

(cf. Eqs. (38), (65)), and therefore not by oC. The quantity |co] is

much larger for Xg
f than for X

g ; and u> is appreciably affected by

attached atoms and markedly affected by polarity in the bond.

Sqs. (65)- (69) may now be used for computations. For Hp, we

o
may conveniently usu Eqs. (67), (65), and (69), with

u-^
= -o /r. .

Analytical expressions for all the integrals involved are on record

in the literature. For other molecules, the integrals can be evalu-

ated if we use Slater AO ! s for the X 1 s and if wo can obtain

sufficiently simple approximations for
u-^.

Results of such computa-

tions on Hg, C H , and CQH will be presented in Section 13.
o tt b JS

Sqs. (65), (66), (69) may be recast in instructive forms by

making the substitution

(70) v

The quantity v, is the potential energy of an electron in the field

of a neutral b atom. Since

a + J
ab 5

v,ab - '(uv-ab f Vaaiab,b / u )
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we have

(71) W =
)v aa f |

(72) T S (vv ab\ * ^ / I p\

(73) (5
=

The quantity v, differs from v, just as iL differs from ub , that is

vb vb ?

Eqs, (71)- (73) are instructive because the v, integrals are

clearly in general negative but much smaller than the corresponding

u-k integrals. Further, the quantity J - J , is clearly positive,

and increasingly so with increasing R. Eqs. (71)- (73) are especially

usulul for computations on molecules containing carbon- carbon bonds,

since v then takes on a simpler approximate form than does u,

The uso of the v ! s is also very desirable in the extension to many-

center MO ' s , siricu they fall off much more rapidly with R than do

the u * s .

We next obtain expressions for @ and <X in terms of empirical

quantities. If wo know from spectroscopic data the excitation

oner^ios of the two states T and V (see (53)), we can obtain a

spectroscopic (3 , or X^ . By Eq, (22), the mean of the excitation

energies of these states is

E(T,V) - E(N) = (I - f ) f /
ATV BN TV

Using, the LOAD approximations developed in this Section, and

. may be represented by and of Eqs. (67). Also neglecting
Bi\ A J3

cJ"TV >
w- obtain

E(T,V) - E(N) ^ -J
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tho s oino as was obtained for E(V) - E(N) for Xp at the end of

Section 7.

In the sumo way as for Bq. (41), wo got

(74) /4 = -4(1 - S
2

) fs(T,V) - E(!Ol - -(1 - S)
2
hc(^ * ^ )/4.

1 spec L J TV
Here ^ and ^y

are the spectroscopic frequencies (in cm" ) of tho

electronic transitions (K,T) and (N,V). Since our forniulas correspond

to fixed nuclei, JJ and jj must be taken (or corrected) to correspond

to spoctroscopic transitions with nuclei fixed ("vortical 11 transi-

tions). If we use peak intensities from absorption spoctra, this

condition will, according to the Kranck-Condon principle, be satisfied,

with a value of R equal to the equilibrium separation in state N.

Given /& , wo can use empirical ionization potential data
/ spec

(for example, from Hydoer& series limits) to obtain an empirical o(,

which LIay b^ called (X Using Theorem 2 of Section 6 to identify
izn

approximately with -I, and usin^ ICq. (67) for n . with /^
/spec

insorted for & ,wwo havo

the s/iiiio as Eq. (42) for X *. Since x5 < 0, this shows that -< ^L j^.

In a manner .analogous to that used for the X
?

one-electron case,

the following equation for D can bo obtained for X .

i~>

D = 2 E(X) -

(76)
= I + I*

" e /R - P " 2 Iaf

f .L

where
j.

and
_!

refer respectively to the processes X
2 ^ Xg and

Tl
, To a good approximation,

* f -
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j. A
Horo refera to f for X * Now using tho LCAO approximations

for * arid
'

* f
(Eqs. (37)-(38), (67)), we have

O B

* s) * c*
f

i ^ f
/(i + s) i Q

2
/R + P - 2

(77) ^ -( f +)/(l + S) - (o> * <<j* *
2
/R f ft.

In the same way as for (to* f ft /R +
f*.

) in Eq . (44) for X *,

it is plausible bo suppose that the quantity in parentheses is

approximately zero if the bond, in X is a single bond, or is approxi'

mately oqual to the energy D of the second, or second and third,

bonds if it is a double or triple bond. For the case of R '

y our

supposition was confirmed by the competed results reported in Table

II. Then, if further we use the approximation ft
* = (3 obtained

(cf . iilq. (40)) by neglecting the small bracketed term in Eq. (69),

As in Eo
;

. (45a) for Xp' ,
we may then define an empirical quantity

/ >7Q \ A - J- ( 1 ' CM ( T\ T^
1

\178J r^ia " -tl* T S|--1J> -D J|

which it is plausible to expect to agree approximately with the

theoretical (3, Just as for X ^, all quantities such as _I, I ,

I at 5* an(^ 5 r^^^r in general to processes involving suitable

valence states of X .and X'

^! Comparison of LCAQ Computed and Enpirical Quantities for

H? , C Ho, and OH,. The LCAO quantities cv, T , o( , /?, 9 and D
___ t-t & s. 4- o

hav . b^.,n computed for HO over a range of R values, using Eqs ,

(43)
I65)-(S7), (69), (77), with formulas from the literature for the

Except for Caa/ab, where the formula v/as kindly supplied by
C. A. Coulson.





required integrals; likewise, J and E(N) have been computed in

LCAO approximation. On the other hand. & <y /? I. E(N)*
/ spec izn rdis ~

and I) have been obtained from empirical or quasi-empirical data,

using Eqs. (74)- (75), (78) for the first three quantities. The

results are presented in Table III for R = 0.74 A, the equilibrium

R for Ho, and in Table IV for R = 1.07 S, the equilibrium R for H* .
t-j o

In addition to the LCAO -MO and the empirical quantities, best -MO
{ ~\ A. \

values of , J^ ,
T , E(N)> and D from computations of Coulson

BN BBN

are listed in Table III,

While looking at Tables III and IV for Hg, it will be useful

to refer also to Table II for Hg* . Tables II, III and IV are

instructive as to the magnitudes of the various integrals and of

the resulting quantities 6,> , T , o< 9 (3 , and so on, and of the

way in which these change with R, In addition, the following points

are noteworthy: (1) The LCAO quantity for Hg is remarkably cloce

to the empirical -I, being almost as good as the best-MO quantity .

.b

^
The agreement is better than in the case of the LCAO t_ of Hg ,

though in the latter it is still fairly good. (Reasons for these

relations will be discussed in Section 14.) In short, the LCnO

method is particularly sucessful for computing !_
values. (2) The

computed ff values both for Hg and for
Hg

'

are in tolerable agree-

ment with the empirical quantities & and X?
.

. However, a
( spec f dis spec

(44 )

In order to obtain the needed energy quantities D, E(T) - B(K) f

E(V) - E(K), and I for the desired R values, plots of these as

functions of R have been made. D and I are known both empirically
and from exact theoretical computations. E(T) - E(N) - D is accurate-

ly known only from theoretical computations, E(V) - E(N) - D is

mainly empirical. The accurate theoretical cornpu tations used are

those of James and uoolidge, J. Chem. Phys. _!, 825 (1933); 3, 129

(1935); _6, 730 (1938).
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for H is rather poor, indicating that some of the approximations
o

made in defining { for Ho (e.g, perhaps / = 0: cf. discussion
/ spec

W
TV

preceding Eq . (74)) are not very well fulfilled. On the other hand,

the agreements of /c? with X? for both HQ and H_/ are closer than
I dis B 2

one might have expected; and it is seen that the quantities

( oj + e/R) for B * and ( Co f &>* 4- e
2
/R) for H are indeed small

<i &

as was assumed in setting up the definitions of ft . Another
r dis

interesting point, which can be seen from the tables, is that a very

respectable value of D can be computed from D = -/3/(l f S) for H '

**~
t~i

or D =
-2f3/(I i S) for Hg. A further point is that, for a given R,

the theoretical & ! s of Hg and Hg
r are very nearly equal, as was

expected from the discussion following Sq. (69), (3) The agreements

between c* and c< are very good, as necessarily follows from the
izn

good agreement of t wi th -I and the fair agreement of fS with
B

/3 (4) The absolute agreements of the LCAO quantities E(N)
r spec

and D with the corresponding empirical quantities are much poorer

than those between *L and -JE. This is partly because the LCAO

and best-MO values of J are in poor agreement. As was noted under
BBN

(2), much better LCAO values of D can be computed -us ing a semi-

empirical formula D =
-/?/(! + S) or D = -2/^/(l -f S) for E^ or

HQ respectively; and it seems likely that these formulas should be
M

similarly successful for other molecules X and Xg
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Table IV. LCAO -MO CGBFuTSD ENERGIES AND EMPIRICAL Ei\i ORGIES

FOR H
2

AT R = 1.07 X. (All Energies In ev ) .

Values of LCAO Integrals (See Table III
for Formulas )

Results

LCAO Empirical

OJ

T

-12.70 + 8.50 + 5.75 =

-1.25 * 8.50 - 5.75

-10.88 4- 8.16 =

1 +1.55

-2.72

4 =
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We now turn in Tables V, VI to a comparison of LC^O- computed and

observed quantities for two further examples of the hornopolar two-

center case, namely the unsaturation MO's of the molecules G QH.& ~fc

( MO's) and C
g
H (it MO's). As compared with

Hg,
these examples

are more typical of the general Xg case, but as a test of the LC^O

theory they have the disadvantage that additional approximations (use

of Slater AO's, and necessity to approximate tne potential VL. or v, )

are required. For both CgHg and C^H , we use LC.AO MO's as given by

Eqs. (23), (24), with X in both cases a 2p carbon AO of the Slater~
j*.

type; or also, for CoH Q , an equivalent form 2p . The Slater 2p AO
c, 6 y

is identical with a hydrogenic AO with nuclear charge Z = 3.25,

The values of the necessary integrals can all be obtained from

( 13 )
the papers of doeppert-Mayer and Sklar, and Sklar and Lyddane,

as extended and somewhat revised by Parr and Crawford. (Instead

of Z = 3.25, these authors use Z = 3.18, but the difference is slight,)

The potential v, used, following Goeppert-Mayer and Sklar, is a

spherically symmetrical one corresponding to the Coulomb field of a

nucleus of charge +4e (like a C nucleus with the two Is electrons

treated as coincident with the nucleus), plus one electron each in a

Slater 2s, 2px , 2p , and 2p^ AO. While this assumed potential is
y

p
not identical with the Is) 2s) 2px ) 2p ) 2p ), V valence state

potential which ought to be used, the difference probably is not

serious, since
v-^

enters the computations only through two rather

small integrals (v.aa (in oj ) and $v,ab (essentially equal to T ).

The required <l . values needed in computing o< are replaced (cf , Sec-
at

tion 10) by corresponding -I values taken from an earlier paperat
/ 36 )

of the writer, and based on empirical sp3ctroscopic data on the
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C atom. The D values used in cal collating fiata are valence -state

D values (sea footnote to Table V), corresponding to dissociation

of one ( TT or j ) electron pair.

Tabl3s V and VI sliow a very satisfactory, though no doubt to

some extent fortuitous, agreement between the theoretical LGAO

quantities and the empirical quantities. Particularly since the

type of MO is here quitu different, the results thus reenforce the

conclusions reached on the basis of Tables Il-IV for Ho and Hg. In

the case of the ft values, the agreement with <@ is better than
' spec

for H
2 .

An interesting point is that the /? values agree with the
i dis

theoretical {3 values only when intrinsic bond energies (i.e. valence'

state D values), instead of ordinary bond energies, are used for. the

unsaturation-electron bonds. This of course is what the theory pre-

dicts. The observed agreement, then, tends to support the reality

of the lar^e intrinsic D values here reported (see footnotes to

Tables V and VI) for unsaturation-electron bonds.

Especially strikin^ is the way in which the theoretical computa-

tions of reproduce the hitherto unexplained difference in
j[

between CgHg and CJH,. The computations indicate the main source

of this difference to be in the co term In e<. A comparison of the

0} values for H
rt at 0.74 2, E at 1.07 X, C^Hp (R = 1.20 X) and CJS.

, & & > fj Q.

(R
s 1.35 A) shows a steady increase in a> from -1.26 to -H.50 to

f2.1 to f2.95 in the order given. This and the resulting behavior

of <x and 6 are summarized in Table VII. These results tend to
B.

indicate that theoretical LC^O valuos of may be used to obtain
b

good estimates of I values in other cases.
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Table V. LCAO COMPUTED Ei-iERGIJlo A1ID OBSERVED ENERGIES

FOR TT MO'S OP C HQ (R = 1.20

(All Energies in ev).

1

LC AO Compu t a t i on s
w
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T (continued)

excited levels in CpHp corresponding to the two levels T and V of

the usual case; this makes the interpretation of the observed spectrum

somewhat uncertain, and the above value of /& is not very accurate.
/spec

The two values of /& correspond respectively to the assumption
1 dis

of L s 124 kcal or L = 175 kcal (L = heat of sublimation of carbon).

In either case, D is the dissociation energy attributed to one of the

7T bonds in the process C QH~ =* 2 H I- 2 C
w

, with each C
w atom in

" & (~i

its tetravalent valence state Is) 2s) 2po~) 2ptlx ) 2pT? ), V,, as cal-

culated under the assumptions (1) that D for each C-H bond is the

same as in CH^., and (2) that D for the o~ bond in the C^G bond is

the same as in CpH^. Using thermal data and the; above values of L^

the residue of the total D, after subtracting the D ! s of the C-H

bonds and of the o~ bond as estimated according to these assumptions _

should belong to the two *rr bonds in the C=C bond. The D used in

calculating /S is half of this, its value being D s 4.34 ev if

L = 125 kcal, or D = 5.52 ev if L = 175 kcal. The correct D values

may of course be considerably larger or smaller because of the uncer-

tainty of the two assumptions made above; or the values given may

be about right.
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Table VI. LCAO-COMPUTED ENERGIES AtfD OBSERVED ENERGIES

FOR MO'S OF C
2
H
4

(R = 1.35 A).

(All Energies in ev).

LGAO Computations"" Results

LCAO

co = t
'

, - v
b )aa

ft

-0.99 4- 8.46 - 4.62 + 0.1

e ^ = -11.28 + 2.95
'

at

Cv, ab -
SJ )vb aa -f "itTaa

-

-2.06 - 0.79 =

f 8) = -8.33 - 2.23 =

4-2.95

-8.35

-2.85

-10.56

Empirical

* = -8.25
JL].zn

spec

.is

= -3.0T

= -2,80

or -3.53'""

The values of

5

aro taken from Parr andCv^aa, J .
, and

Crawford. The estimate of $ ( vb
- vb )aa for the effect of the

attached H atoms is very uncertain.

The I value (corrjctod to the new fundamental constants) is based

on W. C. Price and w . T. Tutte , Proc. Roy. Soc. A1J74, 207 (1940), and

should bo slightly increased to correct to verticality. For

which should be rather reliable, see R. S. Mul liken, Rev. Mod. Phys.

14, 265 (1942).

-;HC- The tWQ g values are based on valence -state ^-bond D values
' dis

of 4.40 ev or 5.55 ev corresponding respectively to L =.;125 or 175

kcal, for dissociation of C^H^ to give 4 H 4- 2 C*, with C
w

in the

state Is)
2

2s) 2pcr) 2p ) 2p), V. 9 calculated under assumptions
V

analogous to those made for CH (cf. footnote, **** of Table V).
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Table VII. COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF LCAO QUANTITIES

FOR TWO-CENTER HOMO POLAR MO ' S





14 . Critical Analysis of Errors of Approximation in LCAO Homo-

polar Two-Center Computations. Broadly speaking, Tables I-VI I show

relatively poor agreements between LCAO -computed and empirical

quantities E(N) or D pertaining to the total energy, bxit relatively

good agreements for quantities ( & , ex , <i and their empirical
f B

counterparts /6' , # , I) pertaining to the SCP energy of a
' spec izn

single electron in the molecule. The following critical analysis

shows that this behavior is not fortuitous, and that the good agree-

ments for the one-electron energies are the result of a partial

mutual cancellation of two kinds of errors. The analysis is instruc-

tive not only for an understanding of the use of the LCAO approxima-

tion in the two-center homo polar case, but also as a background for

more general cases.

First let us consider E(N), noting also that the (absolute)

error in D is identical with, that in -E(N), A similar discussion

applies to E(T) or S(V), According to quantum mechanics, if H is

the exact Hamilton ian, the energy

(.79) E =
$F* H F dv

is a minimum when F becomes identical with the exact eigenfunction

\[/(N) of state N, or with the
\Jr

of any other state which is the

lowest of its state-species. Conversely, E is higher the poorer the

approximation of F to \I/, From this,
J

B(LCAO approximation to /)
N

) ^E(ff) ^E(N).

That is, our LCAO value of E(N) is necessarily too high, and that of

D too small,

Since no further general analysis of the errors in S(N) and D

is possible, we devote the remainder of this Section to the errors in
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thc one-electron oui.p.glufi ^ by dii'inition. th^ b^t-....U ^3 arv

free from error, since best MO's are e injunctions, and the corre-

sponding e's eigenvalues, of a 3CP hamiltonian. For a particular

electronic state S, let the hamiltonian be called h
S

, and let its

MO's and 's be called
fg

and e
fg

. The latter (in the examples in

which we are most interested
5
') satisfy the equation

Then also, the equality
'

(BO) & =
fS fS f fS

is exact. Further, the use of any best MO, , of state S in Eq.I S

(80) minimizes the value of the integral, as compared with the substi-

tution of any other function, for example an LC^O form, which may

approximate $ oroviri.-'i d -\
' P1 ^f3 is trie lowest-energy wO of its species,

a condition which is fulfilled for the homopolar -molecule B and A
MO's discussed in this section.

We now digress briefly to recall that the best-MO T
s, even

c

though they are exact eigenvalues of an h
f> ,

were originally introduced

only as convenient elements in the construction of an approximation

for E (cf. Eq. (18)). However, we also recall tliat the negatives

of these ! s have also concrete significance as & ood approximations

to corresponding ionization energies _! (or in general, to ,I
! s plus

certain corrections, see Sq. (20)). The nature of the approxima-

tions involved was discussed earlier, and it was shown that they may

be particularly good because the total error is a sum of two errors

which are both small, but which usually must have opposite signs and

' The equations ^iven are based on Eqs. (16), (17a), after
"integrating" over the spins. They hold for all MO's in closed-shell
states, for the odd-electron MO in states containing closed shells
plus one electron, and for all MO's in standard-reference spinorbital

J-
Q

VF ! s O? ^ for electronic states T and V. In general, however,
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( 19 )

so tend to cancel each other. v

Empirically, the sign of the

resultant total error apparently differs in different cases (of.

Table I, where I > - for H
g

and
_!

< - for Ho). It seams

reasonable to neglect this error compared with others, and in the

rest of this Section we shall therefore identify any - with its I .

Y>/3 now return to a consideration of the use of approximations in

Eq. (30). As we shall see, our LCAO method as developed in Sections

7-13 involves the use of two kinds of approximations, namely (1) the

approximation of j6 by an LCAO form; (2) tho approximation of h .

fo I

According to reasoning already used, the first kind of approximation

can only increase the computed value of any 6 (or decrease jfc| , since

f < 0). The second kind of approximation may, however, either

increase or decrease the computed This is readily seen by

writing

O Q
and notin & that any approximation in h f arises from one in u f . The

Q
effect of an error in h ^ is evidently to increase or decrease the

Q
computed of Sq. (80) according as tho approximate u _ corresponds

fo

to too weak or too strong a field. Thus there is a possibility that

tho errors resulting from the use of approximations in both and

s
fS

u
f may tend to cancel each other. Or, of course, they may add. By

good luck, it is the former possibility that is realized in the most

important applications, as we shall see below.

Before going on, certain important differences in character

g
between the affoots of approximations in f Q and in h should be

fS *

noticed. As we have seon, if an exact h f
is used, then the use of a

correct #LS in Eq. (80) minimizes tho onorgy. This means that the

error in the energy varies approximately as the square of the error

in
f oj

s that
o is very insensitive to small errors in Lc. On

I O
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S
the other hand, if an approximate h ~ is used, the error in

fS
a

evidently varies in direct proportion to the error in h , so that
Q

is more sensitive to small errors in h than to small errors
I o f

in $.

A second characteristic feature of errors in u is that, when

LCAO 0's are used giving .

, ~^ ex
*

xj/(l t S), the errors in u
o O

produce proportional errors in *Y . That is, if u f (approx.) < u

(exact), then <* (approx.) <L < (exact), with the inequalities

directly proportional to each other. This follows directly from the

defining equations for oc (cf. Eq. (27)) and for hA On the other
o

hand, errors in u ^ (at least, those of the kind involved in our

approximations) are almost without effect on & . This follows from

the general invarianc of x? to symmetrical changes in u: see the
o

discussion leading up to Sqs . (40). To summarize, errors in u f

affect <X but not

Let us now specifically consider the errors in and for
o A

J.

Xp and Xg
1

molecules, first considering the errors which result from

use of LC^AD 1 s constructed from free neutral atom AO ' s . These errors

may be summarized briefly a s follows:

f (free-atom-LCAO MO) = <* \ fi/(\ f S) > 6 (bost-MO );
B B

free-atom-LCAO MO )
= ^ - /?'/(! - S) > ^(bost-MO).

j.

The inequalities (81) should be somewhat more pronounced in X ' than
iti

in Xg molecules, since the free-atom i^CAO approximation is a little

(29) *

wors'o- in the former case. In molecules other than H
?
T and KL,

the use of Slater AO f s should cause a slight further increase in the

errors.
Q

We turn now to the errors arising from approximations in u .
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Horo wo must distinguish several different cases* First there are

the one-outer-electron (X
'

) cases, as follows. (1) In H r
,& 2

o

u = u f u, is exact; so that there is no u error. (2) In the
el D X

J. J-i
next simplest cases, such as Lip j whore the Xg* core is essentially

a pair of closed-shell X ions, our approximation u ^ u f u
Q

is doubtless so good that the u
f

error may safely bo neglected.

(3) In more complicated cases, e.&. N p
' or C E , our approximation~ (~i j

u -^ u f u. may be broken down into two parts: (a) for the inner

part of the core, the error is negligible just as in (2); (b) for the

outer part of the core, that is for bonding electron pairs in the

core, the use of u ^ u f UK amounts essentially to replacing the
a o

field of a sat of bonding electrons in actual (best) MO ' s by the

field of those electrons in corresponding LGAO MO ! s . As may be seen

by an application of the discussion given in the following paragraphs,

all f s computed for outer electrons moving in such a

field. The errors in the f s from the use of our approximate u thus

tend here to compensate those from the use of LGAO MO ! s for the ! s.

In two -electron cases Xp , where we have used

u g& ua -f -U ^ u
s

,

the same considerations as for X * apply with respect to the approxi-
IB

mation of the X ** core potential by ua * u^. It remains to consider

the contributions of u to the ._, integral in Eq. (80). This must
S 1 o

be done separately for each of the MO ' s B and A, and for each of the

states U, T, V, and Z. The integrals involved in the exact c^

expressions are;

fr C, '. ^B u_
N

B
/m t

. swith u due to a B electron

(82)
u
s

< )

Adrj
s

f r M or
r 7 >with u_ due to an A elec-

for 6 : )A u
g

^ A dT j tron
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In (82), the exact U must differ somewhat in the several inte-
B

grals. However, in Section 12 we introduced an approximation to u ,

the some for all cases, by using an LCAO approximation for the

MO of the shielding electron. Our formulas for and in Section
A B

12 and our compa tations in Section 13 were based on this approximate

ti. Our present concern is with the errors involved in this procedure.
s

In the first place, we note that the several cases in (82) fall

into two groups: for t t_
f and , u

g
is due to a B shielding

electron, for , 6 . and to an A shielding electron. With-
BT bV AZ

in each group, the effects of differences in the exact u , due to
s

somewhat minor variations in requirements of self -consistency, may

bo nj al'jctud compared with other errors. This is very fortunate,

since the ' s with winch wo have been mainly concerned in preceding

Sections, namely 6 , ,

'

, and which have been involved in
B.N AI Av

defining /& > &. > and <*. (cf. Eqs. (74), (75), (78)), all
' spec ' dis izn

fall in one group. In particular, we see that the definition of

' which was basod on a consideration of t

.
s

should not bo seriously impaired by differential errors in u

Wo now consider the error due to use of our LCAO -approximate u_
B

for either of the two groups in (82). Using best M0 !

s, the shielding

field of an electron in a B MO is undoubtedly appreciably different

from that of one in an A MO. This c an be seen, for example, from the

discussion in Section 9 on the improvement of the LCAO M0 ! s of HO

by using AO ' s with increased Z for B but decreased Z for A. This

corresponds to stronger shielding of the X2 core by a B than by

an A iviO.

On the other hand, as v/o have seen, the LCAO -approximate U
Q

is

the same for B and A shielding electrons. Honce the LCAO -approximate

u
s gives los s shielding of the core than does the best-MO ug for a B

46 ) Except for slight differences which disappear if a slight further
approximation (En. ( fi3 }) is introduced. Cf. Eqs. (58)- (64).
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shielding electron, but more shielding than for an A shielding elec-

tron* Honco the LCAO u makoS the total u correspond to too strongS * ""** j L j^

a field when u is due to a B shielding electron, as in the group

^BN> ^T* and
^A.V

t>ut to to weak a field when u is due to an A

shielding electron, as for . , & , or . Thus in view of our
BT BY* AZ

earlier discussion, our use of the LCAO approximation for u must
s

lower the computed c{ and in the cases of < and
Ell

9
AT' AV*

but raise it in tho cases of 6 and 6 .

BT &V AZ

The results of the foregoing considerations arc summarized in

Table VIII. This table shows that for some MO ' s and molecule -types

tho two typos of errors (due respectively to use of LCAO M0 ! s or of
o

an approximate h ) may partially compensate each other to give a

small or even negative over-all error, while in others the errors

can only add, to give a positive over-all error. Comparison with

Tablos III-VII shows that, in fact, a vory good compensation apparent-

ly occurs for tho C,,T 's for X or X H molecules in all the examples
DiNi & & n

studied, since these agroo well with the negatives of the empirical

I's. But for H (see Table II), where there is no compensation of
c

errors, the agreement between ^L and -I is poorer, although still not

bad. The observed behavior of the ^'s in Hg, X , XgH implies

that a similar good compensation probably exists for the & 's and
rij.

^.'s of thosu molecules; this point could be checked from the data

used in the tables.

On the other hand, Table VIII predicts that the present LCA)

method should &vu poor agreements with empirical data for cases

involving or Â7 . Fortunately, these 5 f s are relatively
Oi. t5V n>

unimportant for Xg. In more complicated molecules, however, cases of

importance may be expected to arise with a variety of relations
Q

between the MO and tho h errors.
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In the case of H , the compensation of errors in involves
^ BN

just one error of oach typo. For C H , C H , and !\IQ , thero are two
~> (~i (Zt 4b <i ~~ """"

errors of oach typo. Horo apparently the extra positive MO error

due to us^ of Slater AO ' s is, by good luck, mainly cancelled "by the

ct

extra negative h error due to the use of the LGAO approximation

for the MO ' s of the electrons of the outer core; it may be, however,

that the use of tho Goepper t-Mayor-Sklar approximate v, in the com-

putati'Tis has contributed an additional (probably f ) error which has

(47 )

aided in the over-all compensation. It seems quite possible that

with a v, corresponding more closely to the oCF-AO
v-^

assumed in

(47)
Table VIII, an over compensation leading to too small computed

c< s and 6 ! s (i.e. too large jtf j

f s and (el's) would occur.

47 ' The Goeppert-Mayer-Sklar vh represents only .an approximation to

our Vv,. based on the specification that u for the coro is approximated

by Ua
D

4. ub with u arid ub corresponding to V4 valence-state WF f of

carbon atoms using SCF AO's.





Table VIII. PREDICTED ERRORS IN t AND
,
VALUES IN

B ri

LCAO METHOD FOR VARIOUS MOLECULE-TYPES
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PART IV. THE LCAO APPROXIMATION TO THE MO METHOD FOR

HETSRO POLAR Tli-'O -CENTER 1.10 S

15. The One-Electron H^turopolar Two-Gunter Problem with

Closed-Shell Core, The one -electron homopolar two-center problem

with closed- shu 11 core is exemplified mainly by systems of tho typo

X9
*" or (XHn )o A loss important but similar typo is XQ "\ Examples

<C ** tf o

of tho typo Xp aro impossiblo. In tho corro spending hetoropolar

problem, on tho other hand, both ionized types (e.g., LiH', HC1' ,

IC1*, CO*, HCW
f

, H CO*, OH"), and noutral typos (e.g., CN, 'NO ) exist.
M

In tho following discussion, wo shall consider only tho positive- ion

~
typo XY . For tho types XY and XY , the discussion would bo similar,

though not identical in the later stages.

Lot us consider, in particular, two MO ! s B and A of a system

XY , having in LCAO approximation tho forms

(83) jit
= a

fXa * b
fyb>

where f = B or A. Eq. (83) is analogous to Eqs. (23) of tho homopolar

case, except that the coefficients
a^,, b^ must be determined after

solvin^ a secular equation, whereas in the homopolar case they were

determined by symmetry alone.

It will bo useful hure to r^fur briefly to the general m-center

problem. Tho secular equation for any m-atom LC^iO problem corresponds

to a statement of necessary and sufficient conditions for obtaining
. (47a)

an orthogonal set of functions p~ ,

(84) $f
=

jr*
a
frXp , (f " l...m),

for each of which the coefficients afp
are so determined that the

energy
h dT

In general (even for m = 2) it may be necessary to include more

than one Xr per atom in the LCAO, and m in Eqs, (84)- (87) and accom-

panying text should then be replaced by, say, k, where, k E m. For |

or Tf MO's. it is usually adequate to take k 5 m.
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(48)is minimized, subject to orthogonality of the jZL's.' Hero h
X

should properly bo a SCF hamilto nian taken to fit whatever electronic

state and MO are being considered. In practice, an approximate h,

taken the same for all states, may have to bo used.

In general, the secular equation takes the well-known form

- S t
1m lm

12

where cX , /
r qr

, and S are as defined by Eqs. (27), (28). (23)
rq qr

except that , r_ replace ji, lb. After the roots ^ of this equation

boon determined, the coefficients
JDL may then be determined

from the set of m linear equations (one for each from 1 to m) of

the form

where $ = <* and S rt
= 1.

qq q QQ

Following the proceduro used in earlier sections (cf. -3q (29))

we make the substitution

f =
(/qr

(85)

and obtain

qr

r S u
qr qr qr

= ex

rq

(48) 3ee forthcoming pa pur by C. C, J. Roothaan,





86)
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*12
*V *

*12 1m
-

1m

=

Using any one of the m roots of Sq . (86), the coefficients a
f fr

can now be obtained by solving tiiu sot of m simultaneous equations

(q s I f 2, 13) of the form

(87) a
fl

"

subject to a normalization condition. Eqs. (86), (87) are the basic

working equations for the many-center case to be considered in Part V.

It will prove convenient to introduce the following definitions:

(88)
rq

(49)i

I
* y ;

Let us now return to the XY r case ; here we have

(88a) =

In the XY case, the simple notation <f, P will be adequate. It is

worth noting that, since <X 's and (at l^ast for equilibrium R values)

? s are always negative,

J > but f <1

wnen^ver atom
ji

is more electronegative than b, and vice versa.

(49 )

The present discussion of XY and XY is based in part on
R. S. Mulliken, J. Chem. Phys. 2, 782 (1934); 3, 573 (1935). The

quantity fB (there called Y) was introduced Tn Eq. (15) of the
1935 article.
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Aftor omittin^ subscripts and using Eq. (88a), Eq. (86) for XY

reduces to

(89) (
-

<5
-

) (* * o -
)

- ? - S( - *) = 0,

while Eqs. (87) become

( a
f (3

-
<f

-
|) + b

f lj&
- S(*f

-
)

- 0,

(90) r -,

I

a
f [^- S(^f -<X)J f b

f (3
4 J - ^

f
)

= 0.

Eithor of Eqs. (90), combined with tho normall?, at ion condition

(91) a
f

2
-f 2 af

b
f
S f b

f
2

- 1

will eiiivu a^
and b ,, . Eq . (91) is obtained by setting

with
f

?.s Oivon by Eq. (83).

Tho two solutions of Eq . (89) are

= 2T + /(l - S
2

)J[-
S t

>/

(92) = cf t /<?/(! t S) i J
2
/2^ f ,$4(1 - S2

)/8,a
3

f ... ,

with the upper signs for B, the lov/jr for A. Eq. ( 92 ) is identical

with Eq. (30) of tho homopolar case, except for the interesting

added terms in <T ,

Just as for Eq. (30), the validity of Eq. (92) depends implicitly

on the assumption that h (which is involved in o(, {Q and S) is the

same for B and A. This assumption is correct to the extent that the

fiold of the A iv core in AB* is unaffected by changes in the state

of the out or electron (cf . discussion in Section 7), and should

usually introduce only small errors.

Pro coo ding from Eq. (92), definitions of ompirical quantities

?
oc ,

c
X^zn and /^ s

can be set up, if dosired, in the same general

way as in Section 7.





Tho paramo tor S is evidently a moasuro of tho polarity of the

t\
b_ bond. Tc-fcOthor with ^ and (3 ,

it may bo tro cited as a third

basic paramo tor for tho bond, ho may then look for ompirical counter-

parts to tho tho critical cf just as wo found oL $ and xf
izn ''spec'

'

'dls

as countorparts to tho thoorotical o< and ft . This possibility will

bo examined in latoi" sections.

Viie next give expressions for the LCAO coefficients in Eq . (83),

Eqs. (90), (91) yield

i
f 1/2 - 2 s = i i - j(i i s) p ? (i - s

2
)

f 3 (1 i S) (1 - S
2

) f"

( 93 ) /
. i j. < i p o

)

f V2 I 23= l-i(lIS)^- (1- & )(? /0

7 3(1 i S) (1 - S2 ) /
o 3

/16 f ... ,

with the upper si 6ns for B, the lower for A. From Eqs. (93), the

following useful relation is readily obtained:

(94) bf
2 - a

f
2 =

It will prove useful to define a quantity Q as follows:

a(95) g = Qab
= bB

2
- aB

2 = - Qb

Prom Sqs. (88a), (94), (95), Q is approximately proportional to f> or

cf i and becomes zero simultaneously with > and cT, To interpret Q
p

further, let us write out the charge distribution -e0B for an elec-

tron in
0g, usin^ Eq . (83); it is

' More generally we might write

Then QR = Q, while (using Sq. (94)) Q. = ^Q,
iJ xL
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Since dT = 1, d = 1 d^ * and ^ = 1 ^ is

2 2
seen that a^ , SagtogS,

and b are the respective fractions of the total

X<-)a (or "on a"), in the overlap region, and in

Or, if we wish in the usual way to think of the charge in the B MO

as divided between atoms
_a

and b, we must evidently divide the contri-

bution -e(2a b s) equally between the two atoms. This gives
r> D

o 2
-e(a f a b S) and -e(bR k a b S) as the charges in B which "belong

LJ B B LJ & ti

to " a and b respectively. Now if B were hornopolar, the foregoing

charges would both be -Je The excess charge q , in units of <r e , which
a

belongs to _a
as a result of polarity in the MO B is then given, using

Eq. (91), by
eqa

- a= -
B
2

)
= -

by Eq. (95). That is, since also of course q^
=

^q a

(96) fQ
-

q. Q.
-

b
- -2qb ;

In S i O S n
L q a qb

Vve now turn to a theoretical evaluation of tX, ^<3,
and in terms

of atomic integrals. A discussion analogous to that including Eqs.

(30)-(36) gives

(97) 6T = e f 57 = i( 4- ^) f ( f

(98) (^
=

(99) fi = i(ub ab f
,/

(100) .2f = (^
-

a ) -f

The second expression Tar /S should be a very close approximation to

the first, as can be seen by reasoning similar to that used in estab-

lishing Eq. (40).
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Theoretical computations of oT, /?, and 6 , hence of , (
'/ I )

I J5
"

and (hence of ^ -
) can now be made by the same methods as

A ^ r/

(51)
in the homopolar case. in Eqs. (97) and (100), of course, the

computations of & and must be made for suitable valence states
a b

be
of Q. and b, and the corresponding I values I and I, \taken as suitable

a. D *

valence-state I ! s of a and b.

(51)
However, there will sometimes be complications, Sqs. (97)- (100)

are based as in the homopolar case on a substitution

U = Ua f Ub , U
b

5 ub f ( U - Ua
~
1^)

for the potential function u of the X'Y' core, with (u - U Q
- vu )a D

usually supposed small. But if the X-Y bond is double or triple,

(u - ua
- ub ) may be far from negligible, and, as discussed in Section

14 for the homopolar case, its neglect will tend to make & too low.,

i.e. -oc too large.

In the heteropolar case, there will also be a differential

effect as between oi and ci , and this will affect c? . for example ^

if the separate MO ! s in a double or triple bond should all be alike

f -f

in degree of polarity, the resulting polarity in the X Y core would

i

x l, J-l
greatly diminish \ 9 because the core would not be X 1

x
1 but

.

and 6. in Eq. (100).

However, if the X-Y bond is single and X' and Y are not very

polar iz able, these effects will be unimportant. But even if the

X-Y bond is single, polarization effects may alter S For example,

in cases like KC1, the small H' core should strongly polarize the

7T shell in the Cl^ core, here tending to increase \S\
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16 The Two-Electr on Heteropolar Case with Closed- She 11 Core .

The passage from the one-electron XY* to the two -electron XY case

can be treated in the same way as for the corresponding passage from

X * to X (cf. Section 12). The essential new features of the two-
(~> (.1

electron as compared with the one-electron case ares (1) With two

M0 f s B, A, we have four electronic states N, T, V, Z. (2) Although

Eqs. (83), (88a), (89)-(97) are unaltered, Eqs. (98)-(100) for the

Oj* B
9 /& > anc* & in terms of atomic integrals take new forms because

of the addition of a shielding term u (cf. Eq. (54)) to the term?.
s

previously present in the potential energy u, Further, a critical

consideration is needed of the errors resulting from the assumption,

which we saall make, of a constant h for both MO ' s and all states,,

On this matter, the discussion for Xg in Section 14 is also applicabl

( 51 )
for XY, with certain modifications.

With respect to (1), nothing new need be said. However, it will

be useful here to give expressions for $ and o( for XY. These
/spec

ares

4ec /I * U S
8 *8

//9

2 - <1 - aW/A *

/spec L / spec
'

spec

(101) = -i(l - S
2

) ff(T,V)
- E(N);;

(102) -<, = i + $ /(i * s) * f/zA^t -
cf

The derivation is based on Eqs. (92), and parallels that used in

obtaining Eqs. (74), (75).

An interesting corollary of Sq. (92) as applied to neutral XY

is that, for given o7, polarity should increase -. hence
<

I.

With respect to u , the discussion accompanying Eqs. (56)- (59)
s

is applicable here, but that leading to Eqs. (60)- (61) must be



I \
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d sc:nerwhat We have

(103) (u g
aa = (ff laa; \ug ab

=
)fflab; (u s

bb = ffflbb

as in Sqs. (59), where means either B or A, depending on whether

the shielding electron is in the B or A MO. To obtain Eqs, (60), (61)

in the homopolar case (equations voich subsequently in Sqs. (62)- (64)

we s ..owed to be essentially LCAO approximations to Sqs. (59)), we

replaced the repulsion potential ff I of an electron in #L by the

suiri of the repulsive potentials iaal - ibbl of 4 electron each in "Xv a

and in 7C b Referring to the discussion of Eq. (97), it will be seen

that the corresponding replacements here are

BBl^ id - Q)aal | 4(1 f Q

A(50)and

AAl 22 i(l f Ci)aal + 4(1 '

Using those results in Eos. (103), we obtain

C ( I

JRfl 5 \BBIaa ^t(l - Q)J n r, f sd * ^) Jnh or
t ^ f\A \ f D* / aa du*
(104) \us

aa =

a + 4(1 -

(BB lab ^4(1 - Oj(aalab ^ 4(1 * Q)(bb(ab, or
(105) \u ab -

\

'

4(1 t Cw )jaalab f 4(1 -
^)|bb!ab.

4(1 f Q)J f 4(1 - <^)J> or
(106) \u bb =

1 S
)

'

V "AD -
)

Eqs. (104)- (106) may be compared with Sqs. (64) of the homopolar case.

The most important change is that, even in the LCAO approximation

used, the shielding effects of B and A electrons are now somewhat

different because of the terms in , whereas in the homopolar case

no such difference occurred. Fortunately the shielding electron in

the most important cases we have to consider, namely (L in state N,
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and . in state T or V (the latter being involved in the definitions

of / and
i zn )* ^ s always in the same (B) MO; hence the consistency

of &
, j3 , $ , /C? 9 '^f and I values obtained for these cases is

/ i zn f spe c

not impaired by the presence of Q.

( 52 )

By a discussion paralleling Eqs. (65)- (73), we obtain

(Jaa
- J

ab )

( 107 )

(Jbb

(108)

(109)
'^ ab

a

V J-j.\y / f*j

(111)

(112)
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In addition, *
, are given by Eq. (92). In Eqs* (107)-(110), the

B A

upper arid low^r signs refer respectively to the casu that the shield-

ing electron is in a B or an A MO*

The second of the two approximate equations (109) for (3 shows

that^ for neutral XY is very nearly identical with
(3 of XY 1^

( cf . Eq,

(99)). This is the sarao relation that was found for X
2 arid Xg^, and

underlines the invariant character of the bond integral fB with re-

spuct to changes in the a - b bond and its environment (cf. discussion

following Eq. (69)).

Farther, a comparison of Eqs. (109) with Eqs. (73), (69) yields

the important conclusion that (3 for XY should always be almost pre-
(53 )

cisely equal to the average of (3 for Xg and/? for Y
p , both com-

puted at the R appropriate to XY.

On the other hand, to, and. so oi, is greatly affected by the

second electron in XY, and is also appreciably affected both by the

presence of additional bonds (either in a multiple bond and/or to

attached atoms) and (in view of the appearance of a term in Q, in

!qs. (108)) by the decree of polarity in the XY bond.
4 '

The quantity Q, has a simple interpretation here. If the X-Y

bond is single, we may think of the molecule as composed of (1) a

charge *e on each of X* arid Y* ; (2) a charge -2e_ for the two electrons

in B, of which -e_ -f 2q "belongs to" a and -e 4 2q, to b , if eq or eq,
-.A. o "* "^ D

is the uxcess positive charge per electron due to polarity, on _a or b.

( 53 )

Since Eqs. (73), (69), and (109) ai-e all valid for any R value^
this conclusion is not impaired in the slightest degree by the fact
that the equiliorium R for XY in general differs from those for X

**"

/
\

The term Q,(Jbb
- Jaa ) in Eqs. (108) should probably always be

positive (except perhaps when it is very small), since when Q > 0,
usually Jbb

- Jaa ^> 0, and vice versa.
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Using Eq. (96), it is seen that the total charges, in -} units, v</hich

belon e ,
to

a_
and b are

(113) Q,a
=

Q,
a -Q-u

We may then call Q, the bond charge. It may of coarse be positive or

negative, depending on the polarity, and on which atom is called a,.

In using Eqs, (92), (107)- (112) for molecules containing a multi-

ple X-Y bond, allowance for the effect of polarity in each bond on the

MO ' s of the others is necessary. This can be made very simply by

inclusion of suitable correction terms in v^ and v, of Sqs . (107)-

(108), For example, for a 7T B or A MO of CN in HCN, we must allow
x

for tho fields of the bond charges Q,^-
and Q

T)
- in the <r and rr CN boiidr ,

( 55 )

This will be accomplished, to the same approximation that we have

used in allowing for the field of the second electron in the Tf MO,
x

by understanding v^ to include the terms

i n r ,1

^ NH

Here the potential energy operator Q/y^isr^^) represents the potential

energy of a charge - in the field of any excess negative charge -eQ.-r-

on the N atom which may arise from polarity in the CN cr bond, while

<

"Q-rr ( &n $n \ ) represents the effect of the corresponding charge f-eQ, on
o (^ \j \j

the C atom. (Wo assumption is made here as to the sign of Q, however,

Q,7r
is certainly positive.) The use of the bar over v or u to include

such terms as thos-j iust given is in accordance with its earlier use

to indicate inclusion of all necessary correction teims (cf. Section

11).

As is easily verified, the almost complete non-dependence of ft

7 55 )

The ordinary forms of vn and v,, without these corrections will
U i^

correspond to assuming the other bonds homopolar .
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on bond polarity still holds good in the presence of multiple "bonds,

A further important point in the XY case with multiple bonds is

that the Q, valuer for the various bonds are interdependent and must be

mutually consistent. There should in principle be no difficulty in

obtaining such consistent vala ;s by starting with estimated Q, values

and making successive approximations. (A similar requirement of self-

consistency also occurs for each bond alone, in connection with Q

and cf of Eqs, (110), (112)), In case all the bonds in a multiple

bond are qualitatively alike in polarity, the effect of the polarity

of each bond will of course be to reduce (but never to reverse) the

polarity of the others. Howjver, it is likely that <T and TT bonds will

sometimes have opposite polarities, and so may enhance one another's

polar itios. This possibility arises from the fact that the polarity

of a bond depends on the relative electronegativi tie s of the A0 ! s

It and Xh involved. If these are hybrid AO ' s , as is the cas^ in the

o~ bonds of double or triple bonds, the electronegativi ties depend
(49)

sensitively on the nature of the hybrid.

17. Electronj&ativity Scales and the LCAQ Method. As commonly

understood, a nonpolar bond is one in which the bonding electron pair

belongs equally to both atoms. If LCAO MO l s are used, this means

that a
g

-
bg in Eq. (83), or that Q,

= in Eq. (113). These relations

ar-j realized if <f - 0, that is, if & a (X. Atoms a and b are then
a ''

said to be equally electronegative.

On the other hand, if Q,
= Q < in Eq. (113), atom a is said

""** a

to be moro electronegative than b, FromEqs. (95), (94), (88a),

Q, < occurs if -o* < ~ f\.* Hence we may reasonably consider - 0< as

a theoretic al abso lute eloctronegativity of atom a.. Let us call this
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^ . Then
a

(114) ^ =

Similarly,

(115)

is the relative electronegativity of
_a

relative to b.

One would like of course to be able to assign for each atom a

definite electronegativity which would be a constant characteristic

of the atom. As we shall see, this is in princ iple not possible in

any rigorous sense, but it is not at once excluded that atomic electro-

negativitiwS having approximate validity may be defined. Various more

or less empirical electronegativity scales for single^bonded atom-pairs

have been proposed, beginning with Pauling 1 s scale based on thermal
/ C C \

data. It is of interest to consider how t&toSQ are related to the

present theoretical clec tronegativities .

For this purpose, explicit expressions for ^ and <f for mole-

cules XY4 and XY will be useful* For XY*, from Eqs . (97)-(100),

(116)

(117)

For XY, from Eqs. (107), (108),

(118)
*a

5 -*
a

- Kaa f i(1 ' Q) (Jaa
- Jab^

Eq. (118) involves Q,, hence depends on S^* However, it is not neces-

sary to worry about this, since in practice it is J" that we need,
oLD

and for this wo may use Eq . (110), which can be combined with' Eq, (112)

so as to eliminate Q f This combination yields the semi-explicit

/ j- r- \

L. Pauliiig, J. Am. Chem. Soc . 54, 3570 (1952); here a scale
relative to hydrogen is introduced. . Pauling, The nature of the
Chemical Bond, Cornell University Press, 1939, Chap. II; here, follow-

ing the writer's paper,
' the scale is made absolute.
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equation

(119) 2^ =
A[( b -f iJbb t

5?a
bb) - (e a 4 iJaa

-

)vb aa)j,

(120) where A =
-2&*-Zf9 j> %Tl

- (I - $
2
)d

2
/2{? + ](

'-
J
J

Not^ that 1 > A > 0, since ^ < and # > 0. Eqs. (119)-(120) may

be solved for r
by successive approximations or by graphical methods,

provided 6 /p is not too large.

Eqs. (114)- (120) illustrate the following characteristics of

the ele c cronegativi ty JJ : (1) It contains a major term or terms which
a

depend (except for a factor A in Eq, (119)) only on atom a.. If the

atom f oi ras more than one bond, the s e terms may be different for differ-

ent bonds, e.g. for the or and "IT bonds in a multiple bond. (2) In

addition, it contains mutual terms depending on both atoms of the bond,

HowoVjr, in the expressions for S the largest of these terms,
those in Ja-b, have dropped out, and the remaining terms occur in

pairs, )U.bb - \u, aa or yv bb * Vv^aa, which tend to cancel each
/ a / D ;

a ;D
other. Since after all it is the (f

' s and not directly the ^ T s which

do turiiiiiiw bond polarities and related characteristics, we. may then

reasonably define a set of effective absolut<3 Gldctrpnegativities in

which th-jse mutual terms are dropped, provided these terras actually

do cancul to a good approximation. This should probably be safe to

assume at least in the case of neutral molecules XY (except, perhaps,

in compounds XH), since the v turms are small (cf. Tables III-VI) if H

(57)
atoms are not present.

In sjiy w-voht, it is interesting to see what definitions of

absolute el e ctronega tivity are obtained under the assumption just

stated. They are :

(57 )

it seems possibl j that the cancellation is fairly complete in
all casvvS, but this requires further investigation.
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(121) For XY+ .
. ^ ^ - ^ ^ I

&

(122) ForXY : & -A( ^ f R^) A(I
ft

- *Jaa )

In "both cases, of course, it is essential that Ia bo taken to be an

(49)
appropriate yal once -state I.

Eq . (121) gives I . as a very simple measure of electronegativitj
4. (-. f

for an atom in a molecule XY , provided of course that \u&bb
&>

^u,
aa.

In Eq . (122), the factor A contains terms which depend on both

atoms
ji

and b. However, it would seem possible th/it A might turn out

to be approximately a constant over a wide range of molecules or

bonds. A partial test of this idea can be obtained from our computa-

tions in Tables III-VI. These yield computed A values of 0.68, 0.62,

0.51, and 0.43 for Hg at 0.74 X, H2 at 1,07 A, C^ (1.20 X), and

C EA (1.35 A) respectively. This indicates that A increases with
<C T: "

increasing bond length, but that the assumption of a constant value

A ^> 0.5 may be roughly correct.

Let us then as an approximation assume A a constant in Eq, (122),

Hervj it is important to note that this assumption can never lead to

qualitative errors; for whenever we compute f , (see Bq . (119)), the

correct A is necessarily the same for both atoms in a given atom-pair,

so that the assumption of a constant value for A introduces into </
,and . ^ and !/{>

/nothing worse than a variable factor of error never differing greatly

from 1.

Assuming a constant A, Eq. (122) is

* AU - *J >
= *i I

~

aa a
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Very roughly,
L

the quantity I a
- J is equal to the ejLoctron

affinity E . Then, dropping the factor A, we may define

(123) / a
= |(I a + E

a
)

as an approximate meas-ure of the absolute electrOnegativity of any

atom. In using Eq . (123), I and E must of course be taken for the

proper valence state and for the proper AO whose LCAO MO is being

(49)
considered.

The definition ;
iven here is precisely that proposed tentatively

(49)
by the writer some years ago on the basis of rather loose arguments.

The present analysis throws light on this definition, but in view of

the assumptions involved, cannot be said to justify it, except perhaps

for comparisons between rather similar atoms. On the other hand, the

present analysis does not give a disproof that Eq. (123) may form a

basis for an empirically valid electronegativity scale. Empirically,

Eq. (123) receives support from the fact that it gives relative elec-

trone
fc)
ativ itiea which are proportional in known cases to those on

Pauling's scale. It has the advantage that it can be extended to atoms

tot included in Pauling's scale, and can bo used to compute the

(49)
ectronegativity for any pure or hybrid valence AO of an atom.

Pauling's scale, though it follows theoretically if a certain plausible

assumption is accepted, is also essentially empirical; its best justi-

fication is in the rather good internal consistency with which it can

It can be shown (assuming - &_ & I_ ) that
a Si

Ja- J
aa< J a

- J
aa- < E

a < *a
' J

a-a-, ||
where J - - is based on the use in J of SCF AO ! s X suited to the

d. & a.

negative ion a." instead of the neutral atom a.. For atoms which are

sufficiently alike (excluding the H atom), the magnitudes of the

inequalities I. - J / E should be nearly equal, which is all
c* ., ^s a

that is necessary for the present purpose.
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be applied to varioi\ s atom-pairs .

A theoretically better justified scale than the /^ scale is the

following A* scale obtained from the second form of 3q, (122):

(124) r
'

a
= (I a

- iJ aa )

The fact that, in computing (f , (^ , or Q for a specific bond, /*

A' has

to be multiplied by a factor A which depends somewhat on the specific

atom-pair, appears here to be an unavoidable inherent limitation on

the possibility of defining electronegativi ty as an additive atomic

property.

The usu of the /** scales involves a practical difficulty in that

the rather large quantities J&a are not available ompir ically. It

should of course be satisfactory to combine theoretically computed

Jaa
l s with empirical I's, but if so, it is necessary to have rather

accurate oCF T s. Th ;se differ considerably from Slater jl's; for

example, Slater's J p is equal in general to 5,32 2, or to 16.92
^Px^Px

ev for the carbon atom
(_Z

s 3.18), whereas the computed SCP value for

Jgp gp
for the carbon atom in its normal-state electron configuration

( 59 )
is 14.42 ev. A .-preliminary examination indicates that when SCP

(60) ,

values are used, the r* values, curiously enough, are all approxi-

mately 0.7 as large as the/* values for various atoms, including H

(where J = 16.99 ev is accurately known).Isls

( 59 )

See C. W. Ufford, Phys. Rev. _53, 569 (1938). The quantity

J is ^iven by F(2p, 2p) f 4 F2 (2p, 2p)/25', and is 0.51854 for

Is
2
2s

2
2p

2 or 0.53055 for Is 22s2p
3

, in atomic units (14.099 ev or

14.425 ov respectively), from Ufford' s valaes of F and F
2

.

Ttiese
'

wore estimated by assuming the ratio of the SCF to the
Slater values to be the same as for carbon. At the date of writing
this (August, 1948) timo did not permit a more careful study.
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L <j t u s now c ori s id o r
, us ing, the LCAO the ory ,

'how t ho present /*

and /^ scales should be related to Paulina's scale. The relative

electronegativity "/T
- TT is given by Pauling as

X J-

-rr
x

- TT
Y

=
)^~ 9

(125) .1 r- 1 f 1
[l\ = D(XY) - i.'D(X ) f D(Yo) = i W(X ) i W(Yp) i

- Vv(XY),
-- AX

L_
^ J L ^ '

where D is the dissociation energy and W is the total energy for state

N. Kow l,,t us divide ^ into tho sum of (1), the SGP energies of the

two outer (B) electrons plus their mutual interaction energy, plus,

(2), all other energies. Using Eq. (18), we have for XY

( w = W f 2^
- J

BB ,

(126) {

)

where W
Q

= Z
" 2 '~ ' " ]

n-?
E
C being a sum of terms pertaining to the core electrons.

Vvo next replace <?_ and JDt5 by their LCAO approximations (cf,
o cb

Eq. (92) for ) . J = \BBlBB may be worked out along the same lines
R

as thu quantitijs inEqs. (103)-(105), the result Doing

r ^
i ?T \ . i/>fc*

,

(127) (LCAO): JBB ^ (Jaa 4- Jbb ) f J
ab .

-J aa
" Jbb

Finally we obtain for XY,
A r

2i

W ^ W f M f 26/(1 f S) -f

2

(128) whore M = fc f ^ f (Jaa 4- Jbb )/4 - 3J
ab/2 ^

yfc
aa *

)

vabb;
/

; C = (1 - S
2

)

[(f
) +B = 1

tho above, ^ and b rofor to X and Y. '^he expressions for
jrt

for

(" ** r\md Yp are entirely similar, except thatd

Using the above oxpr^ssions for Xg, Yg,
and XY, Pauling's

XY DoCO * i:1 'jS
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(129) A .^ AW C f AM f 2/=?A[l/(l | S)J f

Here /:> means /^v , and the fact (cf. Section 16) that / 7*

has been used. In Eq . (129), it is clear that the sum of the first

three terms is very small, but may make a slight contribution, probably

nearly proportional to <$ . However, if optimistically we neglect

this, we have

( 130 )
'^ Btf

2
/-^ - CoV-^

in which the terms in higher powers of 6 may be neglected if d is

not too large. Then (cf. Eqs. (114), (125))

where /' is in energy units and "" in I/energy units. In terms of the

^ and /* scales (of. Eqs. ( 121 )-( 124 ) ), v;e then predict

(131)

( 61 )

The term 4M obviou.sly would be zero if R were the same for Xg,
XY, and Y

g
, The terms AW C and 2/6'A[l/(l f S

)J
, however, should

'

give small contributions to AW even if R were the same for Xg, XY,

and Yp. By direct computations to be reported elsewhere, it is known

that for a given R, Svv ^ i(Svv { S^^), the difference being approxi
A.X ^ AA YY

mately proportional to c? for small or moderate < values. Hence

2^A|1/(1 f S)J > since /J ^ 0, but a preliminary examination indi-

cates that this contribution is an order of magnitude smaller than
p

that of the term B*f /*& Everything considered, it is reasonable

to expect that the first three terms on the right in Eq . (129) make
-2

'a small contribution to AW approximately proportional to o> .
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(58) (49)
where c <. 1. Empirically,

(132) Observed; (rr'
- 7t )

^ 0.36 (/* -
/^),~

8. D a U

if /* is in ev and Tr in Vev. The observed approximate proportionality

of the Tr and /* scales is a confirmation of the general correctnesa

of the preceding analysis.

The factor -|A \'B/-^ can be computed for H-H and C-G bonds using

the integrals of Tables I1I-VI; values of 0.22, 0.20, and 0.19 are

obtained for H_ at 0.74 X, E at 1.07 X, and C QH at 1.35 A, in

(59)
(ev) units. Using oCF ?

s, is about 0.7, giving

(132a) Computed; (7T - TT ) ^ 0.15 (A - /M .

a D a o

The lack of quaititative a reement between Sq. (132 a) and Sq. (132)

indicates that the neglected terms in Eq. (129) are riot quite zero,

but are nevertheless small; the validity of Eq . (132) shows empiri-

thes

(61)

r>

cally that these terms are approximately proportional to 6 ,
as seems

re as o liable .

In concluding this Section, it is necessary to mention that

certain modifications are needed in the preceding discussion if the

XY bond is double or triple. The general approach needed has been

outlined in Section 16 following Eqs . (112). The effect is to add

shielding terms of the type cJ i to jj of Eq . (117) or (121), so
aa a

that the electro negativity of _a
is increased or decreased according

as the additional bonds tend to give a a positive or a negative charge.

18 . Dipole Lorn-ants an d the LCAO Method . An impor t an t a pp1 ic a-

tiori of our LC^vJ approximation for XY molecules is to the computation

or at loast the interpretation of dipole moments. This subject has

(49) (62)
been discussed earlier, but with the present improved under-

G. A, Goulson, Trans. Faraday Soc . 38, 433 (1942);
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standing of the quantities CX
, [3 ,

^
, < , and Q, there seems to be

a real possibility of further progress. However, the present Section

will be confined to a brief outline of formulas whose application will

be discussed elsewhere.

In general, the dipole moment vector p for any uncharged mole-

cule is defined as

y

where q. are the charges of the electrons arid nuclei in fe units, and

r* their vector distances from any origin. For a molecule XY, if
'vV^J.

choose a z axis in the direction ^^b, then the moment in this

direction is

we

It is convenient to take the origin at the midpoint of the line =>]b,

f J.

Then if the X Y 1

core has a charge distribution which is symmetrical

about the origin, it contributes nothing to /* . In general, however,ao

the core will make a contribution, say p , because it is polarized by

the outer electrons, or else because it contains itself further polar

bonds. If there are attached atoms, each attachment will in general

6ive a bond moment of its own; in addition, they will in general

affect p of the XY bond.
o

In our discussion of XY, we have been considering the case that

the two outer electrons are in a B MO. Using the LCAO approximation

Eq. (83), their contri bution to p , is

-2e z d'r*-2ea z dT f Sa 2 dT f

= -2e(aB
2

z a 4 2a
B
b
B sg i bg I

view of the fact that \X 2dT = \X dT - 1 and ('X XdT = 3; the
)

~a ) tj / a D
*
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bars denote averages. Let

where 4 and 5. are zero if ordinary fr-ee-atom AO's are used, and
a b

-v -v ( 62 )

appear only if hybrid AO ' s are used for /^ and X . Thus altogether

we have

Pab PC +

Thi s may "b e wr it ten

(133) pab
= -eQR 4- eQ^ * ph 4- P

Q
.

- 2 2
Here Q - bR

- aR is the bond charge in fe_ units (cf. Eq . (95)).

(134) ^ = -4anbnS ^ -2S/(1 f S)
> b B

is the overlap ch ar ^e in fe_ units; the (rather good) approximation

-2S/(1 f 8) is obtained by using Eqs. (93). Finally,

(135) ph
- -2e(a

B
2
i
a

+ ^\ , &
is the hybridization moment or atomic moment. The term -2e.4 repre-

sents the atomic moment contribution due to any hybrid nonbond ing

falectron pairs which may be present in the X Y core. This term

lecessarily occurs wherever (a) bonding and rionbonding iViO
f s are

present in the same ,-i.O shell, arid (b) hybrid AO's are used for the

:> on ding MO's, since complementary hybrid AO's must then be used for'

3he nonbonding electrons.

The theoretical necessity of the overlap moment eQ,c z (formerlyO O

jailed the f

'homopolar dipole*' term) was pointed out by the writer some

(4Q )
;ime ago. This term is positive or negative according as Zo is
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negative or positive respectively, that is, presumably, according as

atom b or a respectively, has the larger bond radius. For atoms of

unequal size, this term can be fairly large and may often outweigh

the primary moment.

The theoretical necessity of the atomic moment in case hybrid

( 62 )

AO ! s are used was first pointed out by Couison. Like the overlap

moment, the atomic moment may bo fairly large; as Couison has shown,

the sun of tbs overlap and atomic moments in the case 'of the G-H bond

in CH, (usin6 localised MO ' s ) should cause the total moment to have

the polarity C H~ , in spite of the fact tint the primary moment has

- -f

polarity G H .

Tne pr i mar y moment -eQJl can be computed theoretically if the

elec tronegativi ty of 'X^
relative to % is known either theoretically

or empirically (cf. iqs. (88a), (94)-(95); (114), (131)). The overlap

moment and the atomic moment can likewise be computed using Slater AO's

if the type of hybridization is known. Or conversely, provided some

estimate of p. can be made, it may be possible to obtain information
c

aboat hybridization from empirical dipole moments, bearing in mind

that the ele ctronegativity of an AO is a sensitive function of the

decree of hybridization, si;jce e.g. elec tronegativities are very muclr

(49)
greater than p electronegativiti^s . As for pc , it is probaoly safe

to say, at least for XY moleculc3S without attached atoms, that (a) pc

will be generated mainly by, but will oppose though of course not

cancel, the primary moment; (b) its magnitude can be estimated from a

knowledge of the polarizaoili ties of X and Y*, and probably in many

cases it can be neglected.

To illustrate the use of j5q. (133), let us consider the molecule

HC1. Here

= (c A/2/3) (/*H
- /^
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The quantities c_, A, /5 could be computed, but in the absence of actual

computations we may estimate them, probably fairly reliably, as

c = 0.7, A = 0.6, /& = -3.5 ev; we also have
9

,^TT
- /* = -2.69 ev

H Cl

if it is assumed that the 01 atom AO is pure 3pcf, Vile obtain HH
= + 0.16

With R = 1.27 2, we find -eQR = -0.98 D (D = Debye units). Next,

/(l f S),

with S estimated as 0.7 and 1L, estimated as R TT
-

j- R = 0.29 - 0.64 a
> H

-0.35 A, is f-1.38 D, more than outweighing the primary dipole; R
..
is

H

the bond radius of H in HC1. Finally, there should bo an appreciable

4
p from the polarization of the 3p7T nonbending shell in Cl by the
c

jf

field of the primary dipole, which is of polarity H 01
; p may be

roughly estimated as -fO.3 D. The overall result is p = -f 0.7 D, of
HC1

polarity H~C1 , as compared with the observed jp/ of 1,03 D. But the

latter almost certainly means = -1.03 D (polarity H*C1~) since other-

wise tha observed decreasing ma^/iitudes of p for HC1, HBr, HI could

not be vjxplained.

The radical disagreement between the observed and computed p
rICl

suggests at first that out LCAO approximation may be worthless for an

understanding of dipole moments. It at first sight seems possible that

our 3q. (133) may ba a poorer approximation than many of our other

equations which give better agreement with experiment, particularly

since thy so other equations dealt with energy quantities. The latter

are relatively insensitive to errors in wave functions, while dipole

moments mi^it be more sensitive. On further consideration, however,

it appears likely that dipole moments should be moderately well pre-

dicted by our approximation. For although we know that best MO ! s are

considerably mar e c one en trated than LCAO MO f s (e.g. in HU the best B

MO is fairly v/ell approximated by using Is AO T s with Z = 1.2 instead
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of 1.0 In the LCAO Eqs . (23)), this should not directly affect Q.

Let us then see whether a reasonable explanation may exist for

the discrepancy. In the first .place, the assumed & , A, c_, _S, and

"<, values are rather uncertain. But more important, our neglect of

_s, p hybridization may be of crucial importance. In fact, a preli-

minary estimate indicates that 20-40$ of
j3

character in the 3pcr AO of

(63)
Cl might make the observed and computed pur, n agree. In the writer'

nC/1

opinion, the possibilities of successful use of Eq . (133) are very well

worth furt^r study.
(64) (64a)

In the case of molecules XY with double or triple bonds, the last

paragraph of Section 17 should be noted.

However, the atomic moment if present is somewhat affected. '

By _s admixture, ^ - 1
Q

and so Q is greatly increased. This
,i

also introduces a \, < but a T > of which the latter greatly

predominates to give a large ph < 0, Thus both effects improve the

computed jo.

In this connection, note that Paulina's empirical electronega-

tivity scale takes account of whatever hybridization may be present.

In a theoretical paper on the dipole moment of HC1, J. Chem.

Phys. 17, 1022 (1949), D. Z. Robinson (Chemistry Department, Harvard

University) is in agreement with the present conclusion that the ob-

s-^rved dipole moment of HC1 can be understood only if there is some

admixture in the chlorine p^ valence AO. Of particular interest is the

fact that Robinson has now computed zfg
theoretically for HC1, and ob-

o
tains -0.18^, as compared with the estimated value -0.35^ given above

basud on bond radii. This would reduce our computed eQ^zTg from ->1.04

to -0.53, and our computed pHC1 from -fO.36 to -0.15D. The remaining

discrepancy as compared with the observed -1.03D can be accounted for

by pt>rha-os 10-20% of s character in the cholrine valence AO .
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19. Validity of the Two-Center LCUe Approximation for Locali-

zed Bond. iviO's in Polyatomic noleculus. Our whole discussion of the

LC^O approximation, in Sections 7-18 has been bas^d on the U3t of two-

cantor MO's which are nonlocalized or "whole -molecule" MO's of the

system considered^ either because the system contains only two atoms,

or, in case th^re are other attached atoms as in CgEg or CgH^,

because these have no tendency to enter into the M0 ! s in question.

riowtiVer, two-center localized MO's are often useful in constructing

approximate VP's of polyatomic molecules; for example, localized

C-H MO's may be used instead of nonlocalized MO's in describing the

structure of CL (cf . Example 3 in Section 3) . It is then of interest

to know to what extent tne results of Sections 7-18 are valid for such

two-center localized iviO's.
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To begin with, it is necessary to note (cl. first paragraph of

Section 5) that such SOP theorems as those in Section 6 are not in

6enjral valid. This is conns c tori with the fact that localized IO T s

are not (or at least not all) orthogonal. In certain cases, whole -

molecule IvIO
' s which have not "been artificially localized nevertheless

by thoir nature are almost completely localized; and in such cases, of

course, the theorems valid for nonlocal iz ed iviO
f s are almost exact. A

familial1 example is that of the nonbonding 2p AO ' s in HQ ; these
wS. O

(slightly distorted, of course) are at the same time whole-molecule

MO ' s of HpO . The theorem
JE

- applies to such MO ' s as these; in

this example, I z& -& -^ I9 (0) is valid with the reservation that
V ^P

I Q (0) is less here than for the free atom because of tho cons ider-
P

4. ~
able negative char go Q, on the atom due to the H polarities in

the 0-H tends.

Localized G-H bonding MO f s in CH4 , however, are in a very

difforenb cate c ,ory. For example, one cannot assumu that
!_ ^ -

^,

with ^ taken as . for a G-H bonding MO and conputod by Sq. (92), gives
B

a real ionization potential of CH., The actual
I^'s

and excitation

en^r e ies can be obtained (at least, can be obtained directly), only by

the use of & s of nonlocalized MO r s (for the latter, see Example 3 of

Section 3). One way of seeing this is in terms of Step 4a of Section

A
2, as applied to state N of GEL' using localized G-H MO ' s . Mien

localized MO ' s are used, there aro four different it' ' s of equal energy,

one corresponding to removal of an electron from each of the four G-H

x
bonds, and the true normal state '*F of CH^

' is obtainable only as a

linear combination T of these (cf. Eq. (3)), with E(r ) very con-

siderably lower than E((~2 }

In spite of such considerations, it can be se^n that a localized-
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MO WF uven in such cases as GH/ may give almost as good an approxima-

tion to the true distribution of electricity in the molecule as does

(62)
the nonlocal ized ivD WF. As a corollary, all the Aquations and all

that was said in Actions 17 and 18 about eloctronegativity scales

and dipole moments s.aould, to a fairly ^ood approximation, be applicable

to bonds and bond moments in polyatomic molecules. The only new feature

is that in computing or estimating & , Q, and
JD values, allowance must

b'w made for r;atual interactions between differ out bonds, and everything

must be adjusted to self -corisis fcency for the complete molecule. The

method of allowing for the mutual effects of bond charges from differ-

ent bonds here is essentially the samo as that outlined in the para-

6raph following Eq. (112) and the last paragraph of Section 17
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IV

SUMMARY

In Parts II-IV the SCP (self-consistent-field) MO method waa

applied in LCAO approximation to the calculation of ionization and

excitation energies in one- and two -electron two-center cases. Satis-

factory agreements with experiment were obtained by theoretical compu-

tations using two LCAO parameters Oi and (3 , defined by

h \ dr and $y
= J\* h \ dT - *s (*x + V 7* and

*y

being like AO's of two atoms x and
v_,

and h a suitable hamiltonian.

Empirical counterparts /? and (X to the theoretical O< and f3 were
/ spec Izn

S-f S
found. The hamiltonian used was of the type h (written h in Part a

II-IV), which may be called an ionic hamiltonian, since the potential

energy operator corresponds to the field of the positive ion obtained

by removing an electron from the MO $ of state S.

In extending the analysis, in Part V, to many-electron and many-
C

f>
Q

center cases, both ionic hawiltonians h * and state hamiltonians h ,

rtS-f
or the corresponding LCAO ionic hamiltonians J and LCAO state hamil-

ft S
tonians Jc , are found useful (see Section 20). The LCAO hamiltonians

are obtained from the exact harailtonians by using the LCAO approxima-

tion for all shielding-electron 1.10 's involved in the potential energy
o

parts of the hamiltonians. The general theory of the SCF h method,
c<

and of the SCP jf method, have recently been developed by Roothaan,

who has also applied the J?
S method in detail to the benzene problem.

This method, which involves a single J? for all M0 f s in any one elec-

tronic state S, appears very promising for the theoretical calculation

of various properties of molecules in their normal states, for example

ionization energies, conjugation and hypere on jugation energies, and

perhaps dipole moments. On the other hand, the ionic hamiltonian (h
s ~f

/) S-fOr JC ) method appears to have advantages for theoretical calculations
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on excitation energies and spectra. For, to a good approximation, all

states Sfp obtained by exciting an electron from 0^ to any excited

MO $ may be computed using the same x. (N = normal state)

The x and **** methods are compared in Section 23. One

essential fact is that the two methods involve different sets of CX

and /3 values. In general, desired orbital energy values f
or

are obtained in either method from secular equations containing approp-

riate CX and /3 values as parameters. Each method, however, yields

some correct and some unacceptable $ values (cf. Figs. 3, 6). Although

these SCF methods require rather extensive computations, the examples

thus far treated (two-center cases in Parts III, IV, benzene by

Roothaan, graphite and benzene and preliminary consideration of buta-

diene in Part V) encourage the hope that they may yield much more

satisfactory results than have been obtained by the usual method, which

is based on a single compromise hamiltonian (h *; . (Section 20 contains

a brief review of the assumptions involved in the hcP method.) A final

verdict must, however, wait until further experience has been obtained.

In Section 21, a general equation for for any MO (real or

complex) in LCAO approximation is obtained in terms of OMs, /3s, and

LGAO coefficients (E&. (138) or (138a)); this is a generalization of

an equation of Coulson and Longuet-Higgins. The equation is equally

valid for all types of h or
.^,

in spite of the fact that the parameters.

# and y6 have different values for each different h or J?. The physi-

cal interpretation of the coefficients of the cxs and /3
f s in the

equation is discussed, and in this connection a generalization of

Coulson' s definition of bond order is given; some possible applica-

tions are mentioned, including the use of this generalized bond order

as a measure of the bonding powers of bonding and antibonding electrons.
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In Sections 22 and 24, detailed approximate equations for the

theoretical computation of various needed types of ^'s and /3s,

and so of 6 f s, are developed. This development is restricted in the

present Report to the important special case of 110 ! s with the following

characteristics: (1) each MO is one of an LCAO family whose members

are all approximated by LCAO forms with one similar AO per atom, but

which may involve any number of atoms; () they belong to a molecule

consisting of a closed-shell core plus 2k electrons occupying the MO's

in question, either (a) occupying k of these MO's to give a closed

shell ground state N, or (b) with one electron excited to give a state

of type Sf . V/ith these restrictions, formulas for c*
N
's, /3

N
s, cx

N ~f
s,

and /?* ta are obtained as sums of one- and two-electron one- and tv;o-

center integrals involving only A0 f s and single-atom potential energy

functions. As intermediate steps, the <X and /3 formulas are first

broken down into core terms oc
c and /3^ plus shielding terms, and these

in turn are reduced to combinations of various quantities T* and 6O

which are generalizations of those introduced in Parts III and IV. On

applying the formulas to specific molecules, it is found that the

parameters 0( may differ even for like atoms in a molecule if these

N
are unequally situated; for example, there are two different ^r s

N-f
(and c* s, for each ) in butadiene (cf. Section 25). Similar rela-

tions occur for the /G's; although of course in butadiene the need of

two different f3*a is recognized even in the ordinary theory. In the

N-f st N-f
case of degenerate MO's, different CX is and

ff
s may bo

encountered for different atoms or neighbor-atom-pairs oven in such a.

molecule as benzene; but this is true only if real MO's are used (cf.

Section 26). In such cases, these complications disappear if one uses

complex MO's. However, if complex M0 ! s are used, the /3
N ""f s (though

not the /3 is) are complex for each complex ,
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In Section 25, the above formulas are applied to graphite, a

relatively simple case,. The ionization potential is computed as 6,85

ev, which may be compared with the observed work function of 4.4 ev.

Although the agreement is poor, the theory is correct at least to the

extent of predicting an ionization energy much less, than that (11.3

ev) for the free carbon atom. In all other cases (two-center cases in

Parts III, IV, benzene by Roothaan and in Section 26), computed and

observed ionization energies are in good agreement.

Section 26 is devoted to a detailed discussion of benzene, giving

a check on Roothaan *s work with the S. method, and also applying the

AN-f
j>

method. The results may probably be talc en as somewhat typical

for a symmetrical many-center molecule with degenerate MO T s, All

possible cX T s, /3 T s and s have been computed; reference should be

made to Table XV for a summary of the results. Table XV illustrates

the strong dependence of CX
(

<x ck ^ or) on the number of

shielding electrons v/hose fields are included in h or ., contrasting

with a relatively slight dependence of Lj on this. Non-neighbor p t s

are found to b^ relatively large, and sometimes positive. As a conse-

quence, the computed -T> corresponding to the minimum ionization

N-l ^
energy of benzene, is actually smaller than ~QT , that is, the MO

^sTJ f*

is antibonding according to the Jt method (cf. Pig. 7). According

to the Si method, however, the 0L HO is bonding, though rather weakly

so. The computed value of -
. (9.6 ev) , which is necessarily the same

by either method, nevertheless agrees well with the observed minimum
energy

ionization energy (9.24 ev) . Likewise the computed mean excitation/

(5.35 ev) for the upper levels involved in the ultraviolet bands agrees

well with the observed (5.5 ev), although the computation differs

radically from that of the usual treatment based on an h *5 and neg-

lecting non-neighbor /3s. Tables XV, XVI, contain predictions on a
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second ioniz.ation potential and on additional excited states of benz.ene.

In general (Sections 26-27, see especially Tables XVII-XIX for

.luminaries of both two-center and many-center cases), the theoretical

computations ^ive very promising results for ionization and excitation

energies, except for excitation to highly antibonding M0 f s, where the

LCAO approximation apparently fails seriously. Table XIX indicates

a possibility, which needs further exploration, that low excitation
/i

energies can be computed in an exceedingly simple way using B (and

Psometimes & ) values.

In Section 28, computed values of /3 for two two -center cases

(the Is -Is bond in H2 > &nd c-C 2prr bonds) are listed. The computed [3

is found to be approximately proportional to > for C-C TT bonds, also

for Is-ls bonds for sufficiently large R. Possible generalizations

are discussed.
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INDEX AND GLOSSARY OP SYMBOLS AND TERMINOLOGY

A A-i q_.f
C*

, cy ,
<X ^ -1-

" X X

V.
C = core <* (155)

Acceptable solutions of hN and hN
'

secular equations (~23j

= core /3 (155)

Bond orders
[2lj

c pi
= LCAO coefficient (136c)

drl = LCAO coefficient (141a, 143)

S
, 6S

"f
(149a, 149b)

= LCAO approximation to . A (136b)

P ^
= fraction of charge, in i

th
MSO, which "belongs to" rth

atom (139, 139a, 142)

hamiltonians:

compromise hamiltonian hcp [2^
rj

core hamiltonian h (150a)

A-i S-f ^ Sionic hamiltonian! h , h (new notation for h . , h of

Part II); j^" 1
, Jj

s ""f
[20,

near end], (146a,b)

LCAO (state or ionic) hamiltonian; see , A , . . .

state hamiltonian; h , hS , JJ

A
, or Jl

S
^0, near end; 20.]

w
Numbers in parentheses refer to equations, those in brackets to

Sections, where the quantities are defined or illustrated. Words
underlined represent special terminology introduced here.





f f
I , i = imaginary parts of certain products of coefficients

(158, 169, 172)

Xt Jl 9 Jt 9 *
"

* LCAO approximations to hamiltoniana h, h ,

hA-i ; hS-f
p^-j

,\ 4
= LCAO approximation to A, fell

iA lA

y
i

s cri/dri ( 143 '

(154a)

Q = (positive) charge belonging to r atom (after 156a)

f f
. r : real parts of certain products of coefficients (158, 169,

qr qr

- state formed by exciting electron from f to p MO [s3J , Table XVI.

, etc. (153a, 154)

T
rp

= triplet state of type S
f (see S^

(148)

T
xy

C = core T (153)

uC = core potential (150-151)

N
u
g , us

= shielding potential (15), also Part III

; = singlet state of type S^ (see Sf )

A
, ^^ 1

(147)

= core cu (153)
mm
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PART V. THE LCA) .APPROXIMATION TO THE

MO METHOD FOR MANY-CENTER MO S

20. Introduction to Part V. Ever since Mckel's extensive

( 65 )

investigations
v ' on the (unsatur ation-electron) MO ' s and energy

levels of organic molecules, the LCAO MO method has been used with

certain simplifying assumptions for both resonance energy calculations

and calculations on excited states and spectra. The usual assumptions

for the case of unsatur ated hydrocarbons are: (1), a single value of

oc may be used, the same for all carbon atoms and all electronic states

in all compounds; (2), a single value of
ft may be used for any pair of

adjacent carbon atoms, the same for all compounds, except that in many
( 66 )

of the more recent papers, following Lennard-Jones
, ft is assumed

to depend on the C-C distance R; but the function /9(R ) is then assumed

to be the same for all electronic states in all compounds; (3), ft
1 a

for non-neighbor carbon atoms are negligible. In addition, (4), the

( 67 )

overlap integrals S_
in the secular equation have usually been

neglected until recently, and under these circumstances
ft becomes

identical with what the preaent writer calls if. Finally, (5), the

values of /6 used have until now been based on empirical data. As

tfhe land has shown, assumption (4), taken in conjunction with a value

of /S (
= #) based on resonance energies, leads to no errors in the

(25)
Computation of other resonance energies . However, this kind of

I CC \

Ref. 12a and other papers, especially Zeits. f. Physik 70, 204
(1931), including definitions of & and 7 and discussion of benzene
and other molecules (see especially pp. 240-252). Also Zeits.
jfilektrochem. 43, 752, 827 (1937) for a good review.

k66 ^ J. E. Lennard-Jones, Proc. Roy. Soc. A158, 280 (1937); J. E.
Lennard- Jones and C. A. Coulson, Trans. Faraday Soc. 55, 811 (1939).

'' See Section 7, paragraph following Eq. (30), and Section 15,
discussion between Eqs . (84) and (85); and Eq. (86).
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empirical resonance /3 or cT cannot at the same time be used successful!

for the computation of electronic excitation energies; resonance

energies and spectra can be handled successfully together only by the

.'?e of a /S , and of computations, in which the overlap integrals

s.re included .

In computations without assumption (4), the experience to date

of workers in the field, although still not sufficiently extensive,

tends to indicate that computations using assumptions (1) to (3)

generally yield resul ts in moderately good agreement with experiment,

(24)
In these computations, the plausible assumption that x5(R) is

proportional to ^(R), the latter can easily be computed theoreti-

cally, is usually made; or else a constant /3 is used.

The present work arose largely from a desire for a better under-

standing of (a), the general theoretical basis of the LCAO MO method;

(b), the degree to which, or the range within which, the above-stated

assumptions (l)-(3) correspond to acceptable approximations; and (c),

uhe form of the function y8(R).

In parts I-IV, and in a recent brief paper on ionization poten-

(69)
tials, it was concluded from theoretical and empirical evidence

Ghat the parameter cV decreases very considerably in magnitude with

increasing molecule size. In three cases (Ho, c oH2 > G 2
H
4^> experi-

mental and theoretically computed ty 1 s were shown to be in close agree-

ment, This apparently makes it necessary to amend assumption (1),

restricting it to constancy of c< for all carbon atoms and all elec-

states of a single compound. This change may be a serious one

8 ' R. S. Mulliken and C. A. Rieke, Refs. 24, 12c; R. S. Mulliken,
Rev. Mod. Phys. 14, 268 (1942), Ref. 12.

R. S. Mulliken, Phys. Rev. 74, 736 (1948).
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for resonance energy considerations in which comparisons are made

between different compounds. For the explanation of spectra, however,

the amended assumption (1) is just as good as the original, since

regardless of what value c< has for a given compound, it cancels out

in computing excitation energies.

On the other hand, if /$ (R) should prove to be different for

different molecules (failure of assumption (2)), this would greatly

complicate the explanation of spectra as well as of resonance energies

The results of Parts I-IV, however, were consistent with at least an

approximate constancy of
ft (R ) for C-C bonds in different molecules.

But since only two-center cases were there considered, it is obviously

necessary to discuss also many-center cases, and this is done in the

present Part V. The conclusions from this study (see Section 27) are,

in brief, unfavorable to assumptions (l)-(3), but indicate very pro-

mising possibilities in a more fundamental type of application of the

LCAO MO method.

At the time of the Paris conference, the writer presented certaii

relatively simply derived approximate theoretical formulas for the

many-center case, and applied them to graphite, benzene, and butadiene

The formulas were obtained by an extension of the methods used in Parts

III-IV. They were very encouraging with respect to the constancy of

the /3
!

s, but gave values of -^C about 50% larger than the "experi- .

mental" ones, except for graphite, where the agreement was moderately

encouraging , However, the "experimental" <x
f

s, except for graph-

ite, involved the use of energy formulas employing assumption (3)

above. In the case of 1,3-butadiene, the theoretical formulas gave

markedly different <X values for the central and end carbon atoms, and

slightly different values for the cis and trans forms. Further study
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has shown that these formulas, while qualitatively useful, are not

entirely satisfactory, particularly for the computation of /3 values,

Revised formulas have therefore now been developed and are given below,

Both the old and the revised formulas are based on the use in

defining &. and of a hamiltonian which may conveniently be called

an ionic hamiltonian and symbolized by h Parts III and IV were

based on the use of the ionic -hamiltonian method. Both the ionic hamil

tonian (there called h . ), and a second form of hamiltonian h , which

may conveniently be called the state hamiltonian, were introduced in

Section 5 (cf. Eqs. (15), (16)).

Meantime, beginning in late 1947, Roothaan developed an inde-

pendent and extremely promising method based on the use of the state

hamiltonian, and applied it successfully in LCAO form to the computa-

tion of oC , /3 , and & values for benzene, Roothaan 1 s computations or

benzene included (3 values for non-neighbor carbon atoms; with the

inclusion of these, he was able to compute corresponding to the

rather
minimum ionization energy of benzene in/gord agreement with experiment*

This was not possible with the present writer 1 s first approximate many-

center f3 formulas and the neglect of non-neighbor /8 ! s.

In the present Part V, and f3 formulas are developed for the

general many-center case in terms of the ionic hamiltonian method. As

applied to benzene, they give the same end results that were earlier

obtained by Roothaan, but also afford additional insight. Although

further experience is needed, it appears likely that the state hamil-

tonian method will be particularly useful for computations on the

normal states of molecules, including the investigation of resonance

energies, electronegativities, and dipole moments, while the ionic

hamiltonian method (or a combination of the two methods) promises to b.
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valuable for excited states and spectra*

An important fact, to be discussed in oection 22, is that the

ionic and state hamiltonian methods give different <X and /3 values,

Nevertheless, these are related in such a way that the most economical

procedure for obtaining the ionic- hamiltonian CX's and /r?'s appears

in general to be first to obtain the atate- hamiltonian fX's and /3 's.

Exceptions, however, are the two-center one- and two-electron cases

where the obvious and natural procedure is to use the ionic-hamiltoniar

method directly, as was done in Parts III and IV. The foregoing sketclr

of the two methods is too brief to give an accurate understanding; we

therefore pass to a more detailed consideration.

2 1 . Evaluation of Orbital Energies in Terms of Q(
!

SJ /3's, and
7"~

LJAO Coefficients; Charge Distribution and Bond Orders. In Section 5,

A *-i
state and ionic hamiltonians h and h , corresponding to any specific

configuration A made up of a set of spin orbitals X., were defined by

3qs. (15) and (16). A one-electron energy quantity , corresponding

to each X^ A was also defined in either of two equivalent ways (cf.

Eqs. (17), (17a), as follows:

A third equivalent definition of . was also given in Eq. ( 14aj .

1A

vided only that the /{.
f
s in A are all prthonormal, the total energy

) is given by a simple expression, Eq. (14), involving the .'s,

In the applications below, we shall usually wish to use AiA 's of

the 3CF (self-consistent-field) type. As already discussed, these and

the related h and h
*"

f s may be based on best M0 y
a 2L A ( L A

s 0i A ^1 )
l/l l/\ 4. /i ' 1

But as Roothaan has shown , a 3CF method can also be developed based

on best LCAO HO's , with a state hamiltonian, say / , built out of
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LCAO I.IO's in the same way that the best SCP h is built out of best

MO's (cf. Eq. (15)). The SC? hamiltonians A and jt*** are then the

LCAO approximations to the SCP state and ionic harailtonians h A
and h

A "

Let us designate the LCAO spinorbitals by A
L
iA

Other LCAO quantitie

may be similarly designated. Using h for either h or hA-i , and Jl for

Eqs. (136) and their LCAO analogues may be written:

(136a.) . M. h A

(136b) .
^ ^ = /X

L *
J! j^ dT1

.

iA iA iA iA

Let us next suppose that the LCAO coefficients are known for the

MO's of a given m-center problem, with these LCAO MO's forming an orthc

normal set^ . Useful expressions for the 's can now be obtained

by substituting for A . in Eqs. (13Gb) the familiar LCAO expression. . m expeso

(136C) ^A =

jri
C
ri*ri' .

Here Api is an ASO (Apl
= %r\, where 9<r

is an AO) and J^ (A
j _

= 0^)
is an MSO corresponding to one of the HO f s under consideration; the

spins, although here included for generality, can at once be eliminatec

in the most common applications. The summation extends over all ASO's

1 .... n which are needed to build up, in LCAO approximation, the LISO's

occupied in spinorbital state A in general it includes several ASO's

for each atom. However, in the following Sections we shall restrict

ourselves to outer-electron ^s belonging to a single LCAO family with

Although the following development is intended primarily for
applications using best LCAO M0 f s, it obviously holds also for any
normalized LCAO form,

'in the general case with n > m, there may be several different o<ts
for each atom, and several fl 's Tor a given pair of atoms. Further,
some of the /3s will involve two AO's of one atom, instead of AO's of
different atoms. Assuming that the two AO's are orthogonal, we then
have s s 0, and (cf. Eqs. (29), (25) -(26)),

which should be as easy to compute as the usual interatomic /3
! s.
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one AO per atom, such as the $ or tr MSO f s of unsaturated organic mole-

cules. That is, we shall consider /^'s for which the c ^s of Eq.

(136c) are all zero except for at most one /* . per atom. Thus while
ri

in general n > m in the summation in Eq. (136c), we shall use this equa

tion with n * m and one AO per atom in the special case which is to be

,T70aT
emphasized .

(70b)
The substitution of Eq, (136c) into (136b) gives

it* =" T* c c ' /* J? A dT or* IA ** ql rl J '

qi ri

^ iA 4? ^i r^ r ^ qi ri qr*r rq

where W and if are as given by Eqs. (27), (28), except for the inclu-

sion of the spins and the specification that the LCAO ham11ton! an j is

to be used. By adding

V* ri V (

q
+ P

to the first and subtracting it from the second summation in Eq, (137),

we obtain (cf. Eq. (29))

(137a) ^iA
-

ig
c
ql

*
ori S

qr
to

q
* a ) *

g' Cql

*
c
r

( 71)
where S s 1 for q r . This may more conveniently be

qr . .

The symbol ^ will be used hereafter to indicate ^
* T. -

"

to indicate 2~+ L 9 and ^ to indicate / ^
j. /* *^ ~i ^

LCAO

q

(71 )

Note that the CX ! s and
ft

* s as here defined are based on

hamiltonians: (X.
-

Since the O< t s an^ y3
! s are inherently LCAO quantities, these are the

most consistent definitions. On the other hand, <X ! s and /3
l s based on

exact hamiltonians h are also of interest. Both types were used in
Part III, in particular in the critical analysis of errors of approxima
tion, in Section 14.
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written
(72) ' (73M70aM7 b)

(138) & => F <* + 2^ Ro(c j* c i/1 ), where
r=l r>q

(139) Fpi
- Re(cri ^ oql

*
S
qp

).

Let us examine the physical significance of the terms in Eq. (138

Using Eq. (136c) and the normalization condition for any MSO, we have

rq Cql
"

ri 8qr
c *'

( 72b )

But it is seen that the double summation just written is equal to

r F
ri*

Hence

n
(142) F 1,

Eq. (142) shows that Fr ^ is that fraction of the charge of an electron

in the MSO /\ . which "belongs to i? the ASO A .
, in the sense discussed

x F*

in Section 15 preceding Eqs. ( 96 ) Accordingly, the F . *s are pre-

dominantly positive, although individual F .
! s can be zero or occasion-

ally slightly negative^
7 '

In most LCAO computations until recently, it has boen usual to

neglect the overlap integrals S wherever possible, that is, to put

S cTqr
. If this simplification is introduced in Eq . (141), this

reduces to

(72)
(a) Use is made here of the fact that the matrix of the quantities

& & s~.

ai CTi^ar^*q "*"

r ' * likewise that of the quantities ci c . /o

(cf, Eq. (29)), is Hermitian. (b) The matrix of c. ^c, S is like-
wise Hermitian.

(73 )

Eq. (138) is a generalization of Eq, (21) of C. A. Coulson and
H. C. Longue t-Higgins, Proc . Roy. Soc. 1J31A, 39 (1947).

(73a)
Although a negative fraction of an electron "belonging to" an

AO may at first seem absurd, it will be found that it is not incon-
sistent with the definition of "belonging".
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The modified LCAO coefficients d . normalized by Eq . (141a) are of

course proportional to the true LCAO coefficients c^ normalized by Eq

(141), that is,

c

rlqr
]

- 1

rl i rl >

where V. is a characteristic factor for each MO. On substituting by

means of Eq. (143) for the c ,
f s in Eq. (141), using also (141a), one

obtains

(1^4) ^
2

d
ql

*
dri

S
qr

=

V^fl
+

2^
(Re d

ql
d)S

Prom Eq. (144) any V. can bo determined if the dp^'s and S ! s are

known. The quantities V. are real and positive, and are in general

somewhat less than 1 for bonding M0 ! s and somewhat greater than 1 for

antibonding MO ! s . The usefulness of the cL^'s consists principally in

'she fact that in many cases they can easily be determined more or less

completely from the molecular symmetry together with Sq. (141a). Know

ing the dp^'s and U !
s, the cp ^

! s can then be obtained using Bq, (143)

On substituting by Eq. (143), Eqs. (138), (139) take the useful

(138a) C
L - F + 2^ X Re(d

ql

*

(139a) P
rl

- Re(d
rl

d

H F .cx which is a weighted mean of the oMs, the weightings being

the fractional charges belonging to the various atoms or A0 !

s, plus a

resonance energy part consisting of a linear combination of /S^s
H.^1

associated with the various atom-pairs or ^0-pairs.

Let us now consider in more detail the physical significance of

the resonance energy summation in Eq . (I38a). Assuming for simplicity
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that the /?qr
f s are real, each quantity Re(dqi

*
d
pl ) may be identified

with the partial bond order, for the q-r ASO-pair, of an electron in

the MSO A The total bond order of the q-r ASO-pair in a molecule

in any electronic state S is then

with the summation taken over all MSO's which are occupied in state S.

In the important case of an MSO which involves only one similar ASO pe.

(74)
atom, Eq. (145a) coincides with Coulsons definition of bond order

Prom Eq. (138a) it is seen that, for real, the partial bond order

^e ^ai'*
d
ri^'

'times 2i^ /3 , has the physical significance of being th<

resonance energy contribution to C
L which is associated with the ASO-
i

pair /r ., /
ri

- In passing, it is worth noting that liq. (145a) defines

a bond order not only for ordinary next-neighbor bonds but also for

every AO-pair, including (a) the case that both ASO's are on the same

atom (hybrid bond orders)^ , and (b) the case that A< . , A belong
qi ri

to non-neighbor atoms.

Coulson's definitions of partial and total bond orders are based

on the approximation in which S is neglected so that cpi
= dri . The

following generalization of Coulson's definitions appears to be

appropriate when > is not neglected:

(145b) pqr
(i) = (i +

Sqr
) ^ d

ql
*

d
ri

= (1 + S
qr ) Z. ^ orl ;

Par
- 2 P

(1 >.
^qr i ^qr

When S is ne lected, S_. = 0, U s 1, and for the case of one AO perqr i

atom, Eqs. (145b) reduce to Coulson's definitions. The present defini

tions are so designed as to yield the same result p ,
= 1 as Coulsons

(74)' C. A. Coulson, Proc. Roy. Soc . 169A, 419 (1939); and Ref. 73.
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for any hornopolar two-center two-electron, bond. For such a bond, we

have V
2 = 1/(1 f Sab ), hence p&b

= 2da

"
/%
'

db
= 1, whether or not one

neglects For many-center M0 f s with n = m, the
Pqr

f s as here definer

are nearly the same as Coulson's, but the Par fs raay differ very
HI*

appreciably from his. The present definitions should therefore be

useful for careful estimates of the detailed distribution of bonding

energy in different M0 f s, and also particularly for excited or ionized

states.

The simplest application is to homopolar two-center aatibonding
(A) i

I."0
f s with n s m. Here Coulson's definition gives pafc

v s ~|, whereat

the present definition gives -|(1 + S)/(l - S). The present definitioi

should be useful in estimating band strengths in molecules where both

B and A (bonding and antibonding) M0 r s are present, as for example in

the case of the n M0 f s of O^. The simplest example is that of He
2 ,

where Eq* (145a) gives p&b
= 0, while Eq. (145b) gives.

pab 1 - (1 * S)/(l - S) = -2S/(1 - S), in agreement

with the observed strong mutual repulsion of two He atoms.

In developing Eqs . (138), (139) or (138a), (139a) we have thus fa^

assumed the c rj_'s or dr^is to be known quantities. However, it is

advisable now to recall how they are determined. In general, the first

step is to solve a secular equation containing the cxs and /3 ! s as.

parameters. This procedure yields directly the various 6 4 ! s as func-

tions of the QMS and /3s, In general, the crl s or dri s can be

determined only in a subsequent step; and in general, like the C. s,

they are obtained as functions of the 0(i s and/3s. Hence Eq. (138) or

(138a) is in general valuable not so much for use in computing the & s

as for the physical, insight which it gives into the distribution of

energy in the molecule corresponding to each MO.
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However, In certain simple special cases which can occur in mole-

cules of hi^h symmetry (e.g. the I MO's of benzene), the cri s or

dr i s are independent of the values of the OMs and /3's. In such

special cases, Eqs . (138), (138a) give
L
i explicitly in terms of the

CX's and /3*& and are valuable for actually computing the 6s*

The homopolar two-center two-electron cases discussed in part III

are the simplest examples of this kind. To illustrate, let us apply

Eqs. (138a), (139a) , (141a) to the evaluation of L for this case.

There are two A0 ! s *X and X * hence two LCAO coefficients d and-d^,...
SL D aB Oj3

By symmetry and 3q. (141a), d _ = d. s \XJ. Then by Eq. (144),
_ o-ci DB

^
B

= /L/(l f S), and by Eq. (139a), F^ = P = 4. Finally, by Eq.

(13Sa),

in agreement with the discussion in Part III.

As a contrasting example, let us consider the evaluation of
B

for the heteropolar two-center tv/o-electron case discussed in Part IV.

This is the simplest example in which Eq. (138) does not give C^

explicitly. As in the homopolar case, there are two AO's X and 'X-u*
L P

and two LCAO coefficients c , and c, _, or a- and b~ in the notation
aB bB > B

of Part IV, Section 15. If we use Eqs. (138), (139), we obtain

% =

: *
L
B

=
< aB

2
+ SVK * (bB

2
* a

B
b
BS)0<b

+ 2a
B
b
B^ab'

This, however, will give _ explicitly in terms of & , OC and /3 onlj

after ag and bR have been expressed in terms of these parameters. But

in order to do this, the secular equation for (Eq. (90)) has first

to be solved, with the result that L is obtained directly (Eq. (92))

in explicit form in terms of the OUs and j3 Hence there is no point

here in using Eq. (138) for computing the 's.
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22,. The Choice of the hamlltonian. Section 21 was based on a

consideration of the equation

6 1A J A
iA

-* A iA

with the question left open as to whether the LCAO hamiltonian
,

is to

bo taken in the form Si or x~*
(state hamiltonian or ionic hamiltonian

Since the above equation was shown to be equally valid for either form

of , all the derived equations and tho entire discussion in Section 2,1

are likewise valid for either form of Jc In this connection, it should

be recalled that in Part II in the basic definitions of (X
, if , and

/3 (Eqs. (27) -(29)), and of T and a> (cf. Eqs. (31)-(36b)), the form

of h was similarly left unspecified. However, in the actual applica-

tions, it is usually necessary to make - a choice between JL and A. ,

since, even though both lead to tho same . values, the two giva

different sets of values of the LCAO parameters CV, /3,"T, CD
, as will

be shown below. In the two-center one- and two-electron cases, discussec

(75)
in parts III and IV > the ionic hamiltonian was always used .

An understanding of the difference between the state and ionic

hamiltonian methods is facilitated by making a comparison between

expressions for the LCAO parameters as given by the two methods, V/e

begin by noting that the difference between the two operators h and

h
A
'S or f andJ^ 1

, is'
76 )

(146a) h
A

- h^1 = (iil -

(146b) i* .r- = (iV-i -iL
ii
L

)'

' This was first done tacitly for the one-electron case, beginning
at Eqt (30) in Section 7, and later explicitly for the two-electron
cases, just before Eq. (56) in Section 12,,

(76) Cf. Eqs. (15), (15a) and Eq. (16).
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Now let us denote by CX
~

:L

, /3
A< x

, and so on, the LCAO parameters obtaine

using *
~ 1 for the hamiltonian in the defining equations (27) -(29),

A T A
(33), (35) for these parameters, and by CX , /J , and so on, the cor-

responding parameters obtained using Jc . Similarly, the two

A i A
expressions Sqs. (17), (17a) for fciA may be denoted by . and .. ,

Using the appropriate defining equations for CK, /3 , f , to , T , 6

in connection with Eqs. (146), the following relations are readily
(77)

obtained :

-/i
L
i
L
ii
L
i
L

J
= o

(147) tf
-

of

'
= OL

X.

/f
LfL ixy -

Jf
L
y!xf

L
]

x -/f
Lx!xfL

(148)

Here f or f refers to the MO ^ involved in the MSO X. or A .

(abbreviated i^
or jL ) , For reasons of convenience that will

become apparent in Section 23, the AO subscript notation q,r used in

previous Sections has been replaced in iiqs. (147), (148) by the nota-

tion XL, y_.
The integrals on the right in Eqs. (147) are of such a

(a) Cf. Eqs. (59) for the meaning of symbols such as jfflxy.
(b) Note that the C( i s and the ^13 or /3s here all correspond to terms
in an expansion of one particular CIj

iA (cf. Eqs. (136) -(138) ), so that
all the ASO's /^ . and /* involved have the same spin Y\. as does the

T
xi yi 'i

MSO A . A Hence in all the above integrals the spins disappear on
T

integration, leaving purely orbital integrals, so that the MSO :

'

may
be replaced by the corresponding 110 fL (i.e., ^k,, ) , and the
and

/*<j_ by the corresponding A0 ! s
x^

and j (i.e., T X and '

)
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A
nature that 0( is algebraically greater (but numerically smaller,

since the 0('s are negative) than the (V^"""
1"

13 - For the /S*s, theaa

relations are usually reversed.

Eqs. (146c), (147), (143) show that, in spite of the fact tha.t the

hamiltonians and Jc
*

(or h and h
"

) give identically the same

J_ A , they give different #s and /5*s, This is of considerable

interest in connection with Eq. (130) for .. in terms of cXs arid
;
3.

i

Since it was shown that this equation is equally valid when based on A

/>A-i ^ Q A A-i
or on A. , it follows that either the OC s and p *s or the c* *la

and
/3

'a may be substituted into it to give the same value of G

This at first sight seems paradoxical. However, a review of the steps

of our reasoning shows it to be correct. The explanation lies in the

.A , A
behavior of the two operators iil and ill of Eqs. (146) when

allowed to act (a), on the one hand, as in Eqs. (146c); (b), on the

other hand, as in Eqs. (147), (148). In Eqs. (146c), both operatora

give the same result Fiilii and their difference cancels at once.

But in Eqs. (147) the two operators give unlike contributions to any

one OL ; or in Eqs. (148), to any one ft . Nevertheless, when
^y

sums, with suitable coefficients, are taken as in Eq. (138) over all

the 0(s and /5's, the re synthesized contributions of the two operators

must cancel, just as in Eqs. (146c).

Although our primary purpose in the following Sections will be to

develop and apply the ionic-hamiltonian method to many-center cases,

it will be advisable first to elucidate certain relationships and to

make certain comparisons between it and the state-hamiltonian method

(see Section 23). One reason for doing this may be read out of the

forms of Eqs (147), (148): namely (except in the simple cases dis-

cussed in Parts III, IV), it will prove to be a useful procedure first

to compute Ot s and /3 s and then to use Eqs. (147), (148) to compute
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any desired #
" 1

s and p
"*1

* s . This procedure recommends itself

particularly in view of the fact, evident from Eqs . (147), (148), thait

A /3
A

for any given spin-orbital state A there is just one c* and one /O ,

whereas there are in general two or more different & "1
s or /3 *s

x

corresponding to the different MO's or MSO ! s of the given LCAO family

which are occupied in state A .

23. Comparison of State, Ionic, and Compromise hamiltonian

Methods. It will be useful at this point to survey the advantages,

disadvantages., and relationships of the LCAO state and ionic hamil-

/}
A

/) A-itonian (x and J: ) methods, and to compare them with the ordinary

method (cf. Section 2.0), which is based on a single compromise hamil-
CTD

tonian (h ) for all MO's of a given LCAO family in all electronic

states .

Although final conclusions must await further experience, it

appears likely that the state hamiltonian method will be greatly

preferable for most problems where interest is focused on the proper-

ties (e.g. resonance energies or dipole moments) of a aingle electronic

state containing more than one occupied MO of any one LCAO family,

especially if this is a closed-shell state. The occurrence of two or

more occupied MO's of a single LCAO family is usual for MO's involving

more than two atomic centers. It is also frequent even in diatomic

molecules, e.g. in He^ and He? (o* MO's), ?
and

Og (TTMO's). In all

such cases, an important application is to the approximate theoretical

calculation of ^'3, hence (cf. Eqs. (19), (20)) of ionization energies,

fi* A
/*
A

In the * method, this can be done with a single set of tf ! s and p a

for any one LCAO family, whereas with the J? method a different set

is needed for each
^,

For comparisons between normal and spectroscopically excited states
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()

A
on the other hand, the Jc method loses its obvious advantages, since a

A a*different set of o( s and /O s is needed for each different electronic

state. Further, in cases where a single electron goes from one MO to

/) /\_.
another of the same LCAO family, the X method seems to have positive

advantages. This can be illustrated by an abstract of the discussion

(73)
of one- and two-electron two-center cases in Parts III and IV , as,

follows .

We first note that the quantities which in Parts III and IV we

1'1f N f
called Ot, Q , T , and co were of the type now called 01 , /3 ,

T , W In the two-electron cases, we were nainly interested in

6-0 for state N arid for states T and V, since excitation from state

N to state T or V involved merely passage of one electron from the

bonding MO B to the antibonding MO A of a two -MO LCAO family, leaving

the second electron all the time in B. For of state N> i is

|
N B

, for
A

of state T or V it is J
T~A

or 5
V "A

. The corresponding

LGAO parameters <X , Q , T , u> 9 become, in the present more explicit
/

notation o(
N *B

, CX
T~A

, #V
~A

, /
6 N ""B

, and so on. In Sections 12 and 14

it was pointed out that, to a good approximation, & '

= .i? = 5
V~

N~B T*~A VA
consequently that, to a good approximation, ex z CX = 0< = Cx

/3 ^
y3
N "B =

/3
T~A

= /3
V ""A

; and so on. The possibility of defining

empirical quantities f\ and ty. was based on the existence of
*--- A spec
these relations.

A
As already remarked, the advantages of the h method come into

prominence when more than two electrons are considered, especially

in many-center cases. Let us then consider the M0 f s of an LCAO family

involving more than two centers. However, let us not here discuss the

most general possibilities, but confine ourselves to states analogous

to the closed-shell N states and excited T,V states of the two-center

problem. Moreover, let us consider here only the case where the LCAO
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MO's are made up of one similar AO per atom (n = m in Eq* (136c)),

Further, as in the tv/o-center cases previously discussed, we assume

the presence of a set of closed inner shells of 1,10*3 (e.g., the cfMO's

in benzene). In addition to these, we now have ; say, 2k outer electrcr

occupying MO's of the LCAO family under consideration. In state N

there are two electrons in each of the k lowest-energy M0 ! s of the

family. In the most usual cases, m is even and k - J-nu In states

of the type T,V, any one of these electrons has been excited to any

one of the m-k vacant higher-energy MO's of the same family.

Let the spinorbital configuration of state N be described by

( f ^

<r + fa 4- f/3,

where represents any one of the k occupied MO's 0L of our LCAO famil;
f \

0< and f3
are spin functions, and C is that set of closed shells

which remains after leaving out the two electrons in
fff t The standard

reference spinorbital configuration (cf . Section 4) for any one of

the corresponding T and V states may be taken aa

c
(f

+ f a + p|3 c
N -

f/3
+ p/s,

where C represents the complete set of closed shells present in state

N, and p represents any one of the m-k excited IIO's of our LCAO family

The excitation energy of any one of our states T or V (say of

Tf.
or V- ) is then given by Theorem 3 and Eq. (22) of Section 6, or

by a somewhat more general expression in case both and p are degener

ate 1.10*3. According to Eq. (22), the mean excitation energy for state:

Tfp and Vf D > to a fairly good approximation, should be simply -
&f f

with each computed using an h or X appropriate to the state involve-

AS a &ood approximation to this, however, for any fixed but any p,

we may use a common h for computing (L and all the T s, provided for
tr





N-f
this purpose we use the Ionic harniltonian h . The justifica-

tion is exactly the same as for two-center N, T, and V states, and the

(79)
errors involved should be similar .

The ionic and state hamiltonian methods can now bo usefully com-

pared by a sketch of how they might be applied to the unsaturation

MO's of the molecule 1,3-butadiene in its normal and several T^ and

VfD excited states. There are four carbon atoms, each with one avail-

able AO Xr OJ^ ^P type 5 hence n = m = 4, and there are four LGAO M0 ! t

which we may label ^Q, 0-j_, 2 , 0L (or = 0, 1, 2, 3) in order of

increasing energy* There are four electrons (2k =4), of which in

s>tate N two occupy 0L and two occupy $ . The excited states to be

considered are
T-,p> T, ~> ^n?' "^o^

anc^ ^^e corre3l:'on(iing V states.

If we are interested only in state N, we may use the state

hamiltonian method for this state. The first step is to set up J2 ;

if we know the coefficients d. in the LCAO M0 ! s, this can be done in

the manner discussed in the following Section 24. Actually, we do

not know them in advance, but it will be sufficient if at first we

approximate them by using solutions of the butadiene problem based

on the ordinary comproniise-harailtonian method with a single &* and a

(78)
For the WF's of state N and the standard-reference SO states Tf

Vf , to which we are here restricting ourselves, the general spin-
containing indices of Eqs, (147) -(148) may be dropped so that A
becomes N* i becomes f.

(79)
This justification is essentially that (1), in any state T^ or-

V^-p,
the excited electron in 0L moves in the field of shielding ^elec-

trons which are in the same set of MO's as in the case of the corre-
sponding unexcited electron in 0L in state N; (2.), if we confine our-
selves to a standard reference configuration for any state T or V, we
have not only the same shielding MO's but also the same shielding MSO :

for gL as for 0Tf. Now although the best SCF shielding MO's and KSO's
are slightly different for states Tfp , V>p , and N, the resulting dif-
ferences in the shielding field for any fixed f are small enough to be

neglected. For critical analysis of the errors in the two-center case
^?e the discussion of Eq. (25) in Section 7, the discussion of Eq.
(55 ) in Section 12, and Section 14.
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reasonable assumed /9(R); such solutions are very simple, and are avail

able in the literature. Having thus an approximation to x. , we may
N TT

compute the <X
' s and ft

f s by an extension of the methods of Parts

III and IV (see Section 24 below). Given the (X
N
's and /3 s, we may

set up the butadiene secular equation and solve for the 6s a Knowing

the f s, the dr 's may be recomputed, and the whole procedure repeated

until any desired decree of self-consistency is attained (Roothaan 1 a

LCAO self -consistent-field method }

) . In more symmetrical molecules

for example benzene, where the dr s are completely determined by

symmetry, the need of repeated computations to attain self-consistency

is avoided,

As already indicated earlier, the ionic hamiltonian method can,

if desired, be used just as successfully as the state hamiltonian

method for state N, The procedure, including the successive steps to

attain self-consistency, is exactly the same as that described above,
nfT f /I >T

except that an x is used instead of X . However, the procedure

must be repeated, for f = $ and for f = $. , so that the labor is
~ -L

increased. This is because (as will be proved shortly), of the four

, . N-0 N-0 c N-0 f N-0, A N-0solutions (^ t S >o ** )' or the A secular equation,U JL c O
N-0 , N-0

only Q and not , is acceptable for state N, while of the four

solutions of the {
'

seciilar equation, only
^ is acceptable for

state N. However, if we carry out the computations without error, it

follows from Eqs . (146c) that we should find s and

= . i precisely. In view of the situation just described, it

seems fairly sure that the JJ method is in general to be preferred

if results are desired only for state N.

On the other hand, if results are desired also for excited state

we note that (to a good approximation, as discussed earlier in this

(70\ N-0 N-0
Section '), the solutions u and are acceptable for the

f~> 3
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. N-l , N-l
states TQ2 , T

Q3 , V
Q

, V
Q3 , while the solutions ,

3
are accept

able for the states T1Q , T, ,, V_ , V ; whereas, as will be shov/n belov
** J-J 12 13

the solutions N and obtained from the j? secular equation are nol
o :

acceptable . s for the excited states. This suggests the following as

a good overall procedure for work with both N and Tf , Vf states:

(1) by successive approximations , obtain the best self-consistent j). ,

O f s, /3
f s, , and using the jf

'

method; (2) from the resulting
N-f

Of
1* and 3

1J
> by means of Eqs . (147), (148), compute the CX s and

' 8 for f s and 1, then solve secular equations based on these

WA . . N-f . N-f ,
. N-f

to obtain and 6, (and also e_ , which can serve as a check
d O 1

on ^ already obtained) . This brief sketch of course cannot give

a true idea of the practical course of the computations. As we shall

see in Section 24, the actual integrals primarily needed are the same

(for a given state) whether the J? or the $ method or a. combination

of the two is used. Thus the practical differences for actual numeri-

cal computations may prove to be to a large extent merely in the

arrangement of the work.

It remains to justify statements made above as to the unaccept.-

ability of part of the *s obtained from each of the various seculao?

equations mentioned. The simplest approao-h is to consider integrals

of the types =
J$ h gL dT and = JV

w
h <f dT, for various

hamiltonians h , h or I , jj^"
f

; for present purposes, the spins

may be omitted. In the following discussion, we shall deal only with

s, obtained using the LCAO hamiltonians Jj^ and **'

; in the MO

symbols 0^, f , belov/, the superscript L is therefore to be understood.
>T- .<Y -f"*

Analogous equations, using h and h and best MO's, hold for the

exact s,. por the 6L| s we have (cf. Eqs. (15), (16) or Eqs. (146c))
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snce - f lf
N

) dt = 0. But

(I49b)
-*

(gig
11

r * *t.-
1

"

gg!
11 -

S(rif, n) (g!g
N

)|o -^

where f and g are used for any two MO's both occupied in state H, and

f)f
and Y] are their spins. The stated inequality 6f

< is
o I

based on the fact that /gglff is of the order of magnitude of 10 ev and

fg, even in the case Fj~

~
^/g where it is present, is considerably

smaller. Since f (or its equal, ) is the correct 6 for an

electron in state N, it follows that 6 cannot be correct^ . In

contrast, 6* and 6 "^ are approximately correct 'a for an elec-

tron moving in $ in the field corresponding to the excitation of an

(79)
electron from 0L or $ respectively On the other hand,

o

N N
d49c) <F

J

= u <r

h
w
^ T-W <* + ffr-ff*v*

p </ P P p

i 6

TT v\

Since, if the electron in J2f
has been excited from 0f~, 6 is approxi-

mately correct, is substantially too large .

Nevertheless, f
^ would be approximately correct for L in a

positive ion lacking one electron from 0f
D

Nevertheless, might have significance as a rough value for

in a negative ion obtained by adding one electron in 0L to the electron
TI

configuration of state N. However, if the computed > 0, as may

easily happen, it must be rejected as unreliable even for the negative
ion.
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The relations embodied in Eqs . (149a) ~(149c) and the preceding

discussion are summarized by Pig* 3. A comparison is also made in

CT5
Pig. 3 with the use of a simple compromise hamiltonian h 9 the same

for all riots in all electronic states, as discussed in Section 20.

(see assumptions (l)-(3) there). Similar comparisons for benzene are

made in Pigs. 7 and 8 in Section 26 below, on the basis of actual

computations. Study of Pigs. 3, 7, 8 indicates that the h ' method

cannot be expected to give more than roughly correct results if one

attempts to use it for all 6*s in all states. The essential reason

for this lies in the requirement of at least approximate self-consis-

tency betv/een occupied orbitals and the hamiltonian used for any state,

and the fact that the required self-consistent fields differ appreci-

ably in some of the cases considered.





(ev)

-10
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e<>

5

nN-0 N-l

pig. 3. Schematic diagram (not quantitative) showing orbital energies

of unsaturation M0 f s of 1,3-butadiene as computed by solving secular

/\N
equations based on various LCAO hamiltonians (x - state N state

hamiltonian; J( = state N ionic hamiltonians; h "

'

s compromise

hamiltonian). Pull lines correspondent to acceptable, dashed lines, to

unacceptable solutions of the respective secular equations; heavy

lines correspond to M0 r s occupied in state N. The value of -
2

in the

acceptable cases has been assumed to conform to the observed minimum

cp
ionization energy I (9.02 ev) of butadiene, while in the case of h ,

at p value equal to /3 obtained from the observed spectroscopic

frequency ^2 mav De used. (For some actual computations corresponding

to an hcp , see R, S. Mulliken, Rev. Mod. Phys. 1A, 272 (1942).
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24. Approximate Theoretical Formulas for the CX*s and /3's

Using an approach similar to that followed for the two -center problem

in Sections 12 and 16, the first portions of which should be reviewed

by the reader at this point, we now develop approximate formulas for

computing the C*'s and
y0

f s in the many-center problem in terms of one-

electron and two-electron integrals. However, we restrict ourselves.

here to closed-shell N states and related T~ and V^ states, and to

M0 ? s of a single LCAO family with n = m and occupied by 2k electrons,

as outlined early in Section 23.

We now proceed by essentially the method used in obtaining Eqs.

(32) -(36), as extended in Eqs. (56) -(59). The only change needed ia

a slight further extension in the manner of breaking down the potential

energy function u, and a slight generalization of the notation. For

state N, let us denote by u and u
~

the potential energy functions

appearing in $ and J? respectively. Each of these is in general

a sum of a core potential u corresponding to the field of the

closed-shell core which we have assumed, plus a shielding potential
N N f

u or u corresponding to the outer electrons of t he LCAO family

under consideration. Hence we have:

(150)
1 N - C(N) N

U1 - U + U_

c
Here we may also define the core harniltonian h :

h = (~#
2
/2m) 4- u; so that

< 150a > N C H
h = h f tt *, with

s

(150b) u = u f (jjl - Jlj),

where c is the last MSO contained within the core C as it exists in the
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completed molecule in state N. In Eqs . (150a) , (150b) , and hereafter*,

C C
we v/rite simply u , h , since the core potential should be nearly the

(80)
same for all states in which we shall be interested , Further, for

the shielding potential,

(151) .
= 'if (Jj|

N - jl/) =
( 2ffl

H
-flf

N
>,

j
= C-KL f-1

the last equality being true (cf. Eqs. (15), (15a) in view of the

closed-shell character of the set of 2k electrons in k LCAO 1,10 f s in

state N; for later convenience, we begin the numbering with 1

instead of with J- f 1.

If in Lq. (150b) each
j_

is replaced by its LCAO approximation and

a similar change (replacement of each f by its f ) is made in Eq. (151

and the results are introduced into Eq. (150), h becomes .8 .

N-f N-f
To obtain h or u , the only change required in Eqs. (150) is

to replace u
s by U

Q ; similarly for Jf . V/e then note that

N-f Nu
s

differs from u merely by the omission of one particular

(ffl - f If ) from the summation in Eq. (151). It is the difference

N N-f N N-f
u - u Which is solely responsible for h - h (cf. Eq. (146a))b S

or, in LCAO approximation, for A -
JJ
N "r

(cf. Eq. (146b)).
n

The next step is to replace the expression for u in Eq. (150b)

by another of different type. For this purpose the approach used in
/i

Sections 10 and 11 may be generalized; we split u for an m-center MO

as nearly as possible into a sum of atom-ion potentials u

(r = 1 ... m) . In addition, we have small potentials Vp (correspond-

ing to both v and w terms of Eq. (51)) to represent the fields of

attached atoms (e.g. the H atoms of benzene). Thus

n n ^ r1* Cc c

rl
(152a) h = (-tf/2m) * u; u = u ^

F

It will be seen that hc (N ) is a special case of hAi of Eq. (17f),
with i = c and A = N.
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Su being a correction terra which in favorable cases we may expect to

bo small. An equation of the same foru can be written for 1
C

:

r> , TT m ^-7

(152b) = (-#V2m) f uLC ; uLC = 77 u 4- A VrJ
- uLC ,A, * -p Q u J

r=l

the only difference between i and hc being in the correction term,

which should in general be smaller in (152b) than in (152&), i.e.,
(80a)

As a generalization of what was done in Sections 12 and 16, we

may now write

' A C^ T f
/

~\r,^^ / f^\Yi \ J- i ^
*Jv

(152C
i V7 r r

/u
LC = u -IP E' u f ^ v

p
= u 4 X (v - rrl) 4- L. v

p ,

r^x
r P r/x P

(80a)
Eqs. (152a) or (152:b) may be obtained from (150b) by writing
yn

O ^*JL /^ X ~w /j

U S S ur + ^ u
p

anci approximating each operator (jjl - jlj)
r ! i

T V i

b7 V ^ UrJr! ~
Jr JT>) *- A ao (JpJp'

-
JDI JD)> then combiningA j. o.

p r r r r r

to form ur - u
r

4- L* (jr jp |

-
Jr(Jr ) for the atom-ions and

y7
'

y7

vp
=

i Up f 7 (jpjpl
-

jpljp) + A^ for the attached atoma.
Jp Jp

The term A is included to represent the effects of any polarities
rp

in the r_-p bonds (cf. the terms w in Eq. (51)); it is here assumed for

simplicity that there are no polarities between different atoms ,

The approximation J
L

J
L

I
=

2^ a. (j-jj) + IT a^ (jp jp |) for LCAOrj. AX p \
\ i

MSO f s j is nearly exact (cf. discussion of Eqs. (60)-(69) of Section
f LP

12 for the two-center case), and if only this were involved, ou of

Eq. (152,b) would be very small. However, the corresponding approxima-

tion for the exchange operators J Ij*
1 is in general not a good one,

T r1

so that we cannot in general assume that u is negligible*
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or similar expressions based on u , etc., where x. or y i 3 any selected
7

one of the m atoms, and u is ur plus a suitable share of the small

correction 8u taken in such a way that

LC

* u__ contains the whole

iL in terms of v is the s.ame
r r

of ou . The substitution made for

as that introduced in Eq. (70) of Section 12; this substitution will

cause the final formulas to appear in particularly useful forms.

We now proceed with the computation of the cx
f s and

yG
! s,

beginning with the CX s and /3
! s, and afterward using Eqs. (147),

(X(143) to obtain the cX
"

's and y6
N ""f

a. In developing the
'

/3 formulas (see Eq. (155) below), it will be convenient also to

C C
introduce corresponding core quantities ex. and y3 In each case,

the computations will be based on LCAO hamiltonians, (I. , JJ

~
, or

.

All the ex's and /3*s will be expressed, as in Eqs. (32)-(36b), in

terras of certain integrals co and T Just as for the ex's and

G C
we may define core quantities <# and T as well as state quantities

a^ and T ; in addition, we may define shielding quantities w a ^ N ' and

. The three types of do ! s and Ts correspond respectively to

the use of the potential functions u -IL.,A

u in the defining equations (33), (35) for

u - u

and

or u to replace
s

We then have

(153)
VVT = V * vs(N)

V - - vs(N) - dT
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It will be convenient here to introduce also the abbreviation

(153a)
N

xy
N

xy
v

yx

C s (N )with corresponding definitions for o"..

'

and cr .A/ xy
From this point on, we shall assume that the AO's ,

(briefly x, y, r) are all real; also that in an integral such as
j

xv y,
J

the factors in the integrand commute, so that we may write it in the

form /vrxy; we also assume that the v 's are all real. These assump-

tions will prove sufficiently general for present purposes. On the

other hand, it will not be assumed that the #f
* s are necessarily real.

x

In other words, in some of the gL'swhen approximated in LCAO form, the

coefficients of some of the AO's may be complex.

Substituting Eqs. (151), (152c) into Eqs. (153), (153a), we now

readily obtain:

(|X,xx - JYJ + L
]
V
P
XX s realxr

V S (N) . 2T (2.fff I xx -
1 fxlxf )

= real
f =1

T.

m

xy

(154)

j
A V r

(Jvr
xy -Jrrlxy)

+ L
j
v
p
xy = real

flxy - ffylxf) = real?

xy

r> - r /* r

(Jvr
xy -J rrlxy) 4-

t(J
v
xxy ^

J
v
yXy

-
JxxJxy

-
/yylxy) 4-

k Ai k *
*

fflxy ~ Re/fxiyf
= real.

sl ^/ f=1
'

or the individual integrals in Eqs. (154), all are necessarily real, if

the "v s and the AO's used are real as assumed, v/ith the exception of
A

fyjxf, which is complex whenever f is complex. It will be convenient
u

~~

to introduce the brief designation P for
Jfxlyf,

It should also be





recalled (cf. Eqs. (59)) that the symbol /
fx I yf is a conventional nota-

/>
..

tion for /f xfy f dT, but with y'
v = y assumed real here. It is the

V ~

easily seen that

P = ffylxf = fxf Ify =
I" ffxlyf]"

=
(P,VJ-*- tf V

[
:' **W

# -*)tt . f*
'yUf = (P )

(154a)

7.i?om this it follows^
81 ^ that T of Eqs. (154), hence also

+* N N
1.

"

, and <r__

'

of Eqs. (153) . are real.

Corresponding to Eqs. (32), (36b) , the Cx's and

in the forms

f N N CiN

maybe writte;

(155)

X "x
*

~x

s(N)* '

ex

C C

All quantities in Eqs. (155) are necessarily real if N is a closed-

shell state and the A0 f s and v *s are real> as we are assuming. [if

T_ had not been real, the equation for & would have contained an

N (81) M
added term iIT

xy
: cf. Eqs. (36b); but, as we have seen , 1^y is

real.l

Because of the closed-shell character of state N, contains,
f=l

for e very integral ^fylxf involving a complex MO f, also the corre-
sponding integral involving the MO

'x
". Since (wiTh x, y real), theae

two integrals are complex conjugate to each other, tHe imaginary part
of their sum is zero.. Hence

and IT
'

are aero, since T is real for C a closed-shell
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In Eqs. (153) -(155), if the superscript N is replaced by N-f, and

s(N) by s(N-f) everywhere, expressions for the Or s, (3 a,60 *&

f 's, and cr s, associated with the ionic harai Itonion h , are

obtained. It will be noted that the quantities with superscript C are

unaffected. The quantities 'r and
fi may be complex (cf. Eqs*

(154a), (148)).

The next steps are entirely analogous to the approximations intro-

duced in Eqs. (60) -(69) of Section 12 for the two-center case. They

are concerned with the approximation of the two-electron integrals in

Eqs. (154) by sums of integrals involving only pairs of A0 f s, and with

then obtaining simple expressions for some of the sums Z in Eqs.

(154). The reduction to integrals involving only pairs of AO's. pro-

ceeds in two steps: (1)> approximating f by f and writing this out

as a linear combination of A0 f s; (2), making use of further approxima-

tions of the type introduced in Eq. (63).

As a preliminary, let us consider how Eq. (63) maybe generalized,

since we now have to deal with a greater variety of cases than before,

Consider the integral /qrlst, where q, r, s, t refer to like A0*s of

(gj
any four of the m atoms. The obvious generalization of Eq. (63) is

r ft
*

fqrlst # tsnj fqqlst * frr! st
J C1I / 4

(154b) J HXIt/ * ' qr st Jqqlss
4-

j'qqjtt

frr I

ttj
rr ss

J

A brief consideration of various possible cases (e.g., the case where

, r are unlike atoms, or that where they are non-neighbor atoms)

indicates that Eq. (154b) should probably be a tolerably good approxi-

mation in all ordinary cases, but better in some cases than in others.
(41)

However , the matter should eventually be studied more carefully.

' A similar but less simple and convenient, though probably slightly
more accurate, approximation for /qrlst is given by A. L. Sklar, j,
^i V% s-\ v*i T%*L*. ^n f\r\f\ i ""i f\ *? f\ \ ^ i f* i ^^i I ^* A i Y*I I T r\ A tr ^Chem. Phys. J7>

9^0 (1939); A. London, J. Chem. Phys . 13, 417 (1945)
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Nevertheless-, let us now proceed using Eqs. (154b)

r

Writing fVlxx = X Y
Oqf

"
off fcrlxx,

and approximating each
Jqrlxx. using Eqs. (154b), one easily obtains

(156) jfVlxxs* j* F J ,

rl

where Frf is as defined by Eq. (139). We find also

(156a) 2JfL
f
L
!xx .-|ft*Frf)jr

= U-QJJxr,-
f=1 r=l f=l

'

r

Here 1 -
Q.^

is the total negative charge, in units of , which "belong

to" atom as a result of the presence of 2k electrons in the k MO 1 a

$ in state N (see discussion of physical meaning of Pr^ following Eq

(142)). is the total positive charge, in units of , which

"belongs to" atom r as a result of any non-uniformity that may be

present in the charge distribution of the m outer electrons among the

m atoms. Atom may of course have additional charge due to non-

uniformities of distribution among the inner electrons. of Eqss.

(95), (96) in the two-center heteropolar case, which might there

have been called Q , is a special case of the present O In
-~Q.

sufficiently symmetrical cases (e.g., benzene), Qr
a for all atoms.

In a similar way, we obtain

(157) ,/f-f^lxy ^ L F^f Jrrlxy '^ isxv
P ri * xy p ^^

"Vr L L, v f -i v
(157a) 2 ^(fV^Ixy ^ L (1 -

Q^,) Jrrfxy ^ fc_ . (1 - QJUxrr r * */ r .

At this point it will be convenient to introduce the notation

/ = Re o
qf

"orf
= V

f
Re d

qf

"

f 2
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We now find

(159) /r
L
xlxf

L
xx xx

V'
where each excludes x; in the summations, or at least in the

double summations, terms in which g and r are not neighbors of x in

the molecule may usually be neglected, because of the sraallness of

non-neighbor ! s. Further,

V-r
j"
T T

f

Ljf xlxf ** t(l -
QfcJJxx

f H (remaining terms of Eq. (159))

Further, referring to Eqs. (154a),

(160ft) 4Re{f
L
xiyf

L =
4Re/f

L
ylxf

yy

f

xy xy xy

/

r

Y .xr

xr

yr yr

,n

y," f
*~* S..^.S R
r

S ) S
7*

Xy xr xr xr
R

yqi

xr

yr

SxqW J
qr'

where each ZL excludes both x: and y; terms containing factorsi S*" xr'

' or Svo may bo ne Slected v;hen the two subscripts do not
^ 4t

correspond to neighbor atoms. Finally,
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(160b) 4Ijf
L
xlyf

L *
-4I/f

L
yfxf

L =
4I/f

L
*yl xf

L*
=

-4I/f
L
*xl yf

L*

J
xx

* ( W )J
yy

r 2 r v" * v"
(4 - asxv )i + 4 (2s - s s )i

r - u (as - s s
xy xy 7 yr XY xr xr P xr xy

<U 2S__ - S S

xy xr xr r xr xy yr' yr

i- L. L. S S I
01 r x.q yr qr _

f

S )I
f ^ S S'xr xy yr yr ya xr qr yr

_* -,11 f
+ ZSSSI J .

qL r xq, yr qr qr

The many-center case is obviously complicated by the presence of

the integrals, /fxlxf and especially Jfxlyf, which arise from the

exchange operators f If present in both h and h In the two-center

N-f
one- or two-electron case, no exchange operators are present in h *

Fortunately, most of the numerous terms in Eqs . (159), (160) can be

safely neglected so that a workable approximation results. V/hich

terms can be neglected depends, however, on the arrangement of the
i

atoms in the particular molecule considered, so that it does not seem

advisable to attempt to give any general formula omitting such terms.

We may now use Eqs, (156) -(160) in computing the integrals of

Eqs. (153) -(154) and then introduce the latter into Eqs. (155) for the

CX s and/3s. This procedure is useful if it is desired to obtain the

c c
ot^is and x3 ?s and to obtain a detailed insight into the breakdown

of the & s and ,3 s into the various c^s and o~s of Eqs. (153)-

N
(153a). On the other hand, if the most direct computation of the CX is

and /3 is is desired, Eqs. (156)-(160) may be combined with Eqs .

(153)-(155), giving for the CXNf s, in LGAO approximation
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x ,"

svr,
R Jxr xr xr

xx

/ S S R ( T' O
xq. xr qp^ ^ 2J

xr
J )

qr
'

m

where the primed summations /-* or L> are to be taken for q or r = 1

y>
q r ~

to m omitting x, and ^ is to be taken for f = 1 to k. For Q wa

N
'

(71^
obtain, with the Gi. fs in LCAO approximation^ '

,

N,

Ay
N = CT

N " *S (a; ^ ^
xy xy x

w "
f- if- if- v rv xy f i v xy f i v xy + 4, vpxyIJA fclX v J P v

^L I

xy

:

xy xx xy yy
!k

xy^'r

where the terms of the ^* summation are given by Eq. (160a). Although

it would be excessively complicated to give this last summation in

detail, it is easily shown that its leading terms largely cancel the

term ^S____(J ,

4- 2J + J ) in Eq. (162.).^y xx xv yv

The Gt s and ft

'

s can now be obtained.
"

Rewriting Eqs. (147)

(148) here for convenience of reference, wo have, in LCAO approxima-

Uon (71
>,

(163)

N-f N
- 0(

x
-f IT"

x jf f Ixx: -
jf xlxf ; or also,

xy
-

/?
xy

/fV-lity - 4
xy f*Vl.-/Ataq

I, d
y'yf

'

m* f
The 6( t S| which are necessarily real, can be evaluated by usingx

X
N

from Eq. (161) and then using Eqs. (156), (159) and (139) or (139a)

to approximate the terms in brackets; or by first evaluating the
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* 's. Similarly, the /3
f

s, which may be complex because of
x. 3*j

the term /fylxf, can be evaluated by using '/GLJP from Eq. (162), and

then Eqs. (157), (160), (156), (159) plus (139) or (139*) for t he

bracketed terms*

In using Eqs. (161)-(163), it is important to keep in mind that

they do not apply to the moat general case, since several restricting

assumptions have been made at the beginning of this Section and just

before Eqs, (154) .

25. Theory and Experiment for a Very Large Molecule (Graphite)

To illustrate the application of the approximate theoretical formulas

of Section 24, computations will be reported below for the unsatura-

tion MO's of graphite and benzene, and compared with empirical evid-

ence. Computations on butadiene have also been undertaken, but will

be reported later.

We first consider graphite, which in some respects is the simplest

of the throe molecules. It should be satisfactory for the present

purpose to assume that graphite is composed of disc-shaped planar mole

cules, one atom thick, of infinite extent (m = **>
) Referring to

Eqs. (156), (160) and (139), it is aoen that, as m *oz> 9 for any f,

the integrals /f
L
f
L
!xx., jf

f Ixy, Jf
Lx)xfL , and Jf

L
xiyf

L all approaci.

(83)
zero, since all s and Fs become infinitesimally small . Hence

However, 7fLfL lxx: and /f
LfLlxy die off only slowly with increas-

ing m. When m becomes large, we have

Jxr ; f-Ixy {J 4- J),
ry

where J is J averaged over all the atoms, with weighting factors
JfcJL X."

Frf (cf. Eqs. (139), (145a)) which should be roughly uniform and equal
to 1/m for large m. But, since the Jxr

! 3 fall off only inversely a&

the first pov/er of the x, r_ distance, and since J.^ <^ 17 ev for car-

bon atom AO's, J remains very appreciable oven for large m values
/i

xr *

such as 10 (depending somewhat on the shape of the molecule),
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according to Lqs. (163),

cx
(N 'f)

= C*H. a <N -f )

x x ' ' xy Xy

This result is obviously valid not only for graphite, but for any mole-

cule to the extent that rn. *<?$, and so is important for the general

theory. Taken in reverse, it indicates that the greatest inequalities

***** (H-f)
x Q H

' xy

should occur for the smallest molecules,

V/e now refer to Eqs . (161), (162) for c*
N and X3 i* It is fairly

' xy
obvious that, except for the negligible fraction of the atoms near the

perimeter of the molecule, we may assume as a good approximation that

(1), all the Q*s are zero; (2), every v becomes v ; (3), CX is the
* AT A

same for all x; (4), /3 is the same for all atom-pairs x,y which
1 xy .

correspond to equivalent relative locations in the lattice. V/e now

replace the general x,y notation by a special notation .J2>* to

indicate neighbor relationships for graphite. We consider any two

typical next-neighbor atoms a and ID in the lattice (cf . Pig. 3)-, and

identify them with x and y of our &> and ft formulas in order to* x xy

compute & and p . . Referring to Pig. 3, we note that besides b,

a has two other next-neighbors b, b ft

, also six second-neighbora

c^ ...c . Good approximations for CX and p , will be obtained

if v/e include only those terms of Eqs . (161), (162) which depend on

x and its first and second neighbors.
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Pig. 4. Important Neighbors
of Atom a in Graphite

Neglecting small terms and making other assumptions as just

indicated, and collecting together equal coefficients and equal inte-

(34)
grals , Eq. (161) gives

a
= 3

i/vc
aa * tJaa [l

- 3Sab
2
(A4- 6/vc aa

~ 3sabjab

(164),;
where .-

*S(A * 2B
)]

- 6S
ac

Jac
[

R
aa

' B
l

S R
ab

B, ? R
xy

= various bs and cs).

The R's are defined in Eq. (158). The values of the various integrals

are known, or can be sufficiently well estimated, from the work of Parr
o

and Crawford (cf. Table VI). Taking the C-C distance as 1.42; A> they
a r

are as follows:
j

vbaa
= -O^G ev J vcaa

s ~02 ev (est.);
2,

Jaa
= 16.92 ev; Jab

= 8.86 ev; Jac
= 5.6 ev; Sab

= 0.248; S^ * 0.062;

Sac
= 0.04. The values of A and the B's can be roughly estimated as

For example, Jbb
= Jaa, Jab

* 'Jbc

be
--

"ab ,/
v a,""" I

" . W,ab
i t

S-u - S svbab
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A 3 0,40 and B, = B = B = 0.06;
-L 2 3

these estimates are probably generously large. Substituting the fore

going numbers into Eq. (164), the five terms of the latter, in order,

are as follows:

(164a) o; N -2.28 - 0.11 +7.75 - 0.82 - 0.11 = +4,43 ev.a

Together with = -11.28 (cf. Table VI; the same is correct for
a a

graphite as for ethylene), Eq. (161) now gives

( 165 ) 0<
N -11.28 f 4.43 -6.85 ev.

In a similar way, Eqs. (162), (154b) give

< 166) /L
N =

/vaab + 4JV ab - sab
aa
H

4saba -A-
Far

- 2A - 4B -

where each B is some linear combination of the three B. 'a. Prom Parr

and Crawford (Table VI) by interpolation, fv^ab s -1.7 ev; /vb *ab
m/2 4/

may be estimated as -0.03 ev; 2! ^ s
4" ( c ^- Ecl (^42 ) assuming that

the charge distribution, when averaged over all the occupied M0 f a, is

uniformly distributed among the atoms);

A, B f
s, and Sab as above; 's as above,

also J
acl

= 4.9 ev; cd from Eq. (164a). Substituting the foregoing

numbers into the seven successive terms of Eq. (166), these become:

(167) /3ab
N = -1.7 - 0.12 - 1.10 f 0.21 - 0.14 - 0.23 - 0.01 = -3.09 ev,

It is very s atisfactory that the make-up and the net value of the

computed fi^ here are not greatly different than in CpH4 (cf. Table

VI). Besides fi . , one could also compute various non-neighbor /3s>,

namely fj c , Pn^* .... This has not been done here, but for benzene
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in Section 26 all the possible /3a (/3ab , / , /3 ,) have been computedab , , ,

Spectroscopic data for the determination of a /3 for graphite
1 spec

are not available. On the other hand, the work function of graphite

should presumably be equal approximately to the ionization energy for

removal of an electron from one of the most loosely bound MO's of

graphite, and therefore by Eq. (19) approximately to ~ for such an

MO. The most loosely bound MO is on the border between bonding and

antibonding, and for such an MO, y_
= <*

N
. Hence if the work func-

tion approximately equals -^j it should likewise equal -o(
N

; that is,

the work function here gives a value of -64 . We have:
izn

(85)
Experiment i zn

s -4.39 ev

Theory (Eq. (165)): (* = -6.85 ev

While the agreement between theory and experiment here is much

poorer than for the two-center cases of Tables III-VI, it is seen tha

the theoretical computation goes two-thirds of the way toward explain-

ing the fundamental fact that the ionization energy for graphite is

less than half that for the free carbon atom. This result appears als

to have a wider significance, since the work functions of metals in

known cases are, uniformly, somewhat less than half as large as the

ionization energies of the corresponding free atoms. It seems probabl

that the explanation of this fact is to be found, to the same degree

of approximation as for graphite, along the lines followed here .

A. Braun and G. Busch, Helvetica Physica Acta 20, 33 (1947).

The problem of the theoretical explanation of molecular ioniza-
tion potentials is further briefly discussed by R. S. Mulliken in Ref,
69. The computed C* s given there for benzene and graphite should be
replaced by the values given in the present Report.
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26. Theory and Experiment for Benzene. As a second, very instruc-

tive, example of the many-center case, we discuss the benzene molecule.

Here the number of integrals to bo considered is finite, yet the dis-

cussion is much less simple than for graphite. So far as total energoos

are concerned, the preaent LCAO MO calculation is in principle similar

(13)
to Goeppert-Mayer and Sklar's classic paper . It differs from their

work essentially in the new type of break-dov/n of the orbital energies

in terms of CVs and /3
! s. Also, it includes a large number of small

(87)non-neighbor integrals which they neglected . Aside from this, it

makes use of integrals given by them, with certain corrections follow-

(88)
ing Parr and Crawford .

Reference has already been made in Section 20 to Roothaan's develop
n N

ment of the Jt (LCAO state hamiltonian) method, and its successful

application to benzene. The present work on benzene covers additional
TKT ^*

ground in the use of complex HO's and in the development of the Jt.

(LCAO ionic hamiltonian) method. Since., however, as was shown in

Sections 2.2 and 23, x calculations can best be based on prior J(j

calculations, this procedure has been followed here. The necessary

computations have been made independently of Roothaan's, and the two

sets of computations can therefore serve as checks on each other.

We proceed now to the discussion of benzene using the formulas of

Section 24. As a preliminary to the computation of the <Xs,

and s, it will be helpful first to develop specific equations and

numerical tables for the main integrals needed later.

A. London, J. Chem. Phys . 13, 418 (1945), see also V. Griffings
J. Chem, Phys. 15, 428 (1947) reference to A. London, states briefly
that he has repeated and improved the calculations of Goeppert -Mayer
and Sklar including all non-neighbor integrals, reports computed results
3 ev higher than theirs (see his Table X), and mentions also that
Goeppert-Mayur has made similar revised calculations.

. G. Parr and B. L. Crav/ford, Jr., J. Chem. Phys. 16, 1049 (1948).
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1.39 A

Figure 5.

Numbering of
Atoms in Benzene

We begin by assuming that, in

all the states to be considered, the

molecule is planar and has regular

hexagonal symmetry. The MO's are

then all determined by symmetry alon*.

It will simplify matters to use com-

plex M0 f s. If we number the six

ring atoms as in Pig. 5, those are

a ?3 follows

(168) \) T" -! 2.TTifr/6^A 6 3 e
fr =o

(f o. ii, is,

In state N, the l.IO's $ > 0" , and $ -,
are each occupied by tv/o

u -H
~ J-

electrons. In the upper states of the familiar 'A2600, 9(2000, and

*\ (90)
A1700 absorption systems of benzene , one electron from 0, has; been

excited to fo .

mm^

Using the notation of Eqs. (143), (153),. and in view of Eqs . (168),

wu nave for benzene (q, r being any two carbon atoms):

'rf

!

(169) J

I f f
/ r

^
= cos TTf(r-q)/3; i = sin TTf (r-qJ/3.

9 ) E. HUckel, Zeits. f. physik 70, 242 (1931). Eqs. (163) can be

generalized to give several alternative equivalent forms by replacing
by f H (modulo 6), with

J^ any integer. Those forms, however,
correspond merely to ro-numbering of the atoms in Fig. 5.

' Gf. C. C. J. Roothaan and R. S. Mulliken, J, Chera. Phys. 16, 118
(1948) for a discussion of the oxcited electronic levels assocTated
with the ultraviolet benzene spectrum, and for references to previous
literature.
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Tho quantities r and i will prove particularly convenient below,

Lot us now adopt the following neighbor-atom conventions:

a any atom (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 of Pig. 5)

a,b, or ,b
f = next-neighbors, with b = ^ 1 s ~ 5;

b
f *a-l=a+5.

^ ' or '
B second-neighbors, with c=at2 s a~4;

! * a. - 2 3 a + 4.

a,d = third-neighbors, withd=af3 s a-3*

(170)

V

A.ij atom-numbers are to be taken modulo 6 so as to be always as in

?:*.g. 5. Table IX gives numerical values of certain simple integrals

which will be used later.

Table IX. OVERLAP INTEGRALS AND ATOMIC COULOMB

INTEGRALS FOR BENZENE
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Next, it will be useful to evaluate the quantities l> , and to

f ftabulate these and the r
qr

s and i *s of Eqs. (169) together with

certain related quantities. The various quantities carry indices

q to 5, r = to 5 (cf. Pig. 5), but by making use of the neighbor*

atom notation, the number of separate cases to be considered is much

reduced. Using Eq. (144), together with Table X below for the r,

the vis are found to be

r ,o

qr

asab

- S
ao

= i/d - s - S
ac f S

ad>

Prom Eqa. (169), where it is seen that the r ! s and i s dependl
qr qr

only on the quantities (r~q) , the following relations are evident:

(172)

ab
f

= rba
= r

ab
f f .r_ - rac

f f
T 3 r
ad

r
da '

ca

f f& 4 '"j
ab b'a

f

ao
- i s -i

c -s

f
= -i

ca;

ad ,

da
f = 0.

ji

Further, r&&
= 1 and P

p
= 1/6 for every r and f , and Qr

= in states

N, T-^p,
and V^ for every r, the latter two relations being evident

from symmetry (see Eqs* (139), (142) for Frf 9 discussion following Eq.

(156a) for the meaning of Q ) . It is important to keep in mind that

these relations and Eqs. (172) hold in general only if we use complex.

(91) Yhe present vLtg are the reciprocals of the quantities called
in Eq. (19) of Ref. 13.
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MO 's as given by Eqs . (168)* Table X contains the numerical values, of

the various LCAO quantities needed in the calculation of the OOs, /3
! s

/

and s using complex MO T s.

Table X. UUIIERICAL VALUES OP CERTAIN USEFUL COEFFICIENTS

FOR BE1IZENE USING C DUPLEX LCAO HO'S

f
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four integrals mentioned, all are real except Jf^afrf , which is com-

plex when f is complex.

In the case of integrals of the types /f
L
f
L
lar and yf

L
alrf

L
, it

will be sufficient to compute values for = b, c, d, in view of the

following relations:

175) <

ff
L
f
L
lab< =/f

L
f
L
fab =

}f
L
aib.f

L
=

jf
L
btaf

L =

/f
LaicfL =

/f
L
claf

L

j'f

LdlafL =Jf
LaldfL = real*

j'f

L
f
L
|ao =

j

Tbe validity of the first line of Kqs. (173) is obvious from the form

of the integrals (cf. Eq (157))., The equalities such as

f
LalbfL = |f

L
b}ai

Jl
are obtained* starting with ff

LalbfL , by first

s?.i:'.fting to b' as reference atom and relabeling it ia, whereupon the

atom previously labeled SL becomes b. For additional relations among
I

1

I- L
integrals of the type If a! rf , reference houj d bo made- to Eqs , (154a)

With the aid of Eqs , (173), all necessary :.rj.u-rc_'re.L& cf two-electron

mixed AO-MO type for benzene using comp'i.e7, MO" ft '*an be obtained from

the following Table XI-.
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>-H *~^
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(Table XI Notes, continued)

r L L
(4) The integrals yf alrf for benzene appear as cumbersome expression

which, after introducing numerical values for the non-negligible terms

reduce to the general form A
fr>

J
aa

4- B
fp

Jab f C
fr

J
ac

the following values of the coefficients:

D
frJad , with

f
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Everything is now in hand for the evaluation of the Ctfs, /3s,
and 6's. Let us begin v/ith the OOs. Reference may be made to Eqa.

(153)-(155) and (163), replacing x by a for the Cx and co formu-

las, and then to Tables IX, X for the necessary two-electron integrals

(In the case of benzene, this will be more convenient and instructive.

than the alternative procedure using Eqs . (161), (163).) In addition,

integrals of the type Jvraa will be needed; these are given in Table

XII below. Table XII includes formulas and computed numerical values

of # , Cx , cx
N
~'', & "(-1

), and the corresponding o>'s, all using

complex MO 1 a.

In addition, Table XII contains computations based on the use of
real MO's, in order to illustrate some of the complications which may
occur. These, however, arise only for the ionic-hamiltonian quantities
W f* N ~f

cx ^
t and then only for degenerate MO 1 a; for our purposes this

means only for the MO's _ and of Eqs, (168). The simplest choice

of real MO's for Jf I
= 1 is( 92 );

= sr(0 + )
= (i2)-(2X + - t - 2X -

lp

.-4.

V:
By substituting ^ and J2f. , written as linear combinations of $ ,

and $L;L> ilQr the latter in the f summation in the expression for o

in Eqs. (154), and referring also to Egs. (153), (155), it can readily
be verified that the quantities <*.& 9 u>^, d/N f ^N are unchanged by the
use of real MO's for If/ s 1. However, the individual two -c enter
integrals in o>

s '^' are profoundly altered, and this becomes important
for (X^ because of the way in which these same integrals appear in
Eqs. (163). The two-center integrals for real MO's can be computed,
if desired, using Eqs. (156), (159), and the results, together with

OJ or OI
N

, substituted in Eqs. (163) to obtain co and &
"

.

(92)
Infinitely many alternative real choices of these degenerate MO's

are of course also possible, giving different and probably still more
complicated results than those in Table XII.
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The large negative value of oj
C in table XII, as compared with

N^f
the small values of j U) \ , is readily understood, since (of. Eqs.

rj

(153)) (.0 is the potential energy of an electron in a 2p carbon

orbital on one ring atom in the field of the positive ions of the othe

N-ffive rin- atoms, while cu involves in addition the approximately

compensating field of five of the six LGAO-MO i electrons which are

r -f

present in state N* The quantity w here is analogous to tu of H
iC/

(cf. Tables II-IV)o The quantity cr here is larger than ft> becaus

it ii, basod on the field of six shielding electrons in MO ? So

Comparing the results obtained v/ith real and complox M0 f s, it is

seen that using complex MO's, there is only one value for "^"

and this differs by only 0.44 ev from the value for a)"". On the
other hand, when real MO T s are used, there are four different values

of o>
N for III - 1, namely a different value for 0L than for $-^9

and for each of these cases, two different values corresponding to two
different typos of location of the atom with respect to the missing

MO f in N ~
(cf. jjqs. (174), and Note 5 of Table XII), Moreover.

there is seen to be a considerable spread among tho different <yN-f
values for If) = 1,

These facts can readily be understood when one considers the
(Q0\detailed forms of the real M0 f s as given in Eqs e (174)
v <o;

. These
real M0s individually lack the Dg^ symmetry possessed by the state Npop p p p
closed-shull structure Q ) $^} (#,) or equally by ^Q )

"

p.) Jl. )

In contrast, the charge density -e$f
:c$ for either of the complex MO's

^ and $) individually does have Dg^ symmetry, with the result that

the quantities tt^-(-l) are equal and are the same for all ring atoms.

Similarly, all the tv^'s are equal because they are based on the closec
shell structure of state N, with symmetry Dg^. The foregoing results
illustrate the advantages of using complex MO '3 in many-center
problems when degenerate M0 ! s occur.

N-f
At the foot of Table XII, it is shown that the value of ^

r ,

when averaged for Iff =1 over the two real HO's and $ for any

ring a ton r, is independent of r and is the same within the errors of
approximation used in the computations (see Table XII, footnote 4) as

N-* ( il ^

the corresponding Of based on complex M0 f s. According to the

theory, there should be exact agreement if there were no errors or

varying approximations in the computations.
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We now turn to the computation of the &*&i Whether real or

complex MGs are used, these are of three types /3 . /3 fl , with
' at? ' ac '

' ad

respect to the neighbor-relations of the atoms involved (cf. Eqs ,

TJ-f
(1^0) )* For ft is based on real MO's with f degenerate, but not for

^ K
// 's, the so types split into subtypes depending on the location of

atom a If we use complex MO ' s , the (3 is are all real, but i'or the
H f

c^bnej'ate yS^'s the A 's are complex, with ff =
,-3 *c ""n view

'' qr / rq
of ICqs. (163), (173), and the fact that the #Nr s are real, it is ssou

that the following relations always hold:

(^' ^ab.
= 4 -

/lb*>- 4c.
=

'
9
ce

= 4*' 4d
" 4 = rsal

F^om the f aco that fl - and ^ are complex conjugate to each other,

it is alto o^ideut (see Eqs, (154a) or (173); that

for any q s r. Table XIII below contains the results of computations of

the
/ âk

is *
i

ac !s> anci
- / H

!S us ^-nS complex MO's only.ac > - / H

An important characteristic shown by the 3 values in Table XIII

(or see Table XV, where the results are more conveniently arranged) is

thwir relative inserisitivity to the number of shielding electrons (six

i shielding electrons for fi
N

, five for ft
N

, none for jS
c

) , Thisar
,

' ar ar
t; characteristic was noted in the one- and two-electron two-center

cases (cf. discussion following Eq (69) and Eq. (112)), where it waa

shewn that
(3 for a neutral molecule is very nearly the same as /3 for it

positive ion (called ft* in Tables III, IV). In the present case just

as in -che bwo-center cases, the relative invariance of /3 is in sharp

contrast to the rapid variation of 0.1 and a with the number of shielding

electrons, The values of ft (which might here be called
ar ar(which might here be called $ )ar

show a particularly simple behavior and are relatively easily computed;

perhaps this fact can be utilized in the future development of the

theory.
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We now pass to the computation of values of the orbital energies

.

^
from the Ws arid |9a of Tables XII and XIII or Table XV, and

their USG in computing ionizatlon and excitation energies. [The
index

'vill be used, here and in the next few paragraphs only, to include

r?":
:
i the unsaturation-electron MO's, i.e. both those which occur in the

.-/oond state (index ) and those which occur only in excited states

ndex P)] For this purpose, since the forms of the LCAO M0 f s are

here completely determined from symmetry, we may use Eq. (138a),

referring to Eqs. (169) -(172.) and Table X for the necessary coeffi-

cients. In addition to the ordinary ^i/ 3 ' ^ will be of interest to

Q
compute orbital core energies . , defined by

In the following, we shall drop the superscript L on all the 6L *s,

since all computations in this Section are based on LGAO hamil-

tonians

As is seen from the reasoning in Sections 21 and 22, Eq. (138a)

N
is equally valid for any particular f

whether one uses ex s and

/3
N s or (y

N ""f! s and /3 s. It is also easily seen from the deriva-

tion of Eq. (138a) that formally the same equation is also valid for

computing the quantities from c*Ct s and /3
T s.

For benzene, using complex M0 f s, after making use of Eqs . (169)-

(172) and Table X, Eq. (138a) gives:

(a) <^
C = o<

C
f J^2 Z Z r

qr f3

N-f,

qrr>q q



"
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Eq. (176a) is valid for any unsaturation-MO k in any electronic state

of benzene, so long as the gore is the same* Eq* (176b) is valid for

anY in state N; and, for this case, Eqs. (176b) arid (176c) must giv

identical results provided no errors are made in the computations

An equation very similar to Eq. (176c) can be used to compute a

good approximation to for the standard spinorbital reference stat
PO

S of any excited states of the type T
f , V

f
(94)

. Specifically, for

benzene,

pS / 3P qr / qrr^ q q ^

-1 P I/?
N ~f

}

qr ^-/qr

In case not more than one of 0L and $ is degenerate, Eq. (177) gives
r

a single value of , but if both are degenerate, as in the case of

the upper states of the well-known ultraviolet benzene absorption sys

terns (
= I 1, p 2) , it gives more than one value. However, if

these are averaged to form C , we have (cf. Eqs. (21), (22,))
pS

(178) E(Sfp )
- E(N) ^

*pS
N "f "

^r/^ P
for the average excitation energy of the several states associated

with (3 1 > .

~^* tn

(93)
Vftien the approximations of Eqs. (63), (156)-(160) are used con-

sistently, in connection with either Eqs. (155) and (163), or Eqs.
(161) -(163), to compute the #s and jO

f s, there is a mathematical
identity between Eqs. (176b) and (176c) when applied to a particular

See Section 23, especially footnotes 78, 79, Cf. also Eq. (149c
with g replaced by f and f by p, and the discussion immediately follow

ing it. Note that the use of <x
N ""f

and /?
N ~

in Eq. (177) is correc

only if the one -electron spin function is unchanged during the excita-
tion f > p, as is true for ~ in the S^p standard spinorbital refer-
ence state.

(95) jj]q. (21) was presented in Section 6 under the restriction that n<

more than one of the two M0 f s f and p should be degenerate. Howeve]
this restriction, which was introduced because there is more than one

D Q when both
ja-p

and $L aro degenerate, is unnecessary if one takes
an average value of nq.
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(0)
2

-10 . ... . .

tM

(i)

^

Pig. 6. Computed orbital energies of unsaturation M0 f s

of benzene from Eq. (138a) v/ith c^'s and ^t s based on various

hamiltonians (|

A
= state N LCAO state hamiltonian; ^

y = state

CT3
H LGAO ionic hamiltonians; h J = compromise hainiltoriian with

empirical ( izn ) and ^ (^^J assuming ^ = ^ = 0).

Pull lines correspond to acceptable, dashed lines to unacceptable

computed 6s, Heavy lines correspond to TlO's occupied in state

N, light lines to excited M0 f s.
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Tho computed values of Table XV can be used for the predictic

of (a), ionization energies; (b) , excitation energies (of. Pig. 7).

First considering ionization energies, the following relations are

anticipated according to Theorem 2 (Eq. (19)) of Section 6:

T -^ -
L

- T &* - L
1 tl'

'

o
1

w.iere I denotes the first and l~ the second ionization potential of

benzene. According to Eqs . (176a), (176b), we expect, to the extent

that the computations are free from errors, to obtain the sane value

of G
L
f

from either L
f
N or

L N~f
. Table XV gives

L N = -14,71,

XJ L = -14.33; the lack of exact agreement must be attributed to

(93)
computational errors which unfortunately, must still be present in

spite of very careful checking. Tho average value -14.5 ev may be

taken as probably representing the correct computed value of

within -0.3 ev. Similarly, the average of . a -9*45 and
*"L

*

value of

^
s -9.88, or -9.7 t 0.3 ev, may be taken as the computed

t

tl

It is of great interest that the negative of this last value

(96)
agrees closely with the observed value 9.24 ev of the minimum

(13
ionization energy of benzene, an observation first made by Roothaan

Phis agreement, combined with those found for Ho> CgHg, and GPH4 ^n

Ps??t III, strongly indicates that the LOAD MO method using a self-

3 crisis tent LCAO hamiltonian is capable of reproducing or predicting

ionization energies in many-center cases as well as two-center cases.

On the other hand, the prediction (first made by Roothaan) that

the second ionization potential Io is about 14.5 ev is at variance wit

W. C. Price and R. W. V/ood, J. Chem. Phys . 3, 439 (1935). The
values given by Price have here been corrected to the latest value of
the Rydberg constant (13.60 ev) .
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Price and Wood's reported observation Of a second
!_

at 11*7 t O.o

(9G)
. However, their second :: is based on incomplete experimental

evidence, and in the writer's opinion, the above computed value of In

should definitely be given the preference. Obviously a re-examination

of the benzene spectrum which led to the value IQ
= 11.7 would be of

interest. Another possibility for explaining the 11.7 volt i: is that

it raay be associated with removal of the most loosely bound of the o"

MO'd.i probably one associated mainly with the CH bonds.

Next let us consider the excited electronic levels T^ and V'

ip xp
.for f $4.- , p -

$f, ; these are the levels associated with the v/ell-
~-L -2

ultraviolet absorption spectrum of benzene. According to

(173), the average energy of this group of levels above the ground
N-(-l) N-f-1)

state should be given by 2V *
,

1} ~^"" J-' which from Table XV
2 . 1

haa the value (-4.54) - (-9.88) s 5.34 ev. The experimental counter-

part of this computed quantity is riot known exactly, but Roothaan and

(90)
Mulliken have given 5.5 ev as an approximate value which cannot

be very far off. The agreement with the present computations is seen

to be excellent.

The present computations also give further details. As will be

seen from Table XV, there are two calculated values for
^ .

" 4W

Deference to Table XIV shows that one of these (-4,54 f 0.89) corre-

N-(+l) N-(-l)
3t>onds to the cases and , the other (-4,54 - 089

J.O *5 '

T& ft

!;o * ^di ^
r>

Now to a certain approximation, in

T

;.q , (168) has the significance of on angular momentum quantum number,

corresponding to angular momentum about an axis perpendicular to the

plane of the benzene ring; to a similar approximation, a resultant P

equal to the sum of the f 's of the occupied M0 f s can be given. State

N then has F-04-Oflfl-l-l^O, but when an electron with

f = il is excited to a vacant MO with f = -2, we have one of the four
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cases just mentioned. It is seen that , o and 6
~

corre-
T $

**
(.j

spond to p a il, while the other two cases correspond to P = 3* But

with the symmetry D6h of benzene, there are no true angular momentum

3 1 untum numbers; P s -1 corresponds to a degenerate state of the type

E^. 9 while P s 3 corresponds to two nondegenerate states, one of type

N-(ii)
3-LU , one of type Bgu Hence of the tv/o values of . , the one

:~4.53 * 0.89) corresponds to an E-, state, the other (-4.58 - 0.89)

tj the average of two B states. Thus the present computation prc--
~~u

dxc ts that the E^u state lies about 1.78 ev above the average of the

3 states. The foregoing results., however, have not taken into

account the difference between the singlet (V1? ) and triplet (T-no)

states, but apply in each case to the average of singlets and triplet13 1 1 3 3 ( 97)
(average of E, and

E-^,
and average of

B-^
, B , B , B ) *

3 -z

Unfortunately, data are lacking on E, and ^B-, , but it may be of

some significance that the observed separation betv/een the
E-,

state

and the mean of the B-, and Bou states is 1.45 ev, in good agree-

ment with the above computed separation of 1.78 ev. A summary of the

computed and observed results is given in Figure 8 (dotted lines in
(98)

the "observed" column are estimates) .

The above computations could have been supplemented, by the use
of integrals given^ by Goeppert-Mayer and Sklar^ 10 ', so as to obtain

computed positions for single t and triplet levels individually. How-
ever, here just as in several other known cases, the computed singlet-
triplet separations are much larger than the observed (see discussion
in Section 6 under Theorem 3).

(98)
Note that in averaging, the one degenerate E state receives the

same weight as the two B states and each singlet state the same

weight (cf. Eq. (22)) as" the corresponding triplet state.
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Fig. 8. Observed (dotted lines, estimated) and Computed
Energy Levels of Benzene

A brief comparison with results obtained by previous investigator,

should now be made. Although the LCAO MO approximation used here is

identical with that used by G-oeppert-Mayer and Sklar (see discussion

at the beginning of this Section), the present numerical results on th

excitation energy of benzene differ somewhat from those of Q-oeppert-

Mayer and Sklar. However, their computation was open to question

because of their neglect of a largo number of small integrals.

One result of this was that their quantity -
. , when computed by

f-> j.

Eq. (30) of their paper using their tabulated integrals, has a negativ*

value (-5,6 ev according to a computation by the present writer),

v/hereas it should clearly be positive. Since a comparison shows that

C
GlilS's 's are identical with the quantities C of t ho present computa-

r p
tion, ,_

-
-1 from Table XV can be used to obtain their

g
- . *

The result is +5.33 ev, a reasonable value. In spite of the differ-

ence between this and GMS's value -5.6, the present result for the
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mean excitation energy (5,34 ev) is not far different from that of GITS

(4.5 ev) . This rather surprising result may perhaps be explained by

an extensive cancelling out of the neglected small integrals in GMS's

computation of the total excitation energies, even though not for

G C

^2
~

^1 On tne other hand, London, who has repeated GMS f s computa-

tions with the inclusion of the small integrals, reports considerabl;-

(98) (87)
Ligher- excitation energies with a mean value of 7.7 ev . The

discrepancy between this and the writer's result must probably be

attributed to errors arising in the course of the very laborious com-

putations by one or the other (or both) of us. However, the writer

has checked his own computations very carefully, and while they are

net wholly free from error (as was seen above in comparing ~ s and

s), he is inclined to believe that they are nearly correct*

N-fThe values in Table XV make it possible to go beyond previou
Jr

investigations and, using Eq. (178), to predict mean excitation energie

for additional groups of excited states. The results for all states

of the type S^ in which * 0, tl and p = *2, 3 are unsaturation MO 1

are given in the first two columns of Table XVI* However, as in other

cases involving strongly antibonding M0 f s (cf. Section 27) it is pro-

bable that the predicted excitation energies S> and Sn, are too high.
Jio Oo

2
-J

According to Table XVI > there should be a Ep ff
and a Ep state

3 1
near or not far above the E, and

E-,
states of the familiar

S-,p

group. These should be even lower than is indicated by the computed

value 7.93 ev below, because corresponding SQ^ and S13 WF's, being of

like electronic species and close together in computed position, may

be expected to mix rather strongly (configuration interaction, Step

4a of Section 2), depressing the energy of the lower and raising that
rt T

of the upper Egg and Eg states. Through vibrational coupling,

appreciable perturbations of the S. 2 states by these Ep states may
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occur.

Table XVI. MEAN COMPUTED EXCftfATION ENERGIES FOR

BENZENE STATES OF TYPE Sf

States S
f* JH



, /...
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be necessary; but it will obviously bo well worth future study. How-

ever, as v/ill be shown in the next Section, the relation in question

also exists, and not only exists but is exact, for two-center two-

electron cases.

In concluding this Section, reference may be made to Pig. 7 for

= .n intercomparison of the t's predicted by the j?
N

, -P
N ~f

, and hcp

vr-tuods. The hP method has been used, with neglect of non-neighbor

C)f s, to derive a value of & from the ultraviolet spectrunr ,/spec
769)

-r.d from this a value of <X, . It will be noticed that, while th
izn

of 6 so found (-2.56 ev) is fairly near to those for C EA
k_> T_) e c 4* 4

T\T f*

-o.O cv) and CgHg (-3.1 ev) , it is not very close to the/3 valuea

:'.n Table XV. A still more marked discrepancy exists between (V.

N f
(-7.21 ev) and the Or *s (about -11.6 ev) ; although, perhaps fortu-

itously, -X agrees well with or (-6.58 ev) . A comparison of the
izn

resonance energy contributions to 6^ and especially .. is also of

interest (R and R, in Pig. 7). According to usual views, the !10's (Zf

(strongly) and 0L (less strongly) are bonding MO's, and should be

characterized by negative R's. All the computed R values are in

CD /jTT

agreement v/ith this, but R , although negative by the h and I

methods, is positive by the $ method* Reference to Table XIV

shows that this is due to the large size and antibonding action of th

rion-neighbor /5
f s; the non-neighbor ,/3's make antibonding contributio]

also in the J? method, but the bonding term in (8 , predominates. I:

the total resonance energy (R f
2R-^)

in state N, the non-neighbor ft

make an antibonding contribution in both the Jl and x. methods,

but this contribution is large by the former and small by the latter

method.

The foregoing results are relevant to the question of the validit;

of the assumptions usually made in the application of the LCAO MO
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method, and outlined at the beginning of Section 20. They indicate

that none of these assumptions are safe cxdept for distinctly rough

calculations not covering too wide- a range (note, for example, how

badly the hcp method, when fitted to I and & 0$ reproduces ). On
JL JL(~> (j

the other hand, the results of the present computations are definitel;

encouraging as to the value of the LCAO MO method when these assump-

tions are dropped and when suitable self-consistent hami Itonions of

the jt or H types are used.

A further conclusion is that the relatively low ionization energy

of benzene (9,24 ev as compared with 10.5 for C HA and 11.4 ev for
t~> ft

CpHg) is the result of very appreciable antibonding non-neighbor

interactions in the ionized MO 0"-. in benzene. This conclusion follow;

whether the j? or the jJ

N ~r method is used, as can be seen from Table

XVII. This Table shows that the resonance energy <X - for the

ionised MO is larger for Coll? ^^ C2^4 t^ian ^or C6H6 ^7 e^ tiier Irietnod

Accordingly, the writer's earlier suggestion
' that the low ioniza-

tion energy of benzene is due to a small value of X appears to be

incorrect.

Table XVII. COMPARISON OF AITD I VALUES FOR

THREE HYDROCARBONS
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2J7 . Some Conclusions* The principal conclusions uo far obtain

from the work in Part V have already been outlined at the end of

Section 26, on the basis largely of results observed for benz-ene,

It will be useful here to broaden this basis by a review including

results on other molecules. Tov/ard this purpose, the various computed

and semiempirical CX and /3 values obtained in Parts III and V for

various molecules, with the addition of V$ and (3 values for tha

molecules studied in Part III, are assembled in Table XVIII.

Extended comment on Table XVIII is perhaps unnecessary. As was

pointed out at the end of Section 26, it now appears doubtful that

significant values of p and c< can in general be obtained in
' spec i zn

many-center cases, mainly because (a), the neglect of non-neighbor

(3
f s is riot sufficiently justified; (b) , X? h

raa7 depend too much

on f, as for example in benzene; (c), ex may depend on the location
a

of a, as for example in butadiene (or also in benzene if we use real

(99) _
M0 f s) . Hov/ever, in two -center cases, /5 and <X. remain

' spec izn

significant quantities. (For all cases, it should be kept in mind

that /? and C*. have meaning only in the framework of the ionic
spec j-^iii

hamiltonian method: see Section 23.) The preceding analysis further

indicates that the assumptions usually made in applying the LCAO MO

method are justified only for rough computations, or for working

with sufficiently limited ranges of data..

(99)
A similar type of difficulty was discussed by C. A. Coulson and

G. S. Rushbrooke, Proc , Carnb. Phil. Soc. 36, II, 193 (1940), but v/as

expected -by them to occur only for molecuTes less symmetrical than
either benzene or butadiene.
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In contrast to these somewhat pessimistic conclusions on the

usual semi empirical LCAO HO methods, the work so far definitely

encourages the hope that significant theoretical computations can be

made by LCAO MO methods using suitable SCP (self-consistent-field)

f)N nN-f ( 10 )

LCAO humiltoriians of the types 1 and X . Such methods shoul'

be applicable to resonance energy and perhaps dipole moment and other

computations, as well as for ionization and excitation energies. To

illustrate, the results so far obtained for ionization and excitation

energies in Parts- III and V are collected in Table XIX*

Table XIX. COMPUTED AND OBSERVED IONIZATION AND MINIMUM

EXCITATION ENERGIES FOR VARIOUS HYDROCARBON MOLECULES

(all in ev)

Quantities
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Except for the excitation energies of H2 and possibly C
2H2 , and

the second I of benzene where the experimental value appears doubtful
,

the agreements in Table XIX are excellent. These results are suffi-

ciently promising so that it would seem to be worth while to moke

similar computations for the other molecules; but a definitely favor-

able verdict on the method should av/ait the results of such further

Vvork. It is hoped that computations now being made on butadiene will

be especially instructive. Although it is still possible that the

abovu agreements are more or less fortuitous, there are sound reasons

for hoping that they may riot be. Even though wo know that LCAO MO's

are distinctly rough approximations, especially when they are built

from AO's of hydrouenic or Slater type, we know from qualitative

considerations that a partial cancellation of errors occurs in the

case of LCAO ionization and excitation energy computations using

compromise A0 ! s, This has been discussed in some detail for the tv/o-

center case in Section 14, and similar reasoning is applicable to the

many-center case. Reference should also be made to Section 9 on the

use of compromise A0 f s, and to Section 10 on the use of empirically-

based atomic s as an essential feature in the present method for

computing molecular ts If SCF LCAO MO methods continue to appear

promising, there are of course numerous possibilities for improving

them, both from the purely theoretical side and also perhaps by the

increased use of empirical data.

Something should be added about the relatively poor agreements

between - 6~ and 15(3- )
- E(N) for EL. These may probably bePi *P f->

attributed largely to the fact that in the excited states T and V of

H , the true form of the excited MO (A or ovls in LCAO terminology)
c> ^

is undoubtedly very similar to that of a Rydberg-type (united-atom) MC
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(101)
2pC"u , and may be unusually poorly approximated by the LCAO form*

A similar situation is to be anticipated quite generally for M0 r s of

high energy. Thus, in general, it is reasonable

that the LCAO MO method may give good results for the ^*s of M0s

present in state N, and so for I^s; also for excitation energies

involving 's having substantial negative values (examples, of
A

C r E and p of benzene, see Pig. 6). But where excitation involver
& 4 *

an whose LCAO-computed value approaches -zero or even becomes posi-

tive (examples, of
E^t

and see Pig. 6
3

of benzene), the

results can clearly not be trusted. With correct MO T s, very small

ne ative 6 f s obviously can occur only for very large MO's, and posi-

tive 13 only for continuum (i.e. free-electron) M0*s.

C C
The last line (

-
.

) in Table XIX has been added in connec-

tion with the possibility discussed In Section 26 (cf. Table XVI) that

- _
c
may in general form a satisfactory (and very simple) approxi

sr -*-

mat ion to 6 "^ - In two-center cases, this approximation is

r>

almost an identity because then we have - = ~2/^(l-S ) and
A B

because ft and j3 are equal to the degree that liq. (63) is exact.

As we saw in Section 26, the relation fails for benzene for p = 3, but

this is unimportant, since the LCAO is unsatisfactory anyway*
o

C C
(However, perhaps fortuitously, 6 - 6 gives more reasonable result

3 f
C C

see Table XVI.) The possibility of using - 6 in general aas
P f

an approximation for computing excitation energies is evidently well

worth further study.

It has been stated that the LCAO MO method may be expected to ba

unreliable for computations on excitation energies involving highly

* ' Cf. R. S. Mulliken and C. A. Rieke, Reports of Progress in

Physics, The Physical Society, London, Vol. 3, 231 (1941): see

pp. 237, 242-4.
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excited 's. There is also another area in which caution must be

used, namely in those cases where tho LCAO MO theory predicts tv/o or

more pure-electron-configuration excited states ?._. or V~ of the
ip ip -- -- - -

samo group theory species. Such cases must occur more and more fre-

(102)
quently for molecules of increasing complexity . Hero one must

use a niixed-electron-configuration method (Step 4a of Section 2), but

it appears likely that this can be successfully accomplished, at least

in simple cases, by treating tho pure -electron-configuration states

in the usual way, and then evaluating interaction terms.

In conclusion, it may be stated that SCP LCAO MO methods appear?

very promising for the computation of conjugation and hypercon juga-

tion energies, in view of the fact that in such computations we have

to doal with differences of energy quantities both computed by the

same approximation method, so that the errors due to the method tend

largely to cancel. A similar statement should hold for the computa-

tion of effects of hyperconjugation on ultraviolet spectra. However,

computations of the kinds just mentioned have not yet bean made

except with the simplifying assumptions of Section 20.

28, Postscript: f3 as a Function of R. In Section 2.0 the

importance of knowing how the parameter /3 varies as a function of

the interatomic distance R was pointed out. Even though in Section

27 we were forced to disappointing conclusions as to the possibility

of a single common X3(R) for the unsaturation MO's of all unsaturated

hydrocarbons, the matter still remains of interest. During the course

of the computations on two-center cases in Part III, some information

In a recent private communication, Coulson states that he and
Miss E. Fischer in LCAO MO computations on naphthalene by the Goeppert
Mayer-Sklar method have found it essential to consider such configura-
tion interactions.
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on this subject was obtained, which will be given below.

In pre-war computations using the assumptions of Section 20, the

writer and C. A. Rieke tried various assumptions as to the mode of

variation of
yfc

with R. In our earlier computations, we neglected

S's and then found that, by assuming a rapid variation of j3 with R*

we could approximately reproduce observed conjugation and hyperc on juga

tion energies, but could not at the same time reproduce spectroscopic

excitation energies. Later we found that, by including the S/s and

also assuming p to be proportional to >, we could reproduce fairly

v/ell both conjugation energies and excitation energies . In 1942 we

were still looking for empirical evidence for or against this idea.

In a still unpublished study, by combining the observed resonance

energy of benzene v/ith force constant data, we obtained an empirical

value of fi which we called $ , as a function of R. Although fi
* res res

agreed rather well with /3 at 1.39A> it varied with H approximate!
' spec

as S^, loading us to doubt our assumption that jd is proportional to

S>. The work was then suspended because of the war,

Now, turning to the following Table XX, it is seen that the the-

oretically computed R varies very nearly as
]3

for two-center / and

TT bonds in the important range 1.20-3.-60A, The computations for Is

AO's again show the theoretical p varying roughly as S for suffi-

ciently large R values, though not at the equilibrium R of
Hg.

It

thus seems possible that approximate proportionality of theoretical
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p values to
S_

values holds for all bonds except unusually short

(103), (104)
ones ,

If the relation /3/S ^ constant should provu to be valid for

carbon-carbon and ir bonds in general as R varies, it so ems possil

that, for rough computations using assumptions (l)-(3) of Section 20,

approximately the same value of /?/s might be maintained in other

and TT bonds, for example in C=C, N=N, CIO bonds, and in conjugated

C~N, C-0> and C-X bonds (X = halogen) in such molecules as C H NH ,652
C H 01. If so, we would have a very valuable and easy means of
^ o

estimating ft values, since approximate S values can be computed

relatively easily.

Although no computations have been made in any many-center case

for the R variation of any /3 corresponding to a particular neighbc

relation, the values of /3 ^ A , and /$ , in Table XIII or XV,
' ab ' ac f ad

which correspond to different R values though also different neighbor

relations, are of some interest (see Table XXI). Of greater interest

in connection with conjugated systems would of course be, for

The low value of ~/|pcc
for

CgHg suggests that at 1.20 the

actual empirical may be varying more slowly, and that we are

approaching a behavior similar to that for
Hg, though at somewhat

larger R values than predicted.

(104) rp^ theoretical relation /5 = T - so> for two-center homopolar
bonds does not throw much light on the question whether /5/S is in

general nearly constant. If T were proportional to and OJ were

constant, the relation X?/S *^ constant would be demonstrated* Actu-

ally, the computed values of T 9 a) , and /3 for Is and 2p /3
f s,

oven in the range where X3/S -& constant holds approximately, show
that neither of the conditions mentioned is satisfied even approxi-
mately.
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Table XXI. VALUES OP fi FOR BENZENE IN RELATION

TO INTERATOMIC DISTANCE R

R(A)
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